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Self-Reliance as Panacea: Muddling 
Strategic Thinking in Australia

Robyn Lim and A. D. McLennan

r r i H E  end oi the Cold War lias reduced strategic threat but increased strategic 
uncertainty: hence the difficulty of defining any ‘new world order’. Security 

-A- is not established in East Asia in the way it is in Western Europe; perilous 
conflict over the balance of power among China, Japan and the United States is 
possible, though not inevitable. No longer pinned down by the Soviet Union, 
China is a major beneficiary of the Cold W ar’s outcome. Its strategic ambitions 
and willingness to use lorce in pursuit ol its interests compound the problem of se
curity in East Asia. So do the risk of nuclear proliferation on the Korean peninsula 
and the tensions between the two Korean states.

Australia, distant as it is Irom the sources of tension in East Asia, could choose 
t° passive in the face of strategic uncertainty, and concentrate solely on continen
tal defence. Alternatively, it could choose to make a positive contribution, strategi
cally and diplomatically, towards maintaining a benign balance of power in East 
Asia. I he I^ibor government ol 1983-96 tried to avoid this stark choice through a 
policy of conscious ambiguity encapsulated in the notion of ‘self-reliance within a 
Iramew'ork ol alliances’. Emphasis on ‘self-reliance’ was prudent domestic politics 
because it played down the reality ol defence dependence on die US; moreover, 
many on die left believed diat a ‘more independent’ Australia would enjoy greater 
respect and so influence in its region. Meanwhile, reference to a ‘framework of alli
ances sustained the US alliance, so allowing die Labor government to enjoy the 
best of both worlds. But a policy of conscious ambiguity designed to meet the 
needs ol different constituencies can be risky because it is open to varying interpre
tations by diose who execute defence policy, and to controversy in public political 
argument, bodi giving rise to uncertainty diat may diminish Australia’s security.

Self-reliance widiin die framework of alliance’ represents a tenable basis for 
sec urity policy only so long as Australians understand diat it entails obligations and 
elloit, that delence on the cheap is illusion, and diat die alliance is an adjunct to 
national defence effort which functions on die basis of a congruence of interest. 
But die deliberate ambiguities of self-reliance have confused strategic dunking, and
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produced strategic guidance that lias resulted in questionable structuring lor die 
Australian Defence Force (ADF).

The Evolution of Self-Reliance

The idea of defence self-reliance had been current since die 1920s, when it 
emerged in reaction against die appalling casualties ol World War I and reflected 
die antagonism some felt towards Australia’s defending remote imperial interests. 
The questioning of forward defence in the wake ol die Vietnam war gave sell- 
reliance official standing, which found expression in die Fraser Government’s 1976 
White Paper, Australian Defence (Killen, 1976). Noting that die European colonial 
powers had withdrawn from Soudieast Asia and die US had disengaged lrom die 
Southeast Asian mainland, die White Paper concluded dial Australia’s area ol 
prime strategic concern was its adjacent waters, die countries and territories ol die 
Southwest Pacific, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia and die Soudieast Asian region. 
Rather than basing its policy on the expectation of sending forces abroad to light as 
part of some odier nation’s force, Australia would concentrate on defence sell- 
reliance. Neverdieless, die 1976 White Paper did not rule out Australia’s contribut
ing to operations elsewhere if die requirement arose, provided diat its presence was 
likely to he effective and forces could he spared from dieir ‘national tasks’. But any 
such operations were more likely to be in Australia’s neighbourhood dian some 
forward or distant theatre (Horner, 1992:93).

The 1986 Dibb review, commissioned by Defence Minister Kim Beazley, re
filled the concept of self-reliance outlined in die 1976 White Paper. Dibb con
cluded that Australia was a defensible conUnent dial, widi some important reorder
ing of priorities, could provide for its own defence (Dibb, 1986:17; sec also 
Woodman, 1993:3-6). This conclusion rellected a desire to assert diat Australia’s 
defence was no longer hostage to the interests o f‘great and powerlul friends’.

Fhe Dibb review’s emphasis on continental defence caused concern in die US, 
where it was seen as outlining an Australian defence vision independent ol die US 
that would weaken the global alliance structure on which US security depended and 
in which Australia played an important part, file review presented odier difficul- 
des. It gave priority to ‘low-level contingencies’ —  pinprick raids in northern Aus
tralia (in fact die least likely threat) —  but diat pointed die finger at Indonesia. By 
dius suggesting an enemy, the Dibb review risked making one, on the basis of faulty 
logic dictated by political radier than military considerations.

fhe 1987 Defence White Paper —  the Labor government’s audioritative policy 
statement —  modified Dibb’s view by affirming diat national policy was one of self- 
reliance within a framework of alliances. It allowed for possible Australian com
mitment of forces to situations distant from die immediate region: a policy flexibility 
to which Australia’s force contribution to die 1991 Gulf War gave effect, if mini
mally.

l
Australia sent two frigates and a support ship to assist in the naval blockade o f Iraq.
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The US Alliance

The US alliance is justified as contributing to Australia’s ‘sell-reliant’ defence pos
ture by affording access to advanced military equipment and technology, training 
and exercising, intelligence and strategic dialogue, and by helping to preserve Aus
tralia’s qualitative military advantage. The alliance also strengthens Australia’s re
gional influence and security. Despite claims that Southeast Asians would prefer 
Australia to be ‘more independent’, Australia’s security connections with the US 
reassure its regional friends.

If they are adaptable to changing strategic circumstances, alliances are a safe
guard against uncertainty as well as threats, and contribute to both deterrence and 
defence by injecting considerable uncertainty into the calculations of potential ag
gressors. In event ol war, the US alliance would add vastly to Australia’s defence 
potential, as US support did for the United Kingdom during the Falklands war. 
Alliances also impose sensible restraint. Rasb Australian behaviour would not at
tract US support any more than Australia would support rash military action by 
(say) Papua New Guinea. Alliances do impose costs and risk, but not just on the 
smaller partner.

Grounded in mutual security interests, alliances entail expectations that need to 
be backed by deeds. Australia assisted in the Gulf War because Prime Minister 
Hawke and Defence Minister Beazley appreciated that Australian interests were at 
stake. They also calculated shrewdly that, by committing forces at an early stage, 
Australia would avoid dangerous and risky operations. But shouting early while 
carrying a small stick may not work in the future if spending limitations and an em
phasis on continental defence attenuate the ADF’s force structure.

Self-Reliance and Force Structure

The defence Strategic Review 1993 stated that major conflict should not determine 
Australia’s force structure or preparedness (DeparUnent of Defence, 1993:43). 
And the following year’s White Paper Defending A ustralia said that ‘the structure of 
the Defence Force is determined by its essential roles in providing lor the defence 
of Australia’ (Department of Defence, 1994:5). Moreover, the envisaged threats 
against which Australia should prepare were low-level and could arise with little 
warning.

As officially defined in Defending Australia, self-reliance required that ‘we 
should be capable, without combat assistance from other countries, of (lcleating any 
attack which could credibly be mounted against Australia’ (Department of Defence, 
1994:14). The ADF would do so on the basis of a self-reliant force structure devel
oped to defend Australia from attack. Two consequences follow: Australia would 
not rely on allied combat forces for the defence of its territory; and the ADF’s other 
roles would have no influence on decisions about force structure.

This policy seems prudent, so long as Australia’s military means are sufficient 
to deter or defeat any threat it might face. But Australia has in fact been seeking 
defence on the cheap, and its defence spending is nowhere near the target envisaged
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in 1987 (Woodman, 1993:16). True, major acquisition programs have strength
ened maritime power capabilities —  desirably so. But the cost has been borne by 
the army, whose personnel strength is being wound back to the levels that preceded 
its assistance to Malaysia during its confrontation with Indonesia in 1963-66; and 
reliance on civil infrastructure tie the army’s operations to defence ol the Australian 
continent. These factors, by preventing the army projecting its lorces beyond the 
continent, benefit any potential aggressor and reduce Australia’s credibility as a con
tributor to alliance burden sharing.

Regional Engagement

The idea of regional engagement canvassed in the 1994 White Paper, while not 
exactly old wine in new bottles, represents a continuation of Australia’s long- 
established policy of fostering defence cooperation with Southeast Asian neighbours 
—  no bad tiling.

That Indonesia is top of the tree reflects its proximity and size, as well as its po
litical and economic stabilisation under President Soeharto’s New Order, and the 
moderation in its foreign policy. The 1993 Australia-Indonesia security agreement 
sealed a relationship that had long been evolving. It promotes the interests of both 
countries by strengthening their mutual security and power. The agreement pro
vides a basis for general cooperation, and affirms that their shared security interests 
outweigh their disagreements. It also identifies a shared interest in regional security 
that other states arc obliged to take into account.

fhe agreement demands creative diplomacy and bold policy innovation. For 
Indonesia it is without precedent, while for Australia it is the first agreement con
cluded with a regional security partner on the basis of reciprocal obligation. Al
though it does not resolve all the external security problems ol either side, it pro
vides a strong foundation on which the Howard Government can build to Austra
lia’s advantage.

Australia also remains committed to the Five Power Defence Arrangements as 
a building block of regional security. Singapore is the most direct beneficiary of 
delence cooperation with Australia. Its forces train, exercise and develop facilities 
in Australia, supposedly to Australia’s financial gain. The agreement with Singapore 
concedes lar more in terms of Australian sovereignty than does the l JS-Australia 
joint facilities agreement —  a point unnoted by its critics.

But apart from the agreement with Indonesia, the Five Power Arrangements 
and practical measures of defence cooperation widi the Philippines, ‘regional en
gagement’ remains a vague notion. It seems to have referred largely to the pursuit 
ol mutual understanding —  and so peace and security— through strategic dialogue, 
both bilateral and multilateral, fhe latter is conducted mainly through the ASEAN

2
Members comprise Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, Britain and New Zealand. Britain’s role is now 

vestigial. Five Power’s most important element is an integrated air defence system lor Malaysia and 
Singapore commanded by a senior RAAF' officer. Five Power helped foster defence cooperation be
tween Malaysia and Singapore in die af termadi of dieir separation.
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Regional Forum. Of Australia’s prospective dialogue partners in East Asia, Japan is 
die most interesting and promising, with its instructively hardheaded approach to 
security.

Yet the idea of promoting regional security through cooperation and dialogue 
presents problems. Differences in values and interests can impede the develop
ment of relations with neighbours, as the East Timor issue shows with respect to 
Indonesia. The differences are partly cultural: Australia’s plain-spoken diplomacy 
can jar Southeast Asian sensitivities. Human-rights considerations reflecting do
mestic imperatives have determined Australia’s approach to Burma, whereas the 
ASEAN countries are concerned above all with the security consequences ol 
Burma’s international isolation.

More generally, the notion of regional engagement implies a congruence ol se
curity aims and interests among Southeast Asian countries that may not exist. It 
also presumes that these countries exercise more control over their security than 
their limited power permits. True, the Southeast Asian states are no longer, in the 
words of a former Indonesian foreign minister Adam Malik, a ‘row ol zeros’ 
amounting to nothing. But even if they pooled resources, their combined power is 
less than that of the major states. Nor are they united in their security perceptions 
and interests. How many ASEAN countries, for example, would defend Vietnam if 
it came under military pressure from China, believing as they do that Vietnam’s 
problems with China are largely its own fault?

Another issue is what Australia’s regional engagement offers die countries so 
engaged. For geographical reasons, dicir defence efforts strengthen Australia’s se
curity. But il Australia structures its forces for continental defence, and seeks re
gional security through diplomacy without reference to strategic interests and ambi
tions, it will be offering little in return. That said, Australia’s policy is not as naive as 
its diplomatic rhetoric sometimes sounds. Australia possesses military strength and 
related assets that would be useful in support of regional security; as well, il has as a 
growing defence industry and military technology base. And the Five Power Ar
rangements, bilateral defence cooperation programs and, above all, the strategic 
partnership wifli Indonesia are earnests of commitment.

Strategic Connections between East and Southeast Asia

Since the end of the Cold War, some in Australia have argued that the IIS will ne
glect security in Southeast Asia because its primary strategic interests lie in East 
Asia. That is to misunderstand the security connections between East Asia and 
Southeast Asia.

Some reduction in US military strength was both inevitable and desirable after 
the Cold War. In the new climate of reduced international tension, US public 
opinion refuses to countenance the role ol world policeman; tolerance lor Ameri
can casualties in foreign wars is low. If they are to be politically sustainable, Amer
ica’s foreign commitments must be palpably connected to America’s direct security 
interests. It is still in the global strategic interest of the US that no hostile power or
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combination of powers should dominate Europe or East Asia. If Americans forget 
this basic lesson of 20th-century history, they are liable to rediscover it the hard way.

America’s concern with maintaining a benign balance of power in East Asia 
(Japan, China, Korea and Russia) dates back at least to US President Theodore 
Roosevelt and his brokering of die settlement of the Russo-Japanese war through 
tiie Treaty of Portsmouth in 190,5. It reflects the maritime basis ol American secu
rity: as oceans are America’s protection, events on the odier side of them cannot be 
ignored. America’s growing economic interests in East Asia reinforce these con
cerns.

A strategic interest in Southeast Asia and its waters is a necessary adjunct to 
American concern for the strategic balance that is evolving among China, Japan and 
the US. As ever, the security of the straits connecting the Indian and Pacific Oceans 
engages the strategic interests of the maritime powers and those who depend on 
their protection. With regard to China, Japan’s maritime security represents a stra
tegic interest of the f irst order for the US, given its responsibilities under the mutual 
security treaty with Japan, and the convenience for both parties of Japan’s strategic 
dependence on 1 IS. This suits most countries in die region, though China is am
bivalent.

Pile US-Philippines security treaty also direedy involves the US in issues of stra
tegic contention in die South China Sea. And the US possesses maritime and odier 
military capabilities that give it influence possessed by no other distant state. China 
therefore has to take account of the American factor in pursuing its regional ambi
tions. This was starkly evident in relation to the US naval deployment in response 
to China’s military intimidation of Taiwan before die latter’s presidential election in 
March 1996.

China’s claims in die South China Sea, which are suspended and revived at will, 
represent die most worrying challenge to strategic stability in die ASEAN area. 
China aims to divide the regional states, not least by seeking to setde differences 
with them bilaterally. The antagonism of Malaysia’s Prime Minister Mahadiir to
wards the West plays into China’s hands, which doubtless worries the Indonesians. 
Mahathir’s promotion of die East Asia Economic Caucus, which excludes die US, 
Australia and New Zealand, pits Asia’s interests against those of the US and 
Europe, and so works to China’s benefit. Thailand, for good reason, relies on 
China as a counter-weight to Vietnam. China also supports the friendless military 
regime in Burma in ways that arouse fears in India and die ASEAN countries of 
China’s gaining a strategic loodiold in the Indian Ocean.

The differences between the major actors that determine the East Asian balance 
of power and are manifest in Southeast Asia do not stem from simple misunder
standing: they are grounded in strategic interest. Dialogue through a regional forum 
is not going to setde such differences. Only a stable power equilibrium can contain 
diem.

Australia’s alliances and defence activides afford it influence in Southeast Asia. 
Bodi connect widi die strategic balance in East Asia. Membership of APEC may 
also help. Aldiough APEC’s remit does not cover security issues directly, it serves a
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broad strategic purpose by providing a framework in which all Asia-Pacific countries 
can tackle issues of common concern.

Japan’s strategic dependence on die US is in Australia’s interest. Widiout die 
US presence in Japan, China could feel even less constrained dian it does now. 
And while Japan may lack strategic ambidons, it has strategic anxiedes. Any break
down of its alliance with die US would oblige Japan to look to its own security. Ja
pan’s reladons with all its neighbours are uneasy. Surrounded by nuclear-armed 
states (perhaps including one day a united Korea), a strategically isolated Japan 
would be tempted to acquire both nuclear weapons and long-range maridme capa
bility—  whatever die strengdi of current Japanese pacifism. While some strategists 
regard with equanimity die prospect of a nuclear-armed Japan (see for example 
Waltz, 1981), its advent would provoke acute regional tensions.

Australia’s Nuclear Security

Australia depends on its alliance widi die US for nuclear security dirougb extended 
deterrence. It pays its dues for this ultimate safeguard by liosdng die defence joint 
facilides, visits from US navy ships, and die like. The odier opdons available to 
Australia range from New Zealand’s policy of eschewing nuclear weapons to die 
neo-Gaullist approach of former Prime Minister John Gorton and ex-Govcrnor 
General Bill Hayden, which is grounded in scepdcism about die reliability of nu
clear-armed allies.

Sensible discussion about how nuclear weapons kept die peace in die Cold 
War and shaped die result is rare in Australia. Even rarer is sensible discussion 
about bow diey might (or might not) keep die peace in die future. That is partly 
because die logic of nuclear deterrence —  die famous ‘nuclear paradox’ —  is 
poorly understood. Fearing die destructive power of nuclear weapons, cridcs say 
(correctly in most cases) that they are unusable; but dien conclude that they are 
useless. This conclusion is mistaken because nuclear weapons work all die time, 
deterring and containing, so long as the threat of their use is even slightly credible to 
governments or public opinion. But actual use of nuclear weapons on any substan
tial scale would void their udlity because of die extent of destruedon wrought or 
risked. Hence the paradox.

In order to appease and-nuclear constituencies, the 1994 Defence White Paper 
said that Australia would continue to rely on US extended deterrence, hut only as 
an interim measure until a total ban on nuclear weapons is achieved, accompanied 
by substandal verification provisions (p. 96). But such laidi in diplomadc process is 
utopian. It ignores die fact that nothing could more weaken Australia’s strategic 
security than die US dismantling its nuclear arsenal.

3
Nuclear weapons also deter conventional attack —  and unconventional, as in die 1991 Gull War, 

when Iraq did not use its bacteriological and chemical weapons. Hence it does not follow, as is often 
assumed in Australia, dial because Australia is not threatened widi nuclear attack, it does not need 
nuclear protection.
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The Hawke Government’s neutralising of the problems associated with the US- 
Australia joint facilities at Pine Gap, Nurrungar and Northwest Cape was immensely 
important in securing political support for Australia’s reliance on extended deter
rence. This aim was achieved by frank acknowledgment of die functions ol the fa
cilities, emphasis on Üieir utility in monitoring arms control and disarmament 
agreements, and the assertion of Australian sovereignty.

Because the collapse of the Soviet Union has so reduced the strategic threat, 
much lower levels of nuclear armament are now appropriate. Prudent reduction of 
nuclear arms reinforces security. So would a reliable anti-proliferation regime. But 
diese generalities offer no helpful guidance on die optimum level of residual nu
clear armament. And diere is a risk, widi die Cold War ended, diat nuclear deter
rence will be viewed as irrelevant to Australia’s security or as involving unacceptable 
dangers. But nuclear weapons are too useful to disappear. Their technology is 
known and cannot be unlearned. The Western nuclear powers will continue to 
depend on nuclear weapons because diey could not endure the mass casualdes of 
general war. Their defence must dierefore rely on preserving a technological edge 
and die ability to inflict intolerable damage on a populous enemy. It is an apposite 
truism that abolishing nuclear weapons would make die world sale for conventional 
war, and so work to the strategic advantage of totalitarian states widi large, expend
able populations.

China sees nuclear weapons as the key to the level of security and influence diat 
it desires. As it continues developing its nuclear arsenal, it is very likely seeking a 
secure, submarine-based force. An aim of France’s last round of nuclear testing was 
to increase the security and effectiveness of its own submarine-based force. Recent 
Russian talk suggests diat it recognises that nuclear weapons now constitute its main 
claim to global influence.

The Risks of Self-Reliance

‘Self-reliance’ and ‘defence of Australia’ have muddled our strategic diinking. ‘Self- 
reliance’ critically blurs die distinction between defence and security. ‘Defence’ fo
cuses on the threat of invasion, while ‘security’ is a broader concept encompassing 
freedom from constraint by threats, intimidation or odier pressures, from whatever 
source, diat would unacceptably limit national policy choices. For Australia, such 
constraints may be as geographically distant as, for example, Germany’s pursuit of 
hegemony over Europe or die Soviet Union’s over Eurasia.

History’s lesson lor Australia, because of its remoteness from die centres of 
international tension and its surrounding seas, is diat major strategic direats may 
develop as a result of distant disruption of die balance of power, as occurred in bodi 
World Wars and during the Cold War. Australia could have sought to avoid the 
consequences of such direats by averting its gaze and not fighting ‘odier people’s 
__

For example, Japan struck southwards in 1941, calculating that Germany would defeat die Soviet 
Union and die W estern allies. A breakdown ol die balance o f power distant from Australia resulted in 
attacks on Australia’s territory.
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wars’. Instead, it chose, responsibly, to intervene. By adding its weight to the ellorts 
of the compatible side it helped ensure a favorable outcome; and by taking the fight 
to the enemy, Australia reduced die risk of war on its own territory. This policy 
recognised dial Australia would find life very difficult in an international order 
dominated by hosdlc powers, even if Australia itself were not invaded. Such would 
have been die case in 1942 had Japan been able to isolate Australia from die ITS.

Emphasising self-reliance, narrowly defined, encourages dunking in concentric 
circles: die idea diat direats diminish and vanish widi distance. Such logic informed 
New Zealand’s rejccdon of visits by nuclear-armed US ships, part of a strategy 
whereby diat country effecdvely sought to retain die benefits of extended deterrence 
conferred by die ANZUS treaty while avoiding its treaty obligadons. Analogous lor 
Australia would be a security doctrine diat took account only of direct direats to its 
territory. But Australia needs to worry about direats to its security and independ
ence wherever diey arise. Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait was a case in point because ol 
the challenge diat it posed to broad international security.

Democracies find it hard to diink strategically when dieir security seems not to 
be direatened. Australia is a typical, naturally secure country widi litde instinctive 
understanding of how strategic interests, military power and direat of force shape 
die conduct of international reladons. This failing reflects die human belief diat 
unpalatable problems will go away if ignored, are better not discussed or are ame
nable to procedural soludons dial ignore interests.

But die principles of security are enduring. Australia’s interests after die Cold 
War remain as diey were before: in seeing disputes resolved and a sadsfactory 
power equilibrium struck at a distance, not on its shores. The balance of power in 
East Asia is die cridcal factor shaping Australia’s strategic security. The conse
quences of a breakdown of that balance are unlikely to manifest diemselves as low- 
level attacks at short warning on Australia’s territory. But diey are likely to emerge 
in Soudicast Asia. Alliances and ‘regional engagement’ based on appreciadon of 
interests strengthen Australia’s hand, and so encourage die evoludon of a benign 
balance in East Asia.
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Public Standards and Private Monitoring: 
New Zealand’s New Banking Supervision

Regime

Arthur Grimes

r r i H E  Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ), which is well-known for its in
dependence and anti-inflation stance under die Reserve Bank of New Zea- 

_JL. land Act 1989, has embarked on another policy innovation. In January 
1996, it implemented a new approach to banking supervision. Defying interna
tional trends, the RBNZ reforms envisage returning ‘supervision’ largely to the pri
vate sector, aldiough die RBNZ retains a role in specifying minimum standards for 
banks to meet.

This ardcle oudines and analyses diese proposals, in die context bodi of die 
broader reform process in New Zealand since 1984 and of international and aca
demic developments. It also considers whedier certain aspects of die proposals 
could be altered so as to better meet the Reserve Bank’s objeedves.

Government as Risk Bearer

Before 1984, New Zealand economic policy was lrequendy characterised by gov
ernment assuming the role of a major bearer of risk, whedier direct commercial risk 
arising from government ownership of enterprises, or indirect risk associated widi 
explicit or implicit indications of government support for firms or industries in fi
nancial distress. In the financial sector, for instance, government direedy owned, 
inter alia, die largest bank (the Bank of New Zealand) and a large insurance com
pany (State Insurance). In odier sectors, such as agriculture, government’s assump
tion of risk took the form of subsidising producers when returns were poor.

Government’s willingness to bear risk was complemented by substantial regula
tion, in part designed to reduce die risk of institutional failure and of consequent 
government financial support. Regulation frequently took die form of limiting entry 
(and competition) in certain sectors (including die banking sector) and/or of limiting 
die activities dial institutions in certain sectors could undertake. In diis respect, 
banks were heavily regulated in terms of pricing (interest-rate controls) and asset 
choice (credit and directed-lending controls).

Arthur Grimes is Chief Executive o f Southpac Investment Management Limited 
and a former Chief Manager o f the Financial Markets and Economics Depart
ments o f the Reserve Bank o f New Zealand.
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The labour government that assumed office in 1984 sought to reduce govern
ment’s role o f ‘risk-bearer of last resort’. It also aimed to increase consumer choice 
by eliminating, or at least reducing, regulations (including restrictions on entry) per
taining to certain sectors. Emphasis was placed on market-oriented mechanisms 
that generated incentives for individuals to act commercially, especially with regard 
to monitoring and dealing with risk. The RBNZ’s new banking supervision pro
posals embody this policy approach.

International Banking Supervision Developments

Banking supervision issues have assumed a high profile throughout die world over 
die past decade. Pardy, this has been a result of a scries ol spectacular failures ol 
financial institutions, including BCCI, Barings Bank, the Savings and Inans (S&Ls) 
and many small banks in the United States, major banks in Scandinavia, regional 
banks in Canada and, most recendy, die Japanese banking system. Closer to home, 
State banks and odier small financial insdtutions have failed in Australia, and 
banking problems were experienced in New Zealand following die 1987 sharemar- 
ket crash.

At die same time, there has been a trend towards greater international coordi
nation amongst banking supervisors, mainly as a result of European initiadves under 
the auspices of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in Basle. In die mid- 
1980s, European and United States supervisors were concerned diat odier jurisdic
tions (notably Japan) were imposing less stringent rules on banks dian their own, so 
increasing die incentive to relocate banking functions to less regulated markets. 
They diemselves had little incentive to reduce regulation in dieir own markets, often 
regarding it as necessary to underpin the stability of their own financial systems.

More important, however, is the principal-agent problem embodied in banking 
supervision. The supervisor is the agent ol government (and ultimately, die public) 
in regulating and supervising the banking system. Whatever die optimal degree of 
regulation is, supervisors will generally have an incentive to over-regulate ex ante} 
This behaviour derives from the simple nature ol die pay-olf structure to supervi
sors. If no bank failure occurs (or is seen to occur) widiin dieir jurisdiction, diey 
have a certain pay-oil. But if failure does occur, even where die regulator has fol
lowed the cx mile optimal supervisory regime, the pay-oil for regulators will be sub
stantially reduced (jobs may be lost, and reputations will suffer). In contrast, diere is 
almost no negative pay-oil to a regulator who over-regulales, unless hanking services 
migrate to odier jurisdictions.

The aim of die Basle approach was to standardise supervisory approaches and 
standards across major jurisdictions, largely in order to prevent die migration of 
banking functions. The resulting Basle standards were not legally binding on odier

* In practice, regulators may be weak in enforcing regulations ex post because they wish to keep bank
ing problems hidden both from those who monitor their performance and from the public, in the 
hope that a bank can restructure or trade its way back to an adequate capital position. This is known 
as ‘regulatory forbearance’.
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countries, hut their adoption by the major countries made it difficult lor other ju
risdictions to adopt less stringent regulations while maintaining their reputations as 
hanking centres. The Basle approach can therefore be characterised as an interna
tional banking supervisory cartel, with barriers erected to reduce the likelihood ol 
die cartel breaking down dirough ‘regulatory undercutting’.

The first key development under die new Basle approach was die 1988 pro
posal lor uniform minimum bank capital standards specified by die Committee on 
Banking Regulations and Supervisory Pracdces (also known as die Cooke Commit
tee). This proposed minimum levels of der 1 or ‘core’ capital (essendally, share
holders’ equity and retained profits) and der 2 or ‘supplementary’ capital (like sub
ordinated debt and some forms of reserves) to be held as a propordon of risk- 
weighted assets. Assets were weighted on a scale of zero to 100, supposedly reflect
ing reladve credit risks. Since dien, position-risk parameters have been formulated, 
rcllecdng interest rate and exchange rate exposures, diougli diey are not yet final
ised.

All developed countries have adopted die Cooke Committee’s capital stan
dards, if not more stringent criteria. Many have also intensified dieir supervisory 
operadons, often in response to bank failures. For instance, in 1992 die Reserve 
Bank of Australia began on-site inspecdons of banks’ management systems lor as
sessing asset quality, and in 1995 released a Prudendal Statement guiding banks’ 
idendficadon of impaired assets (Reserve Bank of Australia, 1995). In die United 
States, die Federal Deposit Insurance Corporadon Improvement Act 1991, de
signed to minimise regulatory forbearance, prescribed a series of steps to be taken 
as a bank’s capital falls into successive tranches below die required capital ratio.

Academic Developments

The analysis of banking supervision is one of the less sadsfactory fields of economic 
theory. Models tend to be highly unrealistic, to lack die ability to explain key fea
tures of banks, or to attempt to explain current features of regulatory systems widi- 
out adequately questioning the validity of their assumptions (or admissible set of 
solutions). For instance, the frequently cited article by Diamond and Dybvig 
(1983), which seeks to explain how bank runs can occur, apparently justifies deposit 
insurance, with associated monitoring of banks by die insurer. Yet many odicr re
sponses, such as changing the nature of the deposit contract or adopting bank eq
uity, would also solve the problem.

More recently, Dewatriponl and Tirolc (1994) have argued diat die key func
tion of banking regulation and public supervision is to correct a market failure in 
monitoring bank performance. Small depositors in banks do not have die incentive 
individually to monitor bank behaviour because tlieir exposure is small compared 
widi the high cost of detailed monitoring. According to Dewatripont and Tirole’s 
‘representation hypothesis’, public monitoring efficiendy takes die place of inade
quate private-sector monitoring of banks by debt holders. The banks differ from 
lion-financial firms, which generally have a major debt holder (normally a bank) 
widi an adequate incentive to monitor closely a firm’s actions. Dwatripont and Ti-
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role contend that this public-sector monitoring role, which effectively amounts to 
depositor protection, is more important than issues such as systemic stability 
(contagious bank runs, for example), which can be overcome dirough other means, 
such as acting as a lender of last resort.

Yet this analysis, like many other academic contributions on die subject, tends 
to take for granted existing supervisory approaches, such as 011-site inspections and 
the existence of deposit insurance, without analysing fully their shortcomings. It 
also ignores more radical options that may overcome the problems. Academic 
analyses of banking supervision thus tend to be less incisive than analyses of other 
fields of regulation, so giving less guidance to policy-makers seeking to explore al
ternative regimes.

New Zealand Banking Developments

In the late 1980s, New Zealand, in common with many other countries, endured a 
number of banking problems. The Development Finance Corporation, a moder
ately sized and partly government-owned financial institution, became insolvent; the 
Bank of New Zealand, the largest (and then government-owned) bank, had to be 
rescued twice by its parent; and another mid-sized institution, NZI Bank, had to be 
rescued (and ultimately closed) by its new parent, General Accident. A number of 
fringe non-bank finance companies also became insolvent and small depositors lost 
money as a result. In one instance, failure of a fringe finance company sparked a 
run on a large building society. Statements of comfort to depositors by die Reserve 
Bank and the building society’s own bank stemmed die run.

Ironically, these failures occurred after the establishment of a fledgling banking 
supervision function by the Reserve Bank, under a 1986 amendment to die Reserve 
Bank Act. Before 1986, the Bank had had no explicit supervision function, al
though New' Zealand’s financial system had been heavily regulated for monetary 
policy purposes. The 1986 amendment opened the banking system to new en
trants. It also enabled the Reserve Bank to prescribe capital ratios for new banks, 
though not for exisdng banks. Only with the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 
1989 (which also introduced the new monetary policy regime) was a more typical 
supervision system introduced. This gave the Reserve Bank powers to impose capi
tal rados and large exposure limits on all banks. It also introduced a system 
whereby registered banks supplied the Reserve Bank widi confidential returns on 
such matters as property exposures, which were analysed widtin die central bank.

Fhe direction of the 1989 supervision system was towards more prudential 
regulation of banks and more intensive central-bank monitoring of dieir activity. 
The latter feature, however, raised a number of issues. Did die Reserve Bank be
lieve it could interpret such material better than the banks themselves? On what 
basis should die results of Reserve Bank analysis of private bank information be 
communicated to die banks concerned? And should diey be communicated to 
odier parties, such as depositors? Above all, if die Reserve Bank had had private 
knowledge diat a bank might fail, would its failure leave die Reserve Bank legally, or 
at least morally, liable to bail out depositors? "This issue was especially pressing as
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New Zealand had never adopted a deposit-insurance scheme. Instead, authorities 
had publicly stated that no such insurance existed and that depositors were expected 
to monitor banks to check their soundness. This approach had been adopted be
cause deposit insurance could create moral hazard, as it had in the United States.

In place of an explicit depositor protection focus lor banking supervision, the 
New Zealand supervision system had the objectives, under the 1989 Act, of 
‘promoting die maintenance of a sound and efficient financial system’ and ‘avoiding 
significant damage to die financial system diat could result from die failure of a reg
istered bank’. This objective differs from die ‘representadon hypodiesis’ of De- 
watripont and Tirole, whose insights, like diose of odier audiors who assume a de
positor protecdon objeedve, may dierelore not apply to New Zealand. The same 
could be true of many odier aspects of banking superv ision diat are prevalent else
where. For instance, it was not clear dial Reserve Bank monitoring of private 
banking informadon contributed to die stated objeedve. If anything, it could be 
counterproducdve if it contributed to an increase in moral hazard by giving die im
pression diat implicit depositor protecdon existed as a consequence of central 
bank’s receipt of private informadon not available to depositors. Such a belief 
could reduce monitoring by depositors and odier stakeholders in banks and so in
crease die risk of failure of individual banks, widi possible systemic consequences.

The Review of the Conduct of Banking Supervision

This was the background to a review of die conduct of banking supervision, which 
was inidated and conducted wholly within the Reserve Bank, and widiin the con
fines of the objectives for banking supervision set out above. At an interim stage of 
die review, the RBNZ (1993:48) stated its key concerns and its preferred approach 
in the following terms:

The common reaction to . . . financial sector stresses has been intensified 
official regulation and supervision . . . However, diat reaction of more in
tensive intervention carries with it the seeds of future difficulties. At one 
level, diere arc reasonable doubts about whedier even intensive supervision 
can be effective in recognising early, and dealing widi, incipient bank fail
ure. But diere are more pervasive effects of intensified regulation and su
pervision which in die long term can run counter to die interests of die 
public at large.

As regulators and supervisors become more heavily involved in die af
fairs of banks, die normal incentives and market disciplines diat sharehold
ers in banks should face are blunted. Bankers, dieir customers and credi
tors come to accept diat die government, as regulator and supervisor, is 
making die key judgments about what is prudent behaviour and what is not. 
Conscquendy, die government can find itself effectively taking responsibility 
for ensuring diat nothing goes wrong or, if it does, for picking up die tab.
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This approach, with its locus on the efficiency and incentive efTects of regulation, 
came on top of analyses of the underlying characteristics of banking that might 
promote regulation in the first place (see for example White, 1992). The results of 
die review were released in 1994 (RBNZ, 1994). The new approach to supervision 
reflects die Reserve Bank’s belief

dial banking supervision is not necessarily an effecdve or efficient means ol 
reducing banking system risks. Much of die information available to 
banking supervisors tends to be too dated by die time it reaches die super
visor to enable die supervisor to adopt measures to avoid a bank failure. 
Moreover, it is doubtful dial supervisors are any better placed dian bank 
management to recognise early signs of financial distress. (RBNZ, 
1995:74).

The Proposed System

The key features retained or implemented in die new hanking supervision frame
work are set out below.

Capital. The BIS Capital Accord is retained widi unaltered risk weights. A mini
mum capital of NZ$15m is required to set up as a hank.

Disclosure. Banks must issue quarterly public disclosure statements. A full disclo
sure statement includes: an income statement and balance sheet, information on 
asset quality and provisioning, large exposures (die number of exposures between 
10 per cent and 20 per cent of equity, between 20 per cent and 30 per cent of eq
uity, and so on), exposures to related parties (such as die parent company), sectoral 
exposures, capital adequacy (including off-balance sheet exposures), market 
(position) risks, and board composidon. A full statement must be available on re
quest; in addition, a one- or two-page summary statement must be displayed in all 
branches.

External audit. Bank disclosure statements must be audited twice yearly by external 
auditors.

Credit rating. Banks widi a credit radng for long-term senior unsecured debt must 
disclose diis radng prominendy; banks widi no such radng must disclose diis fact.

Directors’ role. Directors must cerdfy that die disclosure statements are not false 
or misleading and must attest to die adequacy of die bank’s risk-management sys
tems and internal controls.

Related parties. A limit is placed on maximum exposures to related pardes as a 
proportion of der 1 equity.
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Capita1 breach. A structured approach to breaches of capital adequacy is adopted, 
including:

• a ban on distributions to bank shareholders until minimum capital require
ments have been dealt with;

• no increase in exposures to related parties until capital is restored;
• no increase in gross credit exposures once tier 1 capital falls below 3 per cent of 

risk-weighted assets.

Previous aspects of banking supervision that have been withdrawn or modified 
include:

Large exposures. The previous limit on individual large exposures as a proportion 
of capital has been removed (to be replaced by die disclosure of large exposures).

Foreign exchange. The previous limits on open foreign-exchange positions are 
removed (to be replaced by disclosure of position risks).

Interna1 controls. Previous Reserve Bank guidelines on internal controls are abol
ished (to be replaced by directors’ attestations).

Private returns. The Reserve Bank will no longer obtain returns of confidential 
information from banks. Its information will be gathered from public sources.

The new system reflects die broad approach to (de)rcguladon widiin New Zea
land since 1984. Responsibility for assuming and monitoring risk is returned to die 
private sector. Furdier, die framework has been accompanied by explicit govern
ment and Reserve Bank statements diat government does not insure deposits in 
New Zealand banks. Thus, die framework attempts to minimise risk borne by gov
ernment arising from banking problems and to ensure diat dicre are adequate in
centives for private-sector agents to manage and monitor risk.

Apart from die requirement to make detailed disclosure statements, die key 
surviving regulatory element is die capital adequacy controls and accompanying con
trols on related-party exposures. Even here, the Reserve Bank states diat it consid
ers diat disclosure alone should ensure diat banks hold adequate capital. It defends 
die retention of die minimum capital ratio principally by arguing diat sticking widi 
die BIS Capital Accord offers benefits in terms of maintaining international credi
bility of die supervision system (demonstrating die importance of die Basle cartel). 
It also argues diat banks incur little, if any, cost as a consequence of diis reguladon 
since most banks would voluntarily hold at least the minimum specified capital.

Analysis of the Reforms

The difficulty diat small depositors have in monitoring banks —  which leads to 
Dewatripont and Tirole’s ‘representadon hypodiesis’ —  raises some issues about
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the efficacy of the RBNZ’s proposals. The free-rider problem associated with small 
depositors means that no depositor has the incentive or die ability to monitor 
banks, even though detailed information is supplied in bank disclosure statements. 
With no public-sector monitoring, and widi only voluntary credit ratings, bank 
managements may have insufficient incentives to operate banks prudendy, espe
cially where diey may have private incendves to increase market share or short-term 
profitability by taking excessive risks dial are not in the long-term interests of dieir 
principals.

However, die special nature of die New Zealand banking system, in which 90 
per cent of deposits are held in banks widi a dominant foreign bank shareholder 
such as Lloyds, Bank of Scodand, NAB, Westpac, ANZ, CBA, means that almost 
all banks have a parent widi a reputadon to uphold; and die Reserve Bank will con- 
dnue to have regular discussions widi parent banks’ supervisory audiorides. In 
praedee, a parent bank would be most unlikely to let a subsidiary in New Zealand 
fail unless die parent itself were in trouble. The latter possibility explains die reten
don of reguladons concerning related-party lending. Furdier, parent banks often 
sdpulate key policies (such as risk-management policies) and place senior personnel 
in their New Zealand operadons, or monitor die New Zealand operadon widi dieir 
own inspection personnel, so adding a level of monitoring diat does not exist in 
stand-alone banks.

If we set aside diis special aspect, it is evident diat die nature of directors’ roles 
and of die incendves created by the disclosure statements goes a long way to resolv
ing the problems raised in the representation hypodiesis. A director may incur 
lines or imprisonment if found guilty of signing a disclosure statement diat is false 
or misleading. In addition, directors face unlimited liability if creditors lose money 
as a result of relying on a f alse or misleading disclosure statement. A director’s in
cendves dius become more closely aligned to diose of depositors, since if he or she 
acts counter to die depositors’ interests and does not report this fact, then his or her 
wealdi and reputadon could disappear as a consequence. Directors are furdier en
couraged to act prudently by die twice-yearly external audits and die need to report 
credit ratings.

However, principal-agent problems caused by asymmetric information between 
management and directors widiin a bank may mean diat management could obtain 
directors’ signatures to statements that are f alse, diereby causing a breakdown of diis 
key safety feature of die RBNZ f ramework. In most systems, die presence of a state 
supervisor theoretically acts as a deterrent to management operating in this manner; 
but in practice diis is doubtful, for the reasons oudined hy die RBNZ. If neither 
directors nor state sector supervisors are fully effective in disciplining the actions 
and disclosures of bank management, and if small depositors do not monitor for 
free-rider reasons, are there additional safeguards against potential management 
abuse of information?

One candidate is the presence of large depositors or investors. Most large de
positors (such as corporations) place money on deposit widi banks for only short 
periods, and may therefore fail to monitor closely a bank’s soundness. However, a
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large subordinated long-term debt holder (that is, one who is paid out only alter all 
normal depositors have been repaid in the event of insolvency) has an incentive to 
monitor die bank’s actions closely and so prevent excessive risk-taking by bank 
management. Because die return is fixed, die subordinated debt holder (unlike 
equity holders) normally has no incentive to promote excessive risk-taking widiin 
the bank. An excepdon to diis rule could arise if die bank were near (or beyond) 
insolvency, in which case die subordinated debt holder may share die equity 
holder’s incentive to ‘gamble for resurrecdon’ (as occurred widi many of die S&Ls 
in die United States). However, diis would not be an opdon widi die Reserve 
Bank’s structured overlay of intervention once capital adequacy limits are breached.

This suggests diat die RBNZ may wish to look furdier at die role of subordi
nated debt in its framework. At present, subordinated debt is counted as der 2 capi
tal. But the RBNZ may wish to encourage banks more explicidy to issue subordi
nated debt in large enough units to ensure diat subordinated debt holders have an 
incentive to monitor actively die banks’ position. This could be especially useful in 
cases where the bank has no parent bank widi an established reputation to uphold. 
In diese cases, a mandatory large subordinated debt holder may partially replicate 
die benefits of having a well-established parent bank. Such a move would retain die 
shift to private monitoring diat die new structure has introduced. But it would add 
another external incentive to monitor bank actions closely, so furdier underscoring 
the stability of die system. This is particularly relevant for banks diat have no for
eign well-established parent bank.

Such an additional external monitor would complement die internal monitoring 
role of directors. This latter role has been gready strengdiened in die new regime. 
In contrast to normal international practice, die New Zealand framework has raised 
die duties of bank directors to a high level in ensuring die veracity of disclosures 
and die soundness of a bank, file provisions relating to the roles of directors, and 
penalties for breaches of these roles, may well be die features of die New Zealand 
reforms diat arc of most interest to odier regulatory authorities, whcdicr or not diey 
intend to embark on a more prescriptive regulatory regime.
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Commonwealth Financial Dominance, 
Fiscal Balance or Reverse Revenue

Sharing?

Robert Albon

M  EFORE federating in 1901, die Australian colonies each enjoyed a balance of
I  taxing and spending responsibilities. Alter federation, Section 90 of the
Ä  ß  Constitution gave die Commonwealtli exclusive power over two major taxes 

—  customs and excise —  but limited its spending responsibilities to defence and 
foreign afTairs. Furdier, the Commonwealtli was not only given die power to make 
financial payments to die States, but under die Braddon Clause it was obliged to 
transfer to die States at least 75 per cent of customs and excise revenue.1

Since federation, the Commonwealth’s relative role in spending lias increased. 
But its role in taxation lias increased even more. The Commonwealdi is now re
sponsible for nearly 80 per cent of all taxation, but die States undertake about 45 
per cent of all government spending. If ‘vertical fiscal balance’ means diat each 
level of government is responsible for its own revenue raising, dien Australia exhib
its a high degree of vertical fiscal imbalance, firmly in die direction of Common- 
wealdi dominance. The degree of imbalance, in terms of die shares of total reve
nue raised at each level, is greater in Australia dian in any of die major federations, 
and, indeed, some noil-federal countries.2

The existing fiscal imbalance seems to be supported by bodi major tiers of gov
ernment. State governments, particularly diose in the ‘claimant’ States, seem con
tent to raise only a relatively small proportion of dieir revenue needs and to rely on 
die Commonwealth to levy nearly all of die major taxes, perhaps because diis pre
vents an erosion of their revenues dirough inter-State competition and allows diem 
to claim die political benefits from spending while attributing die political costs of 
taxation to die Commonwealdi. Aldiough its position may be changing, die Com
monwealdi also has participated more or less willingly in diese arrangements.

The ordiodox view is dial Commonwealdi tax dominance is desirable because 
it is essential for macroeconomic management and helps facilitate more equal serv-

1 Named alter Sir Edward Braddon, Premier of Tasmania at the time of the 1897 Adelaide 
Convention. The Commonwealtli Grants Commission is now located in Braddon, a Canberra suburb.
2 Grewal (1995) discusses different ways of measuring vertical fiscal balance and presents comparisons 
with other federations.

Robert Albon is Senior Lecturer in Economics in the Faculty of Economics and 
Commerce at The Australian National University.
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ice provision across the States (see some of die contributions in Collins, 1993). But 
tiie existing arrangements have given rise at least three grounds for concern. First, 
to the extent that they amount to a tax cartel, they could be raising an excessive 
amount of revenue. Second, State governments which do not raise die hulk of die 
revenue necessary to sustain dieir spending programs may lack accountability. 
Third, die present arrangements could he maintaining an inefficient mix of tax 
revenues, in particular by excluding die States from the major tax bases.

In response to diese concerns, some commentators have advocated moving to 
or towards fiscal balance, primarily by substandally reallocadng taxadon responsi- 
bilides to the States, hut in some cases also by reallocating expenditure responsibili
ties. Such balancing would require either allowing die States to fund more of their 
expenditure from exisdng State taxes or giving States a share in exisdng Common- 
wealdi revenue bases. This article contains a detailed consideradon of each of diese 
balancing opdons. As expenditure assignment has not been particularly important 
in the Australian debate, and also for reasons of space, it is given no further consid
eradon here. However, anodier, more radical, reform opdon —  ‘reverse revenue 
sharing’ —  involving reversing die exisdng fiscal imbalance, is considered. Under 
this approach the States would raise more revenue dian diey spend and make grants 
to the Commonwealdi radier than vice versa.

The Development of Commonwealth Dominance

Two key provisions —  the Commonwealth’s exclusive power with respect to cus
toms and excise and the Braddon Clause —  provided die basis for the development 
of vertical fiscal imbalance, which although much less pronounced than now, began 
immediately with federadon.3 In 1901-02, the Commonwealth raised around 42 
per cent of all revenue (excluding borrowing), but undertook only about 5 per cent 
of all government spending. Conversely, States and local audiorides were respon
sible for around 38 per cent of non-borrowing revenue and approximately 95 per 
cent of all government spending. As borrowing was heavy at the dine, die States’ 
revenue effort represented about 40 per cent of dieir own revenue requirements.

During the first four decades of federation, die Commonwealdi gradually as
sumed a greater role in taxadon without a commensurate increase in its spending 
role, and die States also increased dieir revenue-raising effort. By 1909-10, die 
States were raising about 65 per cent of dieir revenue requirements from sources 
odier than the Commonwealth and borrowing, flic Commonwealdi progressively 
supplemented its customs and excise revenues by moving into direct taxadon: the 
land tax in 1910, estate duties in 1914, and —  a major turning-point —  die federal 
income tax in 1915. These moves into direct taxadon, while not having a substandal 
immediate impact on revenue shares, provided die foundadon for a big expansion 
of the Commonwealdi’s role.

In 1918-19, die States’ own non-borrowing funding was sdll covering around 65 
per cent ol dieir requirements. But fiscal imbalance began gradually to decrease in

q
’ Mathews and Jay (1972) is the major source of the historical data in this section.
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the 1920s, as the States assumed an increasing share of the tax burden. By 1938- 
39, they were were raising revenue from taxes, charges and public enterprise sur
pluses equivalent to about 70 per cent of their spending.

Wartime contingencies reversed diis trend and resulted in much greater Com
monwealth dominance. Mathews and Jay (1972:Ch. 7) provide a useful account ol 
the Commonwealth’s assumption of exclusive power over income taxation in 1942. 
The war effort required high revenues, and a Special Committee on Uniform 
Taxation was established. It recommended adoption ol a single federal income tax, 
with compensation of the States according to the average of their income tax reve
nues in the financial years 1939-40 and 1940-41. Four Acts of Parliament ensued, 
establishing the machinery ol die federal income tax.

As the Commonwealth government effectively assumed exclusive income taxing 
powers, substantially increasing its own tax raising activity, the States simultaneously 
lost their largest Lax. By 1948-49, the States and local governments together were 
raising only 34 per cent of their revenue requirements in taxes, charges, and profits 
from trading enterprises, less than half the proportion often years earlier. Thereaf
ter, the extent of this vertical imbalance decreased slightly, with the proportion of 
Slate and local government spending raised by their own revenue-raising activities 
varying between about 25 per cent and 34 per cent. The return of payroll taxes to 
the States in 1971 represented a reversal of the trend, but had only a small effect on 
overall balance. Since the late 1980s, the imbalance has again lallen slightly, with 
the Commonwealth ‘squeezing’ the States through reductions in their grants, so 
forcing them to increase their dependence on Qieir own revenue sources. The 
States now raise about 40 per cent of their revenue requirements.

Difficulties with Commonwealth-Dominated Vertical Fiscal Imbalance

The word ‘imbalance’ implies there is something wrong with the existing structure 
ol taxation by different levels ol government. Three main concerns have been ex
pressed: lack ol tax competition (possibly leading to excessive revenue collection); 
lack of accountability of State governments; and an inefficient mix of aggregate taxa
tion collection. We treat each concern in turn.

Insufficient tax competition. An important idea of public choice theory is that gov
ernments may not act in the public interest and may instead pursue dieir own self- 
interest by, for example, maximising their budgets or revenues (Brennan & Bucha
nan, 1980). To the extent that governments do this, they may exercise their mo
nopoly powers over taxation to extract inefficiently high taxation revenues. The 
public choice analysis of government has contributed to the view that competition 
among governments can contribute to the general welfare by making government 
more responsive to die preferences of citizen/voters. A system of ‘competitive fed
eralism’ could limit the ability of governments to put their self-interest before the 
public interest.

An alternative view is Üiat competition among State governments has mainly 
negative consequences. Models of tax competition with few governments and stra-
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tegic interactions among them usually assume that that regional governments behave 
in the public interest (rather than in their self-interest, as in the public choice litera
ture); adopt Nash behaviour;4 voluntarily contribute to a public good paid lor by 
taxes on a mobile tax base, usually capital; and arc identical in terms ol preferences, 
populations and incomes. The standard result is that tax competition leads to un
der-provision of local public goods.

There has been some debate about whether the aggregate Australian tax burden 
is excessive, just right, or deficient relative to the efficient level of government ex
penditure. This is a difficult issue to resolve (see Withers et al., 1994, and Cox, 
1995). The fact that many groups call for increased government expenditure in a 
variety of areas is not conclusive evidence of a real community demand for in
creased expenditure in diese areas, much less overall. Individuals are less inclined 
to demand more when diey are reminded of die tax cost involved. Widiers et al. 
(1994) found diat people wanted government spending to be cut in some areas, as 
well as increased in others. Furdier, various studies have found evidence of ineffi
ciency in die provision of many government services.

Insufficient accountability. The idea diat matching taxadon and responsibilides at 
different levels of government promotes accountability and efficiency has a strong 
grounding in die public choice literature. It has been ardculated in Australia on 
many occasions. For example, die Draf t White Papier dial preceded die 1985 taxa
don summit recognised the importance of accountability:

It is sometimes argued diat fiscal responsibility would be enhanced if each 
level of government had to raise —  and had powers to raise —  the revenue 
necessary to satisfy its expenditure commitments. This question, which re
lates to the distribution of tax powers, raises many important and complex 
issues. Important as some of diese are (e.g. the effects of payroll tax and 
stamp duties), the Government does not believe it is practical to deal widi 
them in die context of this review. (Australian Treasurer, 1985:17)

Similarly, accountability lies behind die suggestion by Wayne Goss, a former 
Queensland premier, of a move to fiscal balance:

First and foremost, the Australian federation for die twenty-first century 
must be one in which expenditure responsibilities for die States and Terri
tories are commensurate widi dieir revenue raising capacity. . . Vertical fis
cal imbalance must either be eliminated or else reduced to die sorts of lev
els ..  . in odier comparable federations. (Goss, 1995:12)

4 A ‘Nash equilibrium’ is one where each party (in this case, government) is doing the best it can given 
what every other party (government) is doing.
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However, it can he argued that there is a sense in which Slate governments arc 
accountable for their spending, at least at the margin.5 Where a State government 
wishes to pursue a new spending initiative, it will not usually receive supplementary 
Commonwealth funding, hut has to generate the funds at die State level. In this 
circumstance there is ‘accountability’ for its action.

Inefficient mix o f  taxation. State taxes tend to have narrow bases and high rates, 
and sometimes ‘piggy-hack’ on Commonwealth taxes to result in high combined 
rates. In contrast, the Commonwealth has access to broader bases, particularly in
come, allowing it to impose lower rates. While the empirical information and 
analysis required to judge the relative effects on efficiency of different taxes (that is, 
estimates of die marginal deadweight losses from raising a dollar of revenue in dif
ferent ways) is not always available, especially at die State level, present State taxes 
are probably broadly inferior in terms of efficiency to Commonwealdi taxes, and a 
reduced reliance on exisdng State taxes would probably improve the efficiency of 
overall tax collection/’ However, the States probably could exploit their available 
tax bases, especially land and the payroll, more efficiendy dian at present.

Proposals for Improving Balance

Coordination o f  existing Stale lax efforts. Individual States have advocated reduc
ing the degree of imbalance by increasing the revenue from existing taxes, especially 
through coordination of taxation efforts. This was a feature of die major reviews in 
the two most populous Stales, New South Wales (New South Wales Tax Task 
Force, 1988) and Victoria (Committee oflnquiry into Revenue Raising in Victoria, 
1983). Both reports recommended die establishment of a coordinating body.

The New Soudi Wales report was concerned, inter alia, with the prevention of 
tax competition. Chapter 29 advocated die establishment of an ‘Interstate Fax 
Commission’ to ‘harmonise’ State taxes. The Victorian report called for an explicit 
Commonwealth-State financial contract, greater coordination of taxation collection 
between the States and the Commonwealth (widi a new coordinating body, the 
Standing Committee of Treasurers); die introduction of a broad-based consump
tion tax and a small income-tax surcharge; and die removal of various anomalies 
and exemptions in many existing taxes.

Implementation of these proposals would have improved die accountability 
position of State governments by matching revenue-raising more closely widi ex
penditure. However, this gain would be offset by two possible losses. First, to die 
extent that governments act in a self-interested manner, die taxation cartel would 
have been strengthened, with consequent increased efficiency losses. Second, while 
State revenues would be raised more efficiendy, the aggregate tax mix could have 
become less efficient to the extent dial Commonwealdi taxes were reduced. (The 
overall national tax mix would be shifted towards taxes on payrolls, land, and finan-

5 I am grateful to a referee lor pointing out this possibility.
() Reviews of die efficiency of State taxation include Industry Commission (1994) and Albon (1993).
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cial transactions, and away from those on incomes and goods and services, possibly 
increasing die net aggregate efficiency costs of raising a given amount ol revenue.)

State income tax. Since die States lost their income taxing power in 1942, only 
radier half-hearted attempts have been made to restore it; and an oiler to give it 
hack was not accepted. Under die Fraser Government’s ‘New Federalism’ policy in 
die late 1970s, die States, as a whole, were allocated a fixed share ol total income tax 
receipts as the general revenue grants pool, and were given limited powers to im
pose dieir own income taxes as a surcharge on die Commonwealdi’s income tax. 
Only Western Australia passed the complementary legislation, and no State took 
up die opportunity to raise its own income tax.

More recendy, the States put forward their own plan for income taxadon 
(Working Party on Fax Powers, 1991), under which they were to be accountable for 
an identifiable component of income tax collecdons. This component was to be set 
at six cents in the dollar of taxable income lor the first three years widi an equivalent 
reduction in die Commonwealdi rate; thereafter, any proposed changes to the 
States’ rates, eidier individually or collecdvely, were to be agreed upon in negotia
tions between the Commonwealdi and the States through the proposed Council ol 
the Australian Federation. In die initial year of the new arrangements diere was to 
be an offsetting reduedon in Commonwealth grants to the States. Furdier, to in
crease accountability, Commonwealdi and State components of die income tax 
would have been clearly identified.

Implementation of this plan would have made State governments more ac
countable, and probably would have improved the efficiency of the aggregate tax 
mix. However, a diminution of tax competition, flowing from die proposed com
mon tax base, could have introduced inefficiencies. Furdier, for the first diree years 
of its operation, tax rate competition would have been ruled out by the fixed six 
cents in the dollar. Fax rate competition may have emerged after this initial period, 
since whereas rates were previously set cooperatively (dial is, by the Common
wealth), they were henceforth to be set somewhat independendy by die States. 
However, collusive behaviour could have emerged instead, since rates after the ini
tial three-year period were to be set in negotiations between die Commonwealdi 
and the States dirough the proposed Council of die Federation.

The plan dius offered some prospect of tax competition widi respect to income 
tax rates. File literature on inter-regional competition suggests that, to die extent 
diat governments behave in their own interest, radier than the public interest, com
petition oilers significant efficiency gains by increasing die responsiveness of gov
ernment to die wishes of citizens. However, to die extent diat governments pursue 
die public interest, inter-regional competition may create efficiency losses by push
ing tax rates, revenues and provision of local public goods below socially optimal 
levels. Thus, whether competition is desirable depends, at least in part, on what 
motivates government behaviour.
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State involvement in a goods and services tax. State involvement in a broad-based 
consumption tax was recommended in the Committee of Inquiry into Revenue 
Raising in Victoria (1983). However, Section 90 of die Constitution precludes the 
States from imposing dieir own excise taxes, aldiough die interpretation ol what 
constitutes an excise tax has been much debated. The States levy business franchise 
fees diat appear to be similar to excises. The validity of diese ‘fees’ has recendy 
been reaffirmed by die High Court following die Capital Videos ruling, where an 
ACT pornographic video distributor successfully challenged die validity ol die ACT 
Government’s business franchise fee on its sales. Unless die words ‘and excise’ are 
deleted from Section 90, die Constitution will continue to bar die States from gain
ing independent access to this base.

Alternatively, die States could be given access to a guaranteed percentage of 
Commonwealdi indirect taxation revenues dirough a revenue-sharing rule. Effec
tively this is what die Liberal-National coalition suggested in its Fightback! package 
prior to the 1993 election. The proposal was to abolish State payroll taxes and re
place the revenue lost widi Commonwealdi grants linked to die proposed Goods 
and Services Tax (GST) base. The arrangements rellectcd die principle of revenue 
neutrality (for both die Commonwealdi and the States); diey would ensure growth 
in the grants in line widi growth in the GST base, and provide maximum possible 
security for die grants from interference by future Commonwealdi governments.

To meet diese objectives, die coalition proposed to embody die arrangements 
in legislation which provided diat:

. . .  in die year of die abolition of die payroll tax each State would receive a 
separately identified ‘Payroll fax Abolition Grant’ from die Common
wealdi equal to die average of its total payroll tax collections over die diree 
prior years, where prior year collections are escalated to dollars of die day 
by the CPI . . . The amount of each State’s Grant so calculated would be 
expressed as a percentage of the GST base. This process would ensure 
that payroll tax abolition grants automatically grew in line widi die growdi in 
the GST base. The incorporation of these provisions in legislation would 
provide a guarantee lor die States that, in the future, Governments would 
find it very difficult to renege on the arrangements. (Liberal and National 
Parties of Australia, 1991:7)

"Phis solution would only have introduced ‘notional’ accountability for die States, 
since a State could claim it had no control over the definition of the tax base, die 
setting of rates, or die determination of the sharing rule itself. The denial of direct 
responsibility for revenue raised in this way would have been litde different from die 
current situation with respect to untied grants from die Commonwealdi.

As die Commonwealdi would have set the GST rate, unlike die States’ plan 
there would have been no increase in tax competition. Indeed, die proposal may 
have decreased tax competition by abolishing one tax —  namely, die payroll tax —  
on which States appear to compete, and replacing it widi a revenue source on which
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there is no interstate competition. Hence, the Fightback! proposals could well have 
reduced die overall degree of tax competition (Albon & Petchey, 1993). However, 
they did, like the States’ plan, oiler the potential of shifting the national tax mix in 
favour of taxes with possibly lower efficiency costs than existing State taxes. Indeed, 
this was ffie potential benefit dial die Coalidon emphasised.

Reverse Fiscal Imbalance

Balancing expenditure and taxadon responsibilides could well result in gains. But 
verdcal fiscal imbalance could be reversed, so dial States raise more revenue than 
diey spend, enabling diem to make grants to die Commonwealdi rather dian vice 
versa. This would involve a consdtudonal change allowing die States access to ex
cise taxes.

Buchanan and Lee have suggested a fiscal union for die European Union based 
on ‘reverse revenue sharing’. In die extreme form diey advocate there would be

. . .  a fiscal structure where die only power to tax resides widiin die polidcal 
subunits of die central government . . . The polidcal subunits should, in 
turn, be required to ‘share’ widi the central government some fixed per
centage (which should be uniform over all subunits) of die tax revenue diey 
raise . . . (Buchanan & lax, 1994:224)

Interesdngly, a less absolute version of reverse revenue sharing emerged in Aus
tralia in die early 1920s, pardy dirough a Minority Report of die 1921 Royal Com
mission on Taxadon, appointed by die Commonwealdi in 1920 to consider ways of 
achieving ‘harmonisation’ of federal and State taxes (Commonwealdi ol Australia, 
1921). The report itself recommended centralisadon of collecdon, and uniformity 
of personal income taxadon, but stopped short of recommending exclusive federal 
powers over die personal income tax. The minority commissioner favoured die 
States having exclusive powers over direct taxadon, and die payment of per capita 
grants to die Commonwealdi. In a similar vein, a plan was promoted by die dien 
government to move towards fiscal balance by the Commonwealdi, first, vacadng 
most direct taxadon, and second, stopping grants to die States. This proposal was 
rejected by die States, and was strongly condemned by contemporary economists 
such as Copland (1924) and Mills (1928). The latter argued diat

. . .  it is to be remembered diat diis ‘vicious principle’ has been followed in 
Australian financial praedee for 27 years, and that die States, who might be 
supposed to suffer, have not only not protested, but have been entirely sat
isfied with its operation. (Mills, 1928:70)

To the extent that die States adopted a cartelised revenue-raising arrangement, 
reverse revenue sharing would effectively substitute a taxadon cartel for die existing 
Commonwealdi taxadon monopoly. However, to die extent diat die States com-
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peted, overall tax collections would fall, representing a net efficiency gain so long as 
die Commonwealth had not exploited its monopoly position.

Reverse revenue sharing would probably make lor a more efficient mix ol 
overall taxation, involving a substitution of broad-based taxes lor rather narrow- 
based ones widi high marginal deadweight losses. Effectively, die States would be 
able to discard much ol die grab-bag of inefficient taxes forced upon diem by die 
Constitution and die ccntralisadon of income taxadon in 1942.

Finally, reverse revenue sharing would appear at first to make for less account
ability dian would fiscal balance, since it would recreate a divergence of taxadon and 
expenditure responsibilities. However, an offsetting benefit would be die restriction 
on die ability of the central government to give in to special interest groups, since it 
would be unable to spread die burden of die resulting extra spending over taxpayers 
in the States. Furdier, at die margin, State governments would have no alternative 
but to impose die full cost of expenditure initiatives on dieir own citizens.

Conclusion

While die Australian federal system has worked tolerably well, die degree of vertical 
fiscal imbalance involves a lack of tax competition, insufficient accountability of 
State governments, and an inef ficient aggregate mix of taxation revenue. Two re
sponses to these problems —  die States’ plan and die Fightback! proposals —  
promise efficiency gains f rom rebalancing die national tax mix in favour of, respec
tively, income taxes and a consumption tax. A diird proposal, reverse revenue 
sharing, would retain fiscal imbalance, but tip it towards die States. It could bring 
benefits in terms of tax competition, efficiency of die tax mix, and accountability.

The new federal government is showing signs of a willingness to consider alter
natives to Commonwealth tax dominance. As well, diere are signs of a new popular 
interest in exploring Australian federalism’s potential for furdier decentralising gov
ernment away from the Commonwealth. The agenda of die Constitutional Con
vention due to meet in 1997 should include Australia’s tax arrangements, which, 
more dian any other factor, will determine whedier die Australian States are des
tined to be more dian merely branch offices of die Commonwealth.
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The Future of New Zealand’s National 
Superannuation

David Thomson

J’teOM its first mooting in 1975, national superannuation in New Zealand has 
attracted heated debate and frequent amendment. This intensified in the late 

-A . 1980s, as first a Labour government and then a National government sought to
lower personal expectations, cut costs to government, and avoid a backlash. Since 
1993, exhaustion with pension issues, an uneasy silence and widespread avoidance of 
the unpalatable have become apparent The government insists that the changes nec
essary to secure ‘fiscal sustainability’ have now been made, and most New Zealanders 
want to believe it. The significant political parties have agreed since mid-1993 to a 
cross-party Superannuation Accord, under which they agree to speak on superannua
tion issues with one voice, and, if possible, not to speak on them at all.

The Reform Flurry

At its outset in 1977, national superannuation' provided a universal taxable payment 
from age 60, without incomes or assets tests, for all who had resided in New Zealand 
lor ten or more years. Gross weekly payments to an elderly married couple were 
equal to 80 per cent of the gross average wage, and the scheme was cited widely as 
perhaps the most generous anywhere. State income support lor the aged doubled to 
about 8 per cent of GDP, and talk of old-age poverty was replaced by concerns with 
‘affordability’. These were heightened from the late 1970s by widening government 
budget deficits, mounting public debt, and growing awareness of the ageing of the 
population.

Even so, reform came slowly. From 1979 superannuation payments were linked 
to net ratlier than gross wages, and from 1985 a surcharge —  in effect a limited in
comes test through die tax system —  was imposed upon the higher-income elderly. 
This was intensely unpopular with many of die aged, though only about one-quarter

1
Two excellent surveys ol superannuation in New Zealand are Ashton and St John (1988) and St John

and Ashton (1993). This article draws heavily upon diese studies.
2

Each elder continues to receive national superannuation, hut, once ‘odier income’ passes a certain 
point, die special charge applies in addidon to normal rates of income tax, until all of die national 
superannuation has been taken hack: thereafter standard income tax rates apply once more to any 
lurther income. The surcharge is, therefore, not an open-ended surtax levied on all income beyond a 
set level.

David Thomson is Associate Professor of History at Massey University.
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have any part of their national superannuation clawed back by the surcharge. Neither 
reform did much to reduce costs or to allay a growing sense that more radical reform 
had become imperative.

In 1987 die Labour government began very gingerly to prod debate, for example 
with a large scale Royal Commission on Social Policy (1988) and widi discussion 
booklets to every home (Department of Social Welfare, 1988, 1989). There followed 
about five years of acrimonious debate and faltering reform, resulting in three major 
decisions. First, die tax surcharge has been retained despite widespread unease 
among politicians over diis potential electoral liability. At its election in 1984 labour 
undertook not to alter national superannuation significandy, and die introduction of 
die surcharge widiin a few mondis aroused loud and lasting charges of betrayal. Dur
ing die 1990 election campaign Jim Bolger’s National Party promised to do away widi 
the surcharge. But in dieir mid-1991 budget diey linked abolition widi a new and 
more stringent incomes test for national superannuation. A campaign by elder 
groups, togedier with direats of defection by backbench MPs and growing evidence on 
die impracticalities of die new plans, led to dieir being abandoned in late 1991. The 
surcharge was kept, aldiough with lowered income exemptions and a higher rate of 
clawback.

Second, the age of eligibility has been raised. The low age ol 60 years had long 
dismayed those responsible for balancing budgets; one of die Labour government’s 
pamphlets opened widi the insistence dial ‘Quite simply, we cannot affordto continue 
widi our current national superannuation scheme’ (Department of Social Welfare, 
1989). Labour proposed in 1989 to raise pension age, very slowly and well into die 
future, from 60 to 65 years. The changes would not begin until 2006, or be lully ef
fective until 2026. The plan aroused little popular anguish, and served to establish 65 
radier than 60 as the ‘correct’ pensionable age. In 1991 the National government an
nounced a ten-year transition to age 65, to begin at once. Those in their fifties or early 
sixties who were caught out by the accelerated transition were to fall back on die stan
dard unemployment benefits, which at that moment were being cut substantially. The 
hastened transition to age 65 was widely accepted, became part of the 1993 Accord, 
and is now' under way. An casing of unemployment benefits lor those aged 55 to 64 
was part of the price of cross-party agreement.

Third, the linkage between wages, prices and national superannuation has been 
loosened. Until 1988, net rates of superannuation had been tied to net average ordi
nary time wages, with twice-ycarly adjustments. From 1989, adjustments became an
nual, and so introduced a small lag in the climb of weekly superannuation rates. More 
important, adjustment was now in step with the lesser of cidicr net wage or price 
movements. The intention was a slow fall in relative worth, until national superannu
ation for a married couple was down to 65-72 per cent of net average wages. As part 
of its ‘anti-wellare’ budget of mid-1991, the National government pushed the de
indexing harder. There was to be no indexing at all during 1991 and 1992, and there
after national superannuation was to settle towards the 65 pier cent figure.

As these changes were being made, New Zealanders renewed an old debate about 
private superannuation as an alternative to public dependence in old age. This had
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first been mooted in the 1880s, well before state pensions were introduced, but had 
been rejected as impracticable and inequitable then and at each point thereafter. The 
one brief exception occurred in the mid-1970s, when for a few months the short-lived 
Kirk labour government established a compulsory universal state superannuation 
savings scheme. It helped Labour lose the 1975 election and was abandoned at once. 
It continues to cloud all discussion of funded superannuation and compulsory savings 

in New Zealand, where voters remain wary of shifting the costs ol old age from the 
suite and taxpayers to private insurers and individual savers.

The Todd Reports

The most focused exploration of these issues occurred in 1991-92, following the ap
pointment of a Task Force on Private Provision for Retirement under the chairman
ship of Jell Todd. Its reports (1991, 1992a, 1992b) attracted wide attention, yet seem 
to have changed few minds. The Todd group chose not to push a reforming agenda, 
but to seek and then to promote a national consensus on retirement income. Their 
modest recommendations were to retain universal state provision and the surcharge, 
accept the reduced benefit levels and raised entitlement ages already in train, shun 
compulsory saving, and provide only limited encouragement for top-up private super
annuation savings. This stance was also accepted into the Accord.

A further recommendation, also accepted, was ‘no change’ on the vexed question 
of income-tax relief for superannuation savers. For 70 years taxpayers enjoyed ex
emptions on life insurance and superannuation contributions, while eventual benefits 
were taxed (unless taken as a lump sum). But from 1987 this was ended by Labour, 
on the grounds that exemptions unduly favoured affluent middle-class males, were not 
encouraging widespread superannuation membership, and were failing to boost na
tional savings levels or economic growth. Since 1990 contributions to and earnings by 
superannuation schemes have been taxed in full, while benefits paid out have been 
tax-exempt. Among other things, this makes New Zealand stand alone among OECD 
nations. It led to a closing of many employer schemes, a scaling back of others, and 
falling membership.

‘Affordable’ and ‘Sustainable’?

In the mid-1990s, then, New Zealand still has a universal, non-contributory national 
superannuation scheme, though it has been cut back considerably from the more gen
erous program of the 1970s and 1980s. Age of entitlement is 62 a id  rising to 65, 
benefit levels are to ease down further relative to wages, and the more allluent minor
ity repays some or all of its benefits through income tax. Additional private superai- 
nuation saving is undertaken by about half of the workforce, is voluntary a id  attracts 
no tax relief, a id  these arrangements are still the subject of cross-party agreement. 
Political leaders repeat that the current scheme is allordable; a desire to believe them 
a id  to leave the whole subject alone is widespread.

This naive wish will of course be defeated, since population structures, social pat
terns, global and internal economic arraigements, ideas about government, notions ol
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responsibility to the old and more will all go on evolving. Nor can anyone bind future 
governments and voters, since there simply is no mechanism for doing so.

More specific forces will propel reassessment during the next few years. For one 
tiling, important sections of the older population have not accepted the changes, and 
campaign against the surcharge in particular. More generally, a substantial minority ol 
all ages opposes the broad policy shifts of the last decade, and politicians will always be 
sensitive to this and be tempted to trim accordingly.

Second, die Accord will go on being assailed by those who believe the reforms ol 
die last lew years are inadequate. They are many. Leaders of die superannuation 
industry regularly insist diat saving for old age is far too low and must be made com
pulsory. "Fhe Todd group eschewed compulsion lor now, but urged diat periodic 
reviews of progress in expanding voluntary saving be undertaken and dial compulsion 
remain a future option. The Retirement Commissioner, an office created following 
Todd recommendations widi the task of fostering private saving, comments from time 
to time on a worrying failure in self-provision for old age. Examples from abroad, 
most obviously Australia’s mandatory superannuation savings, will be observed and 
debated. And some political parties will push alternatives. The most significant of 
diese just now is Roger Douglas’s Association of Consumers and Taxpayers, which 
proposes compulsory individual superannuation savings accounts, widi regular per
sonal (not employer) contributions being required at least until a set sum (the initial 
suggestion was NZ$122,500 in 1993 dollars) had been accumulated (Douglas, 1993).

These many pressures upon the Accord will be played out in fresh surroundings, 
for New Zealand is entering a new political and perhaps also a new budgetary era. 
From 1996, the country will be governed by more complex multiparty coalitions as a 
result of its new proportional representation electoral system. The need for com
promise among governing parties may produce inertia on superannuation or an inabil
ity to move in any direction. In addition, a diversity of political voices may increase 
die clout of determined lobbies and voter blocks. The elderly could benefit from diis, 
and some of die minor political parties have indicated diat they will play for diis vote.

New Zealand governments also look set to enjoy substantial budgetary surpluses 
for the first time in 20 or more years, and calls are already being heard to distribute 
these to the aged. There are many other competitors, of course: young families, low- 
and middle-income taxpayers, and holders of government debt. But I will be sur
prised if the elderly do not secure a portion of the new surpluses: indeed, die tax and 
benefit changes announced in late 1995 provide for small increases in die surcharge 
direshold in 1996 and 1997. (Of course, these so-called surpluses are illusory, given 
die public debt, run-down infrastructure and more that lie behind diem.)

In brief, debate about superannuation will not stop. Ixss clear is die padi dial diis 
debate should take. The loudest voices lor now are lor more individual responsibility, 
private provision, compulsory savings, and funded radier dian pay-as-you-go schemes. 
The arguments for these are both moral and economic: Roger Douglas (1993:155), 
for example, has claimed that greater savings lor old age will ‘improve incentives for 
employment, assist and reward elfort, and, in a broader sense, self-help, participation 
and dignity . . . [and) ensure d ia t. . . economic growth is improved’. But diese claims
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need lo be tested. The case lor a radical departure from national superannuation has 
not been established.

The NZIER Report

A good deal of the case lor alternatives rests on assertions about the ‘fiscal unsustain
ability’ of national superannuation. Yet this claim received surprisingly little serious 
attention until the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research (NZIER, 1995) pub
lished die result of a study undertaken at the behest of the Retirement Commissioner. 
The authors conclude that national superannuation is fiscally sustainable through to 
2050 without too much strain, given the assumptions fed into the model and given 
continued government resolve on restraining public expenditure and eliminating pub
lic debt over die next decade or so.

According to the Institute’s ‘central scenario’, national superannuation costs will 
fall from a current 5.7 per cent of GDP to 4.5 per cent in 2000/01, dien rise to 7.1 per 
cent in 2024/25 and 9.4 per cent in 2050/51. At die same dme, public healdi costs 
(for persons of all ages) will rise from 5.6 per cent of GDP now to 8.0 per cent by 
2024/25 and to 10.3 per cent by 2050/51. These increases are considerable, but by 
holding overall public expenditure growth and by using die next decade —  before 
population ageing really bites —  to repay all public debt, overall public expenditure 
might be held to 30 per cent of GDP by 2000/01, 33 per cent by 2024/25, and 36-37 
per cent in 2050/51. In die view of die audiors diis is a sustainable cost.

Many of the assumptions must be open to challenge. Mortality, for instance, is 
assumed to be as projected by Statistics New Zealand, yet die experience of die last 25 
years everywhere is that die aged are now far oudasting all estimates of dieir likely lon
gevity, no matter how ölten diese have been revised. Unemployment is assumed to 
stabilise to 4.3 per cent. Labour-force participation is assumed to decline only mod- 
esdy over the next century as the population ages; yet in recent decades in all countries 
the middle-aged have been ceasing paid work earlier and in increasing proportions, 
and diis shows no signs of changing. Consumer price inflation over the next 50 years 
is held at a very opdmistic 1 per cent a year; interest rates at just a hide below current 
levels; and public expenditure increases remain in step widi real economic growth at 
1.8 per cent a year. No second-round effects are modelled: for example, of public 
spending as projected upon productivity or economic growth.

The authors are rightly caudous about all this, and note repeatedly die vulnerabil
ity of their model —  and of New Zealand —  to the unexpected economic downturn, 
to poor long-mn economic performance, or to political softness in restraining expen
diture or repaying debt. Still, it is a substantial study, and die onus must now be on 
the doomsayers to show that it is seriously wrong. Those wanting maintenance of die 
status quo can draw some support f rom this work.

Alternatives to National Superannuation

The economic viability of national superannuation beyond about 2010, dien, remains 
open to debate. But so is that of other options. A second reason for caution about
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radical change now is that the favoured alternatives —  funded, private, compulsory —  
have seldom been subjected to searching scrutiny such as that directed at public meas
ures. There may be doubts about long-term state provision for old age. There are at 
least as many about the touted alternatives.

One central concern must be ‘funding’, or the notion that workers can somehow 
store away resources for their own futures. But savings or funded reserves do not 
somehow exist outside of the normal economy, to be called in as some dcus ex ina- 
chiiia when problems arise. They therefore do not really alter the fundamental distri
butional battles that must eventuate between old and young, though they may help 
ease or mask them —  or embitter them further. A difficulty facing Northern Hemi
sphere governments as they scale back their public old-age pensions is that the lan
guage of personal savings contributions through life has given ageing citizens a false but 
stoudy defended sense diat diey have pre-paid for dieir own old age in a direct and 
inalienable way. It is one reason why some look widi envy at die rcladvc freedom to 
reform diat countries like New Zealand enjoy, widi dieir non-contributory pensions 
and broad-based tax to finance diem: all New Zealandres know diat old-age provi
sion is and remains a direct matter of political decision of die moment. That can have 
its drawbacks, but also its advantages.

In odier words, die retired claim, and will go on claiming, shares of die time and 
effort of dieir younger successors dirough superannuation schemes, interest on bank 
deposits, rents on houses, sale of property, sharing homes widi children, running 
down assets, collecting state pensions, living in public institutions and many more. As 
die population ages rapidly, it is not clear that savings-based claims can or will or 
should be met ahead of odiers, or that saving through life will necessarily increase die 
overall share of resources that the society decides in 2030 or whenever is to be allo
cated to the aged. Pay-as-you-go redistribution is all there is and can ever be.

Moreover, ‘funding’, or the building of savings in either private pension or public 
social-security schemes, has a poor historical record as a means of providing for old 
age. It has not worked, even when die ratio of old to young was highly favourable to 
success, as it now cannot be again. Private savings have of ten disappointed because of 
poor investment decisions or outright fraud. Interest earnings on savings prove un
predictable and unreliable. Coverage of the population has usually been very patchy. 
Nor have private funds proven immune to subsequent interference and default. It is 
not the case dial private (unlike public) savings are sale because protected by die laws 
ol private property. In New Zealand and elsewhere in die 1930s, for instance, mort
gage capital and interest earnings were unilaterally and permanendy written down or 
wiped altogether by government decision. In the post-war era, financial regulation 
meant diat savers did not get the returns they might have expected, or had contracted 
for with financial institutions, but whatever die government of die day decided. 
Changes in capital gains, property or death taxes, to the rules on lump-sum payments

The advantages ol this have been mooted, lor example, hy die OECD (1988a, 1988b) and the World
Bank (1994).
4

This is discussed lurther in Ashton and St John (1988) and St John and Ashton (1993).
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or on the interaction between state pension and private retirement incomes, are fur
ther examples of how returns on private savings are affected by political decisions all 
along the way. And over all of this lies inflation, which historically has destroyed or 
boosted returns on private savings to great and unpredictable degrees.

‘Funded’ public pension schemes, much favoured in post-war Europe, have also 
proven anything but reliable. Many so-called funded schemes were never in fact that, 
since constant pay-as-you-go subsidies from taxes on die later-born were always antici
pated from the outset. Social security funds, once they began to mount, were often 
tapped by governments for other purposes; the USA provides die outstanding recent 
example. More important, die amounts accumulated have fallen behind what is re
quired to give die redred die benefits they have come to insist upon, which are now 
substantially greater than initially stipulated in diose aged individuals’ contracts widi die 
funded schemes. Earlier-than-cxpected retirement and the unanticipated lengthening 
of life have added to die gap between funds and die income diey generate, and die 
retirement payouts demanded. Inflation further weakened any semblance of an actu
arial link between funds invested and benefits paid. W hat Northern Hemisphere 
populations have wanted in the 20di century was the fiction of funding —  of ‘having 
already paid personally for everytiiing I get back’ —  and the right to have diis funding 
history ignored if that suits better when benefit payments are calculated.

Compulsion and Investment

"Fins record docs not prove that saving or of pre-funded old-age provision for all is 
irrelevant or widiout value. It may be important to aged individuals’ sense of self- 
worth. It may be vital to good bonds between generations, through easing some of the 
grosser income inequities between different birth cohorts that are emerging in the late 
20th century. Saving for old age may, as die pundits have insisted through history, 
foster the work ethic, a spirit of self-help, responsibility and good citizenship.

Compulsory saving for old age may also increase overall national savings, and tliis 
may lead to more and better long-term investment, thence to greater future productiv
ity, and thus improve society’s ability and willingness later to repay today’s savers widi 
at least some of die consumption diey have forgone. But die connections are not 
automatic, as advocates of greater superannuation savings seem to assume; and die 
history of the 20th century docs not provide unambiguous demonstrations of strong 
linkages in practice. Moreover, if improved investment is the real objective of com
pulsory saving, dien citizens need to know this and be treated honesdy.

Indeed, improved investment has to be die true goal of all old age policy. Per
haps it can best be achieved under the guise of superannuation savings, or of letting 
people think or pretend diat they are saving for dicir own personal futures radier dian 
for that of society in general. But until there is more hard-headed assessment of die

See Thomson (1991:Ch. 1) and die references diere on die fiction ol funding.
6

A good example of ambivalence on diis is World Bank (1994). Much ol diis massive report is con
cerned widi die limitations of funded provision for old age and die lack of clear evidence on its capaci
ties, yet die conclusion pushed diroughout is diat saving is die only viable route forward.
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purposes of, and of the risks inherent in, pushing large-scale saving lor old age amid 
rapid population ageing, I suggest that New Zealand sticks lor now with what it has: 
a tax-funded pay-as-you-go pension, together with opportunities lor private saving in 
various forms. I suggest too dial more realism and humility are due all round: it is 
not going to be possible to treat die elderly o f next century widi anything like die 
generosity shown to die elderly now, no matter what we try, and we had better start 
helping people to accept diat. There are no escapes, or easy fixes: die chickens, 
unavoidably, are coming home to roost. All debate about old age takes place widiin 
diat frame.
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Australia’s Merger Policy and the 
Caltex/Ampol Merger Case

Sandra Navalli

1  ECENT cvcnLs have signalled the emergence of the Australian Competition 
r f  and Consumer Commission (ACCC), formerly the Trade Practices Com- 

JL. manission (TPC), as a powerful and active regulator. The reviews ol the 
ACCC’s draft merger guidelines by the Industry Commission (IC) and the ACCC 
itself make a closer look at the usefulness of die current guidelines and their appli
cation timely. Under die current rules, die ACCC has intervened in mergers in 
prominent industries such as petrol, banking and pay TV. The Caltex/Ampol 
merger in 1995 provides a useful example of die factors the ACCC may take into 
account in administering the merger test. It also shows how such cases are resolved 
by parties giving enforceable undertakings radier than through lidgaUon.

Current Merger Test and Underlying Policy

From 1977 to 1992, a merger was unlawful if it created or enhanced a position of 
‘market dominance’. In 1992, following die recommendations of die Senate 
Standing Committee on Ixgal and Constitutional Affairs (1991), Section 50 of the 
Trade Practices Act (TPA) was amended and the ‘market dominance’ test was re
placed by a ‘substantially lessening competition’ test, which imposes a lower 
threshold of additional market power following a merger. Judicial interpretation of 
the ‘dominance’ test had allowed concentration up to the point of duopoly, even if 
significant barriers to entry existed. The threshold was breached if die acquiring 
firm could control die market; but, as long as die relevant market consisted of at 
least two large firms, it was thought that no firm could exercise dominance. Some 
commentators judged dial die test {laid too much attention to structure, concentra
tion and market share, and argued that more emphasis should be placed on com
petitive pressures faced by firms in the industry and on behavioural market analysis 
(for example, Tonking, 1992:292).

The amended TPA applies to acquisitions as well as mergers: a corporation 
may not ‘direedy or indireedy acquire shares or assets if die acquisition would have 
the effect of substantially lessening competition in a market’. The acquisition of 
shares or assets may be by way of purchase, exchange, taking on lease, on hire or

TPC v Ansctt Transport Industries (Operations) Ply Ltd & Ors (1978) ATPR 40-071.
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hire purchase. ‘Assets’ are undefined in the Act, but ordinary legal interpretation 
suggests that they would probably include both real (land) and personal property.

Market power may manifest itself in the ability to increase prices above com
petitive levels or to affect unduly the quantity and quality of goods. Unlike conduct 
provisions, which primarily use evidence of a firm’s actual behaviour, the TPA re
quires the ACCC to f orecast the potential effects of a merger. Since this involves a 
margin of error, more caution is required before any decision to intervene is made.

Section 50(3) of the TPA lists die following set of non-exclusive factors diat 
must be taken into account in judging whedier a proposed acquisition will result in a 
substantial lessening of competition:

• die actual and potential level of import competition in die market;

• die height of barriers to entry to die market;

• die level of concentration in die market;

• the degree of countervailing power in the market;

• the likelihood that die acquisition would result in die acquirer being able to in
crease significantly and sustainably prices or profit margins;

• die extent to which substitutes are available in the market or arc likely to be 
available in the market;

• die dynamic characteristics of die market, including growth, innovation and 
product differentiation;

• the likelihood that die acquisition would result in the removal from die market 
of a vigorous and effective competitor; and

• the nature and extent of vertical integration in the market.

Phe Act does not make clear the weights dial are to he assigned to these factors 
(Pasternak, 1994:89). But the ACCC’s Draft Merger Guidelines outline die follow
ing live-step approach for evaluating mergers:

1. Market definition.

2. Concentration thresholds: if die merger results in the four largest firms having a 
market share of 75 per cent or more and the merged lirm having a market 
share over 15 per cent; or if the four largest firms have less dian 75 per cent 
and the merged firm has 40 per cent or more, dien die TPC will proceed to die 
next step.
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3. Import competition.

4. Barriers to entry.

5. Other structural and behavioural market features.

Whereas the Act treats the threat of imports and barriers to entry as more im
portant than concentration ratios, die ACCC’s live-step approach applies these tests 
m reverse order. This reflects not only the ease of calculating concentration ratios 
but also a belief that concentration is a necessary hut not sufficient condition for the 
exercise of market power (Hay & Walker, 1993:43).

Companies may go ahead with mergers and run die risk of an ACCC challenge 
in the courts. Alternatively, if a proposed merger clearly would result in a substan
tial lessening of competition, they may formally submit it for authorisation to die 
ACCC (s.88(9)), which will apply a ‘public benefit’ test (s.90(9) and (9A)). The con
cept of ‘public benefit’ is more fully described in the ACCC’s Merger Guidelines. 
Such public benefits include efficiency gains arising from economies of scale or 
scope in production, distribution and/or marketing; industrial rationalisation, adjust
ing capacity to demand and/or reducing unit costs; investment in more efficient 
plant and equipment or distribution facilities; significant increases in real exports; 
significant substitution of domestic products for imported goods; expansion ol em
ployment or prevention of unemployment in efficient industries; other benefits to 
the public; and international competitiveness concerns.

The Economics of ‘Substantial Lessening of Competition’

The statutory ‘substantial lessening of competition’ test seems on the face of it to be 
economically sound. But the legislative factors contained in s.50(3) are similar to 
those used to determine ‘market dominance’ in previous court cases. In practice, 
therefore, the analytical process for the new test appears to be virtually identical to 
that for the old one, the difference lying in the lower threshold (Pasternak, 
1994:99). Nevertheless, the focus of inquiry has widened with the new guidelines. 
According to the explanatory memorandum the Trade Practices Legislation 
(Amendment) Act 1992, the new test examines changes to the amount of competi
tion in the entire relevant market. Whereas the current merger guidelines focus on 
the market share of the four largest firms, the older 1986 merger guidelines based 
on the old dominance test concentrated on the market share of the merged firm, 
with a market-share threshold of 45 per cent or a share which exceeded the nearest 
competitor by at least 15 per cent.

Yet the criterion of ‘substantial lessening of competition’ remains vague and 
lails to provide a clear yardstick. The explanatory memorandum defines 
‘substantially’ as connoting an effect on competition which is ‘real or of substance, 
not necessarily one which must be large or weighty’. However, as Deane J points

Re Queensland Co-operation Milling Association Ltd (1976) 25 FLR 169.
2
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out, ‘substantial’ is not only ambiguous, but ‘it is a word calculated to conceal a lack 
of precision’. Under the old Lest, the meaning of ‘dominance’ was similarly vague. 
Although ‘dominate’ was interpreted as something less than ‘control’, it did mean 
‘having a commanding influence on’.

If prices are used as a proxy for market power, how much do prices have to rise 
alter the merger for it to be said that competition is substantially lessened? The 
only certain test in the draft guidelines relates to concentration. But a concentration 
ratio which measures the sales of the four largest firms ignores their relative size and 
die total number of firms in that market. In die United States, die Herfindahl- 
Hirschman Index (HHI) is used, which measures absolute and reladve market con- 
centradon by summing die squared market shares of all firms. The HHI, if calcu
lated as a ratio, would produce a number between zero (perfect compeddon) and 
one (monopoly) (Inline, 1995). In Australia, with its smaller market, the HHI 
would generally result in high scores and therefore be of limited use. Dilficuldes in 
drafting more precise rules include lack of data, limitations in econometric mediods 
and die need to provide simple rules for die wider community (Prices Surveillance 
Audiority, 1995). But a balance needs to be maintained between flexibility and the 
uncertainty created by rules that confer too wide a discredon on the ACCC. The 
five-step test gives an impression of independent and discrete steps, whereas in real
ity significant overlap occurs: for example, imports may influence market definition.

Protecting Consumers

The ACCC’s increased profile and media releases suggest that it is adopting a 
stronger consumer protection role (Fels, 1995), implying a downgrading of die effi
ciency benefits to firms and shareholders from rationalisation in favour of benefits 
to consumers in terms ol lower prices. But efficiency gains may manifest them
selves in consumer gains, in producer gains or in any combination. Using merger 
legislation lor non-efficiency objectives as an indirect way to increase consumer wel
fare involves trade-ofls with the efficient allocation of resources in the industry. It 
also f ails to take account of flow-on effects f rom producer gains or profits, such as 
increased lax revenues, dividends, redistribution of resources and further industry 
investment (IC, 1992:6).

The pursuit of income-distribution objectives adds uncertainty to die efficiency 
impact of merger provisions. In any case, they can have only incidental income 
distribution effects compared with other government policies, including taxes, tar
iffs, government expenditures and labour market policies (NZBR, 1986). Merger 
laws will also have a more arbitrary impact on income distribution than direct wel
fare measures: for example, decisions favouring consumers at the expense of pro
ducers, depending on patterns of consumption, may result in larger gains to high- 
income consumers. A lall in consumer prices caused by policies diat do not pro-

IT-
Tillmainis Butcheries Pty L td v Australasian Meat Industry Employees’ Union (1979) 42 FLR 331 at 

348.

TPC vAnsett Transport Industries (Operations) Pty L td & Ors (1978) ATPR 40-071 at 17,717.
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mote efficiency may be offset by falling firm profits, lower investment and employ
ment, and higher interest rates (IC, 1992:6). The total net change in welfare from a 
proposed merger is a more appropriate benchmark for determining whether it 
should proceed. Stricter controls over mergers would therefore he warranted only 
to the extent that mergers resulted in significant overall welf are losses.

The Caltex/Ampol Merger

The ACCC’s blocking of die merger between Caltcx and Ampol surprised many 
industry and media commentators. Despite recent successful transport-industry 
court cases dealing widi pricing and anti-competitive conduct, die ACCC’s acdons 
marked a new and stronger level of monitoring, intervention and enforcement of 
competition laws. Few commentators expected diat die proposed rationalisation 
would breach the ‘substantial lessening of competition’ test or diat die IC (1994) 
report confirming die competitiveness of die petroleum industry would apparendy 
be ignored. The merger of die two smallest competitors (Ampol widi 13 per cent 
of the market and Caltex 17 per cent), was intended to lower dieir costs, dius allow
ing diem to compete more effectively widi die larger majors: Shell (27 per cent), BP 
(22 per cent), and Mobil (20 per cent).

How7 die ACCC applied the five-step approach to this merger is unclear. As die 
parties did not formally apply for authorisation, die ACCC was not explicidy re
quired to consider die ‘public benefit’ or efficiency gains (TPC, 1992:6). The lack 
of transparency in die evaluation process led to media speculation diat odier goals 
were being pursued. However, the reasons for the blocking of the merger were is
sued by press release (TPC, 1995a). These essentially reflected concerns diat inde
pendents (operators who compete with die oil majors) would be squeezed out of 
the petrol market.

Yet die presence of one strong independent was a decisive factor in die ACCC 
not opposing the 1995 Westpac-Challenge Bank merger, which reduced die num
ber of banks in Western Australia f rom six to live. BankWest was said to be a sub
stantial and profitable competitor on price and service with a 24 per cent market 
share in deposits and a similar market share of loans in WA. Independent regional 
banks were thought to add ‘diversity, innovation, closeness to customers and price 
competition’ in contrast to die ‘look-alike’ image of major banks (TPC, 1995a:29). 
But this glosses over the high degree of competition between die major banks for 
market share.

Reasons for the ACCC’s Decision

File ACCC justified its decision on a number of grounds (TPC, 1995a):

Refinery exchange agreements and other cooperative arrangements such as joint 
tcrminalling between die majors. Refinery exchange agreements allow oil majors 
to compete in all markets, without additional transport costs. Volumes of petrol arc 
swapped on a litre-for-litre basis between refineries in different States. Some argue
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that independents have difficulty in making supply agreements because ol their lack 
of refineries. But this ignores die current excess capacity of refineries, which makes 
it profitable for majors to offload excess quantities quickly. The IC (1994:55) found 
that, on balance, refinery exchange agreements increase competition by reducing 
transport costs and allowing firms to compete in markets where dicy do not have 
refining capacity. Furdier, joint terminals allow costs of such facilities to be mini
mised and are not necessarily a result of anticompetitive or collusive behaviour.

The small number o f  suppliers o f  petrol and inelastic demand for petrol. Ac
cording to die Office of Reguladon Review (1995:23), die best evidence suggests 
dial aldiough a monopolist may charge a high price, die entry of one or two firms 
usually results in effeedve compedtion. Once a market has diree to five suppliers, 
an addidonal entrant has litde impact on pricing. However, die number of suppli
ers and die nature of die demand alone are inadequate indicators of market power, 
and inelasdc demand is an ambiguous one. The real quesdon is whedier prices 
have been, or can be, higher dian dicir compeddve level. Domesdc price increases 
have lagged behind inflation (IC, 1994:45) and, by internadonal standards, Australia 
has die sevendi-lowest (pre-tax) price (see Figure 1).

Figure 1

OECD gasoline prices and taxes, 4th quarter 1994
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No formal price controls exist on retail petrol prices in Australia. Instead, the 
Prices Surveillance Authority sets maximum wholesale petrol prices with reference 
to import parity prices from the Singapore market. The threat of imports is also an 
effective force providing competitive pressure. Currently, imports are low at around 
6 per cent, and excess capacity exists in die domestic industry. Importers in West
ern Australia and a new importer in Victoria suggest diat diere are no significant 
barriers to importing should it become profitable to do so or should domestic 
shortages occur (Shann, 1995:37). If domestic prices are high and majors are 
making significant profits, diere may be sufficient incentive for independents to in
vest in terminal facilities for imports and expand distribution networks.

Low levels o f  excess refining capacity. Currendy, Ampol is supplied by odier oil 
majors. An unimpeded merger would have led to Ampol absorbing Caltex’s 
Kurnell refinery’s excess capacity. Aldiough independents currendy buy from Cal- 
tex, total industry refining capacity would remain unchanged. It would be in die 
commercial interests of odier majors to supply independents once Ampol has 
switched to Caltex, in order to minimise stock build-up while producing close to full 
capacity. Australian refineries typically operate on an average capacity of about 90 
per cent, but this fluctuates widi demand conditions, not only for petrol, but for 
other joint products (IC, 1994:22). Refining is highly capital-intensive and hence 
has high fixed costs but low variable costs. Oil majors have an incentive to keep 
output as high as possible. They find it beneficial to produce more petrol at mar
ginal cost and sell it at low prices (as long as diey more dian cover marginal cost) 
rather dian make no sales at all.

Vertical integration o f  the majors if trough ownership interests in distributors and 
retailers, and tied franchises. Verdcal integration is a common feature of many 
industries because it reduces transacdon and administration costs. Whedier diese 
arrangements affect compeddon by allowing majors to exercise control over die 
market is unclear. Most likely, these agreements do not add to market power, given 
die existence of odier compedtors (IC, 1994:60).

Subsidisation by die majors o f  low retail and wholesale margins dirough high re- 
lining margins. Annual reports consistendy show diat die petroleum industry is not 
highly profitable, with low rates of return compared widi odier processing indus
tries. Four big marketers left during the 1980s. Recent low profit figures suggest 
strong compeddon for market share by die live remaining oil majors and die need 
lor radonalisadon to achieve cost savings. Presumably, if petrol were a highly prof
itable market, not only would independents be attracted to invest, but odier muld- 
nadonal oil companies would be seeking to enter —  not exit —  die industry.
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The evident strategies ot the majors to constrain independent operators in view 
of:

• The reduction in the viability o f  independent operators caused by low whole- 
side and retail margins. But these conditions are laced by all participants and 
are consistent with fierce competition.

• A reduction and restriction in supply o f  petrol from die major re liners to inde
pendent wholesalers and distributors. Radier Uian being part of a ‘strategy’ to 
limit competition, diis has resulted from die declining excess capacity in die in
dustry. Aldiough this may be reversed widi addidonal investment in refining 
capacity, such investment is highly dependent on forecast growdi in demand as 
well as the regulatory and economic climate. Imports arc also a viable source ol 
supply.

• Restrictions placed on certain companies and people from entering the market 
and on the use o f  former retail petrol sites for petrol retailing, "flic industry has 
seen a radonalisation at all levels. Retail sites have been reduced from 20,000 in 
the 1970s to 9,000 today. In a highly compctidve market widi low margins, low 
volume sites are being closed.

• The absence o f  independent networks ol sullicient size to justify the cost o f  im
portation and o f appropriate facilities for the independent importadon o f  petrol 
on significant scale (other tJian in Perdi). This is mainly caused by die absence 
ol incentives to invest in networks and facilities in an unprofitable market. II 
there are regulatory or development approval impediments in setting up import 
facilities, then these barriers should be addressed directly, not indireedy dirough 
merger laws.

The evident strategics o f  die majors to limit compcddon at die wholesale and re
tail levels. Given the high visibility of petrol prices, oil companies are olten subject 
to public criticism. But pricing ‘strategies’ are dictated by the nature and structure 
of the industry and are affected by a number of factors.

Factors Influencing Prices

fhe Motor Trades Association of Australia estimates that refineries lose money if 
operated below 95 per cent capacity (legislative Assembly for the ACT, 1994:31). 
But as companies also want high prices to cover capital costs, prices may lluctuate as 
a result. Surplus is also dumped at high volume retailers close to die refinery, and 
sold cheaply to independent distributors.

Another factor influencing price cycles is the fact diat independents generally 
have lower costs and may seek volume by undercutting. They must gain enough 
volume growth to offset die reduction in their margin lor petrol. Due to the high 
degree of substitutability between brands, others lose sales and try to match die
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lower price. Refiners have significant incentives to maintain market share due to 
die current levels of excess capacity. BP indicated that a 1 per cent increase in mar
ket share of petrol is equivalent to 172m litres, or $l()0m in revenue at current 
pump prices (IC, 1994:85). Oil majors usually offer assistance such as special sub
sidies to match price falls. Franchisees are usually required to absorb some of the 
reduction unless price exceeds a determined minimum margin. The level of sup
port varies with conditions in the vicinity ol the retailer. Concessions are usually 
selective; this localises the price war to specific parts of the city, usually the vicinity 
of the refinery. They can be extended or terminated by the supplier without notice 
over die phone, but, widiout diese concessions, price wars could not occur. The 
speed widi which die oil majors act depends on how much market share diey lose. 
If diey follow quickly, die price cycle may be faster. However, there is usually a de
lay in responding: odierwise price wars would never start in the first place. If prices 
always adjusted instantaneously to match die independents, diere would be no in- 
cendve to undercut to gain a temporary advantage.

Majors may want to keep prices low to punish independents, retain market 
share and deter future undercutdng. Independents share the consequence of price 
cutdng (lower margins) widiout die benefit of greater volume. When costs become 
too great, all oil companies tend to remove dealer support and independents usually 
follow to regain margins. This observed behaviour has been said by consumer 
groups to indicate die presence of some collusive power held by the oil majors (IC, 
1994:3).

Given die complexity of factors dial influence die price of petrol, it is unlikely 
diat any pardcular reason can be singled out as die main cause of petrol price fluc- 
tuadons. Bodi supply factors (excess capacity and limited storage) and seasonal 
demand conditions may influence pricing strategics. It is also difficult to ascertain 
on die basis of die pattern of price fluctuations whedier any collusive behaviour ex
ists. A simultaneous move in price hy all oil majors may be a compeddve response 
to a change in market condidons and not necessarily a result of tacit collusion. 
However, factors such as die exit of a number of refiners, die ability of an inde
pendent to import, die entry of a new' participant, and die low profitability in the 
retail and wholesale sectors suggest diat compeddon is strong or collusion between 
oil majors ineffeedve. The available economic evidence of present pricing behav
iour and die likely effect widi one less player was arguably not sufficiendy compel
ling to justif y die decision to block die merger between Ampol and Caltex.

Enforceable Undertakings

After two mondis of negodadons, Caltex and Ampol made specific, detailed and 
legally enforceable undertakings under s.87B of die TPA, designed to produce sig
nificant structural changes to die advantage of independent operators. These in
clude: die sale of six oil distribution terminals to allow import, storage and distribu
tion of petrol supplies to independent wholesalers and retailers; agreement to sup
ply at least a billion litres of petrol a year to independents on ‘reasonable commer
cial terms’; die sale of a number of distributorships, 20 distribution depots, 35 city
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and 15 country retail sites to independents; and guaranteed direct access by inde
pendents with supply agreements to Ampol/Caltex terminal facilities (TPC, 1995b).

The cost of these concessions is estimated by the parties to represent approxi
mately 10 per cent of the total efficiency savings from the merger (between $500m 
and $700m) (Shaun, 1995). This highlights the ACCC’s unprecedented scope for 
market intervention. The ACCC justifies these undertakings as a ‘structural solu
tion’ rather than ‘behavioural undertakings’ on price, quality or service guarantees. 
In die TPC’s 1994-95 Annual Report, the latter arc said to be unlikely to address 
any anti-competitive elfects of a merger because

• die undertakings replace die dynamic elfects of competition widi regulated out
comes;

• there are limits on die capacity of regulated arrangements to address adequately 
all dimensions of competitive price, quality and serv ice;

• there are limits on die ACCC’s capacity to design a system dial is capable ol 
monitoring and enforcing the achievement of price, quality and service guaran
tees in a satisfactory way;

• the undertakings put the ACCC in the position of an industry or market regula
tor, which is inappropriate and imposes administrative demands beyond its re
sources; and

• markets change over time, while regulated outcomes delivered dirough enforce
able undertakings are static (TPC, 1995c:37).

However some of these arguments also apply to ‘structural’ undertakings. One 
full-time employee of die ACCC has been assigned exclusively to monitor and en
sure compliance with undertakings given by the parties. Further, unlike die merger 
and conduct provisions which apply to all participants in the petrol industry, s.87B 
can in ellect be used to impose burdens and conditions on particular companies. It 
is difficult to justify requiring Caltex/Ampol to supply and sell assets to independ
ents when no odier refiner faces such obligations.

Some of diese conditions are also unnecessary, since the activities coincide widi 
the commercial interests of the parties, flic real question is whedier efficiency is 
enhanced by diis type of ACCC intervention. If existing refiners are acting collu- 
sively and making supernormal profits, sufficient incentives would exist for new en
trants to participate in the Australian petrol industry. There is no reason to favour 
independents on die assumption diat diey somehow respond diflerendy to com
mercial conditions. The ACCC is currendy investigating alleged price fixing be
tween independents and one major. This suggests diat pricing behaviour, collusive 
or competitive, is not determined by whedier or not a firm is an independent.
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If there arc problems with independents gaining access to terminal facilities, 
due to restrictive work practices such as the Laidely agreement which reserves deliv
ery areas for tanker drivers employed by the majors and members ol the Australian 
Petroleum Agents and Distributors, diese undertakings arc at best short-term stop
gap measures. They do not tackle the underlying barriers (if any) to entry or import 
competition for all actual and future competitors.

Conclusion

Widi a lower threshold test and a willingness to block or delay mergers, die ACCC 
has demonstrated a willingness to intervene with its unprecedented use of enlorce- 
ablc undertakings. As most rcccndy seen widi the proposed Foxtel/Australis 
merger, significant delays can be caused when die ACCC has ‘concerns’ dial s.50 
may be breached. Companies planning mergers will need to weigh die benefits of 
radonalisation against die additional costs of concessions made when bargaining 
widi the ACCC.

As for the ACCC’s conduct, there is a need for more transparency in die 
evaluation process even when authorisation is not sought. More detail of bow eco
nomics has been specifically applied, and of why arguments put by the parties have 
been rejected, would provide guidance and certainty for the broader commercial 
community.

Finally, in terms of wider policy considerations, such acdons could serve as a 
strong disincentive for investment in the domestic market. Even Michael Porter 
(whose work was quoted by the ACCC to support a strengthening of s.50) warns 
against interventionist government policies aimed at pardcular industries. He de
scribes the government’s role as inherently pardal, and observes diat it cannot create 
competitive firms. Successful government policies create an environment in which 
any firm can gain a competitive advantage (Porter, 1990:620, 624). The ACCC’s 
power to block mergers is an ineffective instrument when used as an opportunity to 
re-engineer an industry. If a market is uncompetitive, industry-wide policy reforms, 
not a piecemeal approach, are needed.
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New Zealand’s Takeovers Regulation: 
The Unresolved Debate

Peter Fitzsimons

"T” EW ZEALAND’S corporate and securities law regime was updated in 1993 
^ ^ 1  with die passing of 23 pieces of legislation. One of the new statutes was die 

-L. il Takeovers Act 1993. The passing of diis Act did not consdtute die start of 
a new era in regulation of die securities markets, hut radier was one more step in a 
debate diat started in die early 1980s.

The rcguladon of takeovers usually comprises four requirements. Two ol diese 
requirements are diat advance notice of an oiler must be provided to die target 
company and die target shareholders, and diat die bidder must provide specified 
information on die proposed bid (diese are known as ‘pause and publicity’ 
requirements). The two other requirements are diat die takeover oiler must be 
made to all holders of a class of shares (a ‘mandatory oiler’ provision), and diat the 
price offered by a bidder to all holders of a class of shares must be die same (an 
‘equal price’ provision).

The debate in New Zealand has primarily centred on whedier a takeovers code 
should contain ‘mandatory oiler’ and ‘equal price’ provisions, which New Zealand’s 
takeover law still does not include. Equivalent laws in Australia and die United 
Kingdom, in contrast, contain diese provisions, togedier widi pause and publicity 
requirements (Ausdn, 1993; Ixe, 1993).

This article provides an overview of die debate surrounding takeovers 
regulation in New Zealand during the late 1980s and 1990s. The New Zealand 
evidence is consistent with evidence from odier countries showing diat takeovers are 
wealdi creating. However, die concentrated shareholdings diat are a feature ol New 
Zealand’s stockmarket may lead to inefficiencies in die market as well as concerns 
about die protecdon of minority shareholders in die absence of rcguladon.

The Takeovers Regime in New Zealand Before 1994

Takeovers in New Zealand are governed by a mixture ol legisladve, common law 
and lisdng rules. They are also affected by the Overseas Investment Rcguladons, 
die Commerce Act 1986 (which governs die compeddon aspects ol mergers and 
acquisitions), and die Securides Amendment Act 1988 (which requires disclosure ol 
holdings of 5 per cent or more of relevant interests in voting securides, and 
prohibits insider trading) (Fitzsimons, 1993, 1995).

Peter Fitzsimons is Senior Lecturer in Law at The University o f Waikato.
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The major statute on takeovers is the Companies Amendment Act 1963, which 
regulates process and is referred to as a ‘pause and publicity statute’ (Takeovers 
Panel, 1995). It provides lor a mandatory period of notice, and lor details ol die 
oiler to be given to shareholders of die target company where die takeover offer is 
made in writing, but does not regulate oral oilers or stands in die market.1 It does 
not control die price to be offered, nor does it require equal treatment ol holders ol 
die same class of shares. Neidicr does it prohibit partial bids. The Act is udliscd in 
limited circumstances, such as when a bidder faces a widespread shareholding in a 
target company, is concerned to acquire complete control ol a company, or is 
making a scrip, pardal or conditional offer (McKenzie, 1995). Consequendy, the 
Act has only a marginal impact upon takeover reguladon.

In 1981 die New Zealand Stock Exchange (NZSE) introduced a takeovers code 
into its listing rules. The code provided diat all shareholders of die same class ol 
shares were to be treated ‘similarly’ by die offerer, and required diat subsequent 
offers to shareholders be made on ‘no less favourable terms’ to prior offers made 
when a takeover was ‘reasonably in contempladon’. Any increase in die amount 
offered for shares, whether on the market or by private treaty, had to be passed on 
to other offerees, whcdier or not diere had already been an acceptance.

The code as a whole was of limited effect: as its sanedons applied only to listed 
companies, offers made by private individuals or lion-listed corporadons were not 
susceptible to the NZSE’s sanedons (Eitzsimons, 1994a). In addidon, where a 
takeover took place in breach of die lisdng rules, a dircat to delist die target 
company would harm die shareholders who had not taken up die offer. The code 
was cridcised as being largely ineffeedve (NZSC, 1988), but its provisions were 
essentially repeated in the 1989 edidon of the lisdng rules.

Reform Proposals in the 1980s and 1990s

During 1986-89 stockmarket aedvity in New Zealand substantially increased, and in 
1986 die Minister of Jusdce asked the New Zealand Securides Commission (NZSC) 
to undertake a review of insider trading and takeovers (Eitzsimons, 1994b). The 
NZSC put forward two arguments for mandatory offers and equal price provisions. 
First, shareholders should be treated equally since the corporate contract to which 
die shareholders are a party provides for all shares to be ranked pari passu. As a 
result, any premium above die market price that a bidder paid should be shared by 
all shareholders, not just diose who had a significant or controlling interest in a 
company. Second, ‘Takeover procedure should allow open compeddon for die 
control of a listed company . . .  to operate in an informed and public securides 
market’. The aim was to ‘bring fordi die highest compeddvc bid for control, and to 
enable die target shareholders, by an appropriate majority, to make an informed 
judgment to accept or reject dial bid’ (NZSC, 1988:80).

1 Multiplex Indusliics L td v Speer |1966| NZLR 122 and Tatra Industries L td v Scott Group Ltd  
119831 1 NZCLC 95-079.
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The government accepted the NZSC’s proposals, but the Cabinet decided to 
defer it until after die proposed Companies Bill had been introduced (McKenzie, 
1993).

The government moved to introduce the Takeovers Bill at the end of 1991. 
The Bill established a Takeovers Panel, which was given a wide discretion in 
determining whether any kind of takeover code was needed and, if so, what specific 
provisions it should contain. The government’s economic policies were also 
evident in this legislation as the Takeover Bill’s objectives included providing a code 
that encouraged an efficient allocation of resources, and competition for corporate 
control. The Minister of Justice set up a Takeovers Panel Advisory Committee to 
begin work immediately on the new takeovers code. The Committee issued a draft 
code for discussion in 1993 which contained notice and pause provisions, as well as 
a mandatory offer provision and an equal price provision (Takeovers Panel 
Advisory Committee, 1993).

Opponents of regulation argued that the real issue in die takeover regulation 
debate was not inequality of treatment of shareholders by bidders but die potendal 
for minority shareholders to be exploited by a successful bidder. Since diis issue 
concerned shareholders’ rights and directors’ dudes, diey argued, it should be dealt 
widi by appropriate corporate law (Pound, 1993). In the face of this opposidon die 
government deferred any decision on whedier to legislate to enforce die code, on 
die understanding diat die problems diat takeovers posed for minority shareholders 
would be resolved by strengdiening shareholders’ rights in die new Companies Act 
1993.

Developments in 1994-95

However, die passage of die Companies Act 1993 did not end debate on takeovers 
law reform. The NZSE’s proposed new lisdng rules in 1994 did not sadsfy die 
Minister of Jusdce, who appointed a Takeovers Panel to consider a code —  a mere 
diree mondis after die Companies Act came into force.

The Panel reported back widi its proposed code in June 1995, which was 
unchanged from die 1993 final version. The Panel argued diat a transfer of control 
of a large number of companies had taken place widiout reference to ‘all 
shareholders’, and dial over 80 per cent of companies on die New Zealand 
stockmarket had a shareholder who held at least 20 per cent of die vodng securides. 
The Panel pointed out dial if die assets of a company had been sold, or if a change 
in die direcdon of a company was proposed, dien die Companies Act 1993 would 
have required shareholder approval. The Panel used diis requirement to argue 
that, as control of assets could be also be obtained by acquisidon of a controlling 
interest in a company, a takeover should similarly require shareholder approval or 
an offer to all shareholders.

The Panel also argued dial its proposed code could have a posidve impact on 
foreign investment in New Zealand ‘as it provide [d] greater protecdon and more 
transparency dian exisdng law’ and would provide ‘investors from die Pacific Rim
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with protection comparable to that which they enjoyed in their homes markets’ 
(Takeovers Panel, 1995:18).

The code’s fundamental rule was dial a person was prevented from controlling 
more than 20 per cent of die voting rights of a company ‘unless an oder is made 
under die Code to all shareholders on die same terms ensuring equal treatment ol 
all shareholders’ (Takeovers Panel, 1995:2). The purpose of die 20 per cent limit 
was to ‘ensure diat till shareholders Icouldl participate in die transfer of control’ 
(Takeovers Panel, 1995:4). The code was also designed to ensure diat corporate 
control was contestable by requiring a controlling shareholder to make an oder lor 
majority control if diat shareholder opposed a liosdle bid. The Panel rejected an 
argument diat requiring disclosure would prevent takeovers. In die Panel’s view, to 
die extent diat diere was free-riding, an auedon process would better serve die 
interests of target shareholders, and in any event a bidder would still benefit if diere 
was a rival bidder to whom it could sell its stake if it wished.

The release of die Panel’s recommended code did not end die debate. While 
die Minister of Justice had indicated diat he supported a code, even before die 
Panel released its report, he failed to persuade die cabinet of die need for it. He 
dien announced diat die code would be deferred while furdier consideradon was 
given to die sufficiency of die NZSE’s lisdng rules as a means to protect minority 
shareholders.

Evidence Against Mandatory Offer and Equal Price Provisions

Evidence from odier countries suggests dial target shareholders experience posidve 
abnormal returns from takeovers, which result from efficiency gains radier dian 
wealth transfers (Romano, 1993). Four studies have been undertaken of die effects 
of takeovers on shareholder wealth in New Zealand. In its submission on die 
NZSC’s (1983) proposals, die Treasury referred to a study undertaken by Cambie 
(1983), who measured die average percentage gain above die pre-offer share price 
lor bodi shareholders of targets and offerers over die period from eight weeks 
before to two weeks alter die announcement of a takeover bid during 1968-81. He 
found an average gain of 28 per cent for target shareholders and an average loss of 
minus 3 per cent for bidder shareholders. The Treasury argued diat what was 
important was die overall gain derived, taking gains to die target and bidder as a 
unit. The Treasury (1984:11) commented:

The lact diat most of die gains from takeovers accrue to die target 
shareholders is consistent with die hypothesis diat, at least on die bidder’s 
side, die market for takeovers is a competitive market. If diis market were 
not competitive diere would be super-normal profits to be reaped, which 
would show up as increases in die bidders’ stock price at die takeover 
event. The negadve stock price movements from takeover activity may be 
lower then rates of return to other investment aedvides. Such findings are 
not inconsistent, of course, widi die proposition diat takeovers are, in 
general, value creating transactions.
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The second study was undertaken by Amcry and Emanuel, who examined the 
share price performance of New Zealand firms diat engaged in takeover activity 
during 1968-85. Amery and Emanuel (1988:15) observed the following:

• In die 51-wcek pre-offer period, bidder firms outperformed die market. Target 
and merger firms underperformed die market for most of diis period.

• Upon die announcement of an offer, significant and large abnormal gains, 
averaging 12.8 per cent, accrue to targets. In mergers, die average gain to a firm 
on an announcement is 6.9 per cent. On die odier hand, die market does not 
appear to react to die bidder firm upon announcement of an offer.

• In die interim period before outcome, die market reacts differendy to target 
firms as uncertainties regarding die success of die offer are resolved. There are 
gains to shareholders in successfully merged firms, but a portion of die gains to 
unsuccessful targets is lost. Bidders experience negadve abnormal returns on 
average during diis period.

• In die 26-week post-outcome period, bodi successful bidders and unsuccessful 
targets experience negadve abnormal returns. Unsuccessful bidders have zero 
abnormal returns. By die end of die post-outcome period, die (Cumulative 
Average Return] of unsuccessfully targets is approximately zero. It appears diat 
die gains generated on die oiler announcement are dependent on die target 
being combined widi anodier firm.

Amery and Emanuel (1988:57) concluded diat:

ft) lie results of diis study are consistent widi a market for corporate control 
which provides an efficient mechanism for die redeployment of assets to 
more productive uses or more efficient users as is dictated by changes in 
technology and consumer preferences.

More rccendy, Mandelbaum has produced two studies on die impact of 
takeovers on shareholder wealdi. The first of diese studies supported die argument 
dial takeovers created wealdi since target shareholders experienced positive gains at 
die time of die takeover announcements which were sustained only i f  a takeover 
was successful (Mandelbaum, 1993a). In odier cases, a company which had not 
been taken over initially, but which later received a successful offer, also 
experienced positive gains. By contrast, a company diat received an unsuccessful 
initial takeover offer which was not followed by a successful one gained abnormal 
returns only at die time of die announcement, which dissipated once die takeover 
offer was not accepted. Mandelbaum (1993a:30) concluded dial ‘the source of 
gains in takeovers, for New Zealand listed companies during die period 1968-1990, 
is a result of expected wealdi created by die actual takeover offer taking place’. He
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also concluded diat liiere was no ‘asymmetric information problem in the sense that 
bidders’ management systematically holds superior information than the market 
regarding the future prospects of the target firm’ (1994:130).

Mandelbaum’s second study enquired whether shareholders in a target 
company are worse oil when a full takeover ofler is launched by a bidder who has 
already built a stake in the target company. He aimed to determine whether a 
mandatory bid rule was necessary in the light of the Takeovers Panel Advisory 
Committee’s inclusion of a rule that, once a person acquired more than 20 per cent 
of the voting rights in a company, a partial or f ull offer to all the other shareholders 
had to be made. Mandelbaum found that, on average, remaining target 
shareholders ‘gained significantly from full successful take-over offers in New 
Zealand during the period 1985-1990’, and that, ‘on average, target shareholders 
(including the minority) are better off as a result of a full take-over compared to 
their position prior to the bid, albeit to different extents’. He also pointed out that 
the evidence was ‘inconsistent with the proposition that large controlling 
shareholders used their power to expropriate or consume corporate wealth at die 
expense of odier shareholders’ (Mandelbaum, 1993b:7), as one would not expect 
die controlling shareholders to pay remaining target shareholders posidve 
premiums. As well, he found diat die larger die initial stake held by die bidder 
prior to launching a takeover offer, die lower die premium paid to die remaining 
target shareholders. A possible reason for this was diat, die larger die inidal stake, 
die more likely a takeover becomes and die more heavily diis is reflected in die pre
takeover price, reflecting the fact that the bidder has paid a differential posidve 
premium for full control.

Evidence Supporting a Takeovers Code

Supporters of a takeovers code diat includes mandatory offer and equal price 
provisions argue diat die differences between die structure of die New Zealand 
stock market and diat of stock markets elsewhere renders irrelevant overseas 
evidence on the eflects of takeovers, pardcularly as a mechanism to discipline 
management. The NZSC (1988) had earlier rejected die argument diat the 
stockmarket was efficient in die sense dial it incorporated all publicly available 
information into die share price. As a result, it rejected die argument diat takeovers 
were wealdi creating and believed diat takeover bids were primarily made for 
undervalued targets, so dial, in the absence of mandatory offer and equal price 
provisions, takeovers transferred wealth from target shareholders to bidders. This 
view is undermined by Amery and Emanuel’s and Mandelbaum’s evidence diat 
gains to target companies’ shareprices were dependent upon a successful takeover. 
If a bidder had identified an undervalued target, die market price should have made 
a positive gain irrespective of whedier die bid was successful, since die market 
would have dien been made aware of die undervaluation.

McKenzie (1995) argues dial Mandelbaum’s study on die effects of successful 
takeover bids is of limited value as it deals widi bids f or all die shares and does not 
apply to partial bids or to cases of negotiated transfers of a controlling interest. He
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claims that the New Zealand stockmarket has significant features which need to be 
taken into account in considering overseas experience. As Mandelbaum (1993a) 
noted, over 80 per cent of listed companies have one shareholder owning 20 per 
cent or more of share capital, and 70 per cent of listed companies have one 
shareholder holding 30 per cent or more of the share capital. This means that 
corporate control can be transferred in 70 per cent to 80 per cent of listed 
companies without involving die remainder of diose companies’ shareholders.

McKenzie dien notes die converse of diis point: ‘it would be difficult for a 
bidder to acquire control widiout die consent of die shareholder who holds a 20 per 
cent plus parcel . . . This means diat in between 70 per cent to 80 per cent of New 
Zealand listed companies diere is no real prospect of a contested takeover and die 
takeover phenomenon loses its disciplining effect on management’ (McKenzie, 
1995:2). The Takeovers Panel (1995:3) similarly argues diat

Where shares are widely held, an outsider usually cannot accumulate a 
control parcel widiout making an offer to all shareholders. The dispersion 
of share ownership dius tends to promote widespread shareholder 
pardcipadon in a takeover. In diese circumstances, die pause and publicity 
rules enable shareholders to make an informed decision about die merits 
of an oder.

Evidence from Canada supports this point. like New Zealand, Canada has a 
stockmarket widi a greater concentradon of shareholdings dian die United States 
(Daniels & Halpcrn, 1995). This evidence shows diat high share-ownership 
concentradon in public firms is correlated with reductions in firm value. This is 
because accountability problems exist in closely held corporations as well as in 
widely held corporations (as controlling shareholders may use dieir position to 
attain personal perquisites). However, a move to restrict alienability of controlling 
interests (as die Takeover Panel suggests) could, in such a concentrated market, 
have perverse effects by encouraging controlling shareholders to retain dieir shares 
in order to obtain maximum value from die firm, to die detriment of minority 
shareholders (Daniels and Halpern, 1995). A feature of die New Zealand market 
diat perhaps ameliorates die impact of concentrated shareholdings is die presence 
of significant shareholdings by local and overseas institutional shareholders —  up to 
46 per cent of die shareholdings by 1993 (Walker & Fox, 1994) —  who are not 
interested in personal perquisites. In Canada die presence of institutional 
ownership has been associated widi shareholder gains, despite die concentrated 
shareholdings (Daniels & Halpern, 1995).

McKenzie (1995) identifies two odier distinct features of die New Zealand stock 
market. New Zealand is a small economy widi a small stockmarket, widiout die 
depth of some overseas markets. And, unlike die United States, New Zealand 
cannot rely upon shareholder litigation as a means of controlling directors, due to a 
number of factors including die high costs of litigation, die risk of an award of costs 
against a plaintiff, and die fact diat die size of New Zealand listed companies does
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not justify the litigation relating to the issue of corporate control. McKenzie takes 
the view that this constraint remains unaffected by the improved shareholder rights 
and remedies under die Companies Act 1993. Nor has die availability of 
contingent-fee lidgadon made any difference, due to ‘die lidgadon culture in New 
Zealand’ (1995:4). This view is supported by research by Ramsay (1995) into 
corporate lidgadon in Australia, which shows diat shareholder lidgadon is infrequent 
and unlikely to be a sufficient enforcement mechanism to control directors. 
McKenzie is further supported by the lack of enforcement acdons by shareholders 
against alleged insider traders in New Zealand (Fitzsimons, 1995). Aldiough die 
NZSE’s lisdng rules have provisions prevendng transacdons widi related pardes 
unless diere is a prior approval by ordinary rcsoludon, from die point of view of die 
shareholders diese rules suffer from die same drawback as die provisions of die 
Companies Act 1993 and related legisladon: the cost and difficulty of enforcement 
(Fitzsimons, 1994a). Flic private right of action provided by die NZSE has been 
litde used, and, as Mandelbaum (1993c) notes, diere are a number of barriers to 
shareholders using diese provisions. The NZSE’s Market Surveillance Panel lacks 
statutory powers and is limited to listed companies, while die New Zealand 
stockmarket does not have die equivalent of die Australian Securities Commission 
or die Securities and Exchange Commission of die US, which bodi have regulatory 
and enforcement roles in dieir respective jurisdictions (Fitzsimons, 1994c).

McKenzie makes die lurdier point diat participants in die United States 
stockmarket, due to its size, will generally have a continuing presence in die market, 
widi die result dial diey will wish to protect dieir reputations in die eyes of 
shareholders and regulators. By contrast, an acquirer of shares in a company in 
New Zealand will often be unknown or from an offshore institution. McKenzie 
also notes that, in the United States, a controlling shareholder may have a fiduciary 
duty to minority shareholders in a takeover situation, whereas in New Zealand no 
such duty is imposed.

Gaynor (1995) also argues for a code, on die basis diat private, non- 
institutional, New Zealand investors had wididrawn from die market. He refers to 
studies that show such investors have declined in dieir ownership of die top 40 
companies on die New Zealand Stock Exchange. In 1989 such ownership 
amounted to 40 per cent of diis group of companies, but had fallen to 22 per cent 
by May 1995. By contrast, private investors in Australia increased dieir 
shareholding during 1991-94. The decline in die presence of private, noil- 
institutional, New Zealand investors in the stockmarkel was also reflected in the 
decline ol managed funds investment in die top 40 companies from 16 per cent in 
1989 to 13 per cent in 1994, which was an alternative means for private, non- 
institutional New Zealand investors to invest in die stockmarket. Against this, 
however, Keenan (1995:21) points out diat:

Since the abolition of exchange control and die deregulation of die financial
markets, local investors have sensibly moved to diversify internationally
instead of putting all dieir eggs into a tiny (0.2 per cent of die world equity
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market) basket. Given that our equity market is amongst the smallest and 
least diversified of world markets, local investors should diversify more than 
others. Bodi private and institutional investors here have diversified 
internationally. . . Meanwhile, international portfolio investors, regardless 
of die pro-coders, have invested endiusiastically in our equity and bond 
markets.

Takeovers Regimes Adopted by New Zealand Listed Companies

The NZSE’s takeovers code required listed companies to choose one of three 
options for inclusion in dieir constitutions by 31 December 1995. The three 
options were: an ‘insider only’ provision which required 15 days notice of an offer 
and a report from independent directors where die offer came from the comapny’s 
officers; a ‘general nodce and pause’ provision requiring diree days nodce of an 
offer; and a more restricdve ‘minority-veto’ provision which required shareholders 
who did not receive an offer or received a lesser offer to hold a meeting to approve 
the acquisidon. By 31 December 1995, 127 companies had determined which 
regime diey would use. Nineteen companies chose die insider-only provision, while 
103 companies chose the general nodce and pause provision. Only five companies 
opted for die minority-veto provision. Interesdngly, diese last companies tended to 
have reladvely open share registers (for example, die largest shareholder of Fletcher 
Challenge Ltd was die employee unit trust, which held 12.5 per cent of its shares). 
In a number of cases, directors attempted to have die minority-veto provision 
adopted but were forced to put forward die general nodce and pause provision in 
the face of opposidon mainly from domesdc insdtudonal shareholders (Fitzsimons, 
1996).

These figures tend to support die view dial shareholders who hold substandal, 
or controlling, interests in a company would support a regime which allowed diem 
to more easily transfer dieir shares and to obtain any premium for the sale of diose 
interests. Those companies diat voted lor a minority-veto provision did not have a 
single controlling shareholder; accordingly, management was not constrained in 
advocadng die minority-veto provision, which operates to ensure diat management 
can more easily defeat a change in control of a company.

In die small number of comapnies diat have adopted die minority-veto 
provision, it was usually supported by die overseas insdtudonal investors. However, 
96 per cent of companies adopted one of die two least restricdve regimes at a dme 
when overseas investors had increased dieir ownership of die New Zealand 
stockmarket from 4.2 per cent in 1986 to 44 per cent by die end of 1993 (Walker & 
Fox, 1994). This suggests diat overseas investors arc not unduly concerned about 
die lack of a takeovers code. Ironically, diis perhaps supports die Takeover Panel’s 
(1995:18) comment diat foreigners pay more attendon to economic and polidcal 
factors dian to takeover rules in determining whedier to invest in a market.

If New Zealand remains economically and polidcally stable, it will become 
evident whedier New Zealand’s regulatory environment for takeovers has caused
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overseas investors to re-evaluate their investment in New Zealand’s stockmarket. 
The rise in overseas investment during 1986-93 leads one to expect that the absence 
of a takeovers code will have little or no effect on overseas investment in New 
Zealand.

Conclusion

After more than a decade of debate, New Zealand’s takeovers regime has not 
followed die example of overseas jurisdictions. On three occasions, takeovers 
legislation or regulations have come close to being implemented, only to be 
deferred at the last moment. The Minister of Commerce, whose department is 
now responsible lor business law reform, could revive the takeovers code at a future 
date, but tliis would require either a significant shift in the opinion of the present 
cabinet or a change of government after tfie 1996 election.

New Zealand now has a mixture of limited statutory regulation ol certain offers 
under the Companies Amendment Act 1963, and the three possible regimes under 
the NZSE’s 1994 listing rules. These regulahons do not require Üiat an offer must 
be made to all the shareholders or that a bidder must offer the same price to all the 
holders of the same class of shares. The minority-veto provision, which is the 
nearest NZSE option to the takeovers code, has been accepted in only a small 
number of listed companies.

The current regime clearly lavours shareholders who have controlling interests 
in listed companies. However, while there is evidence ol the wealth creating effects 
of takeovers, no evidence has been produced to show that any benefits of the 
Takeovers Panel’s proposed code would be greater than the costs imposed. The 
concentrated nature of New Zealand’s sharemarket makes it doubtful that the 
current regime will put pressure upon managements to perform or lace losing their 
positions in the absence of a transfer by a controlling shareholder ol its interest.

Minority shareholders, who are not at present in a position to protect their own 
interests, have to hope either that controlling shareholders act so as to increase the 
value of the company or that institutional shareholders will play a more active role 
in die management of companies. Unless there are reforms in die area of 
shareholder protection, greater reguladon of takeovers may perhaps be necessary. 
If diis issue could be resolved, die case for greater reguladon of takeovers in New 
Zealand would appear to lack substance.
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New Zealand’s Net Carbon Dioxide 
Emission Stabilisation Target

Robin Brasell

r r i H E  New Zealand government has adopted a policy of a joint reliance upon 
carbon dioxide (CO‘i) emission reductions and enhancement of carbon

JL storage in plantation forests as the principal means of meeting its obligations 
under the Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC). The stated target is 
to stabilise net CO2 emissions at 1990 levels by 2000. Few countries have inter
preted their FCCC obligations to mean stabilisation of net emissions. But this is a 
sensible response in New Zealand, where emission reductions are relatively cosdy 
and the size of the plantation forest estate, which acts as a sink removing carbon 
from the atmosphere, is expected to continue increasing for some decades.

Fhe present domestic regulatory framework includes uncertain and overlapping 
requirements for industrial emissions and effectively no controls over greenhouse 
gas emissions from transport or agriculture. The Minister for die Environment has 
therefore appointed a joint private- and public-sector working group to examine 
opdons for CO2 policy. Industries arc concerned that no policy steps are taken be
yond ‘no regrets’ (no net cost) levels unless clearly necessary, and diat, if addidonal 
abatement actions are required, die options chosen recognise die relatively high cost 
of emission reductions in New Zealand and die comparative advantage diat exists in 
die creation of additional carbon sinks.

The Costs of C 0 2 Emission Reductions

I11 recent years numerous papers and reports have been published concerning die 
impacts of reducing CO2 emissions on whole economies and particular sectors. 
The initial results suggested diat emission reductions effected witiiin relatively short 
timetables involved economic sacrifice. An early example of an analysis of die cost 
of New Zealand meeting an emission reduction target by means of a carbon tax was 
produced for the Electricity Corporation of New Zealand (ECNZ) by die Tasman 
Institute (1992). At diat time diere was considerable interest in whedier die alleged 
economic costs of limiting emissions could be pardy offset or even eliminated by 
use of innovative tax recycling options.

1
For ail Australasian perspective supporting this viewpoint see Common and Hamilton (1994) or 

Bertram (1994).

Robin Brasell is Environmental Adviser to the Electricity Corporation o f New 
Zealand.
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Weyant (1993) summarised results from 14 modelling groups ol the 12th Stan
ford Energy Forum who examined this topic. Where target emission reductions are 
required within a decade or so, recycling carbon tax revenues by reducing less effi
cient taxes was described as diminishing but generally not eliminating the cost ol 
control. As well, recycling through low-return government projects was considered 
substantially to increase the costs of carbon emission reductions. More recendy, 
considerable research effort has been directed towards developing multi-disciplinary 
integrated assessment models.

Burden Sharing Between Countries

To stabilise atmospheric CO2 concentrations at some agreed level requires the na
tions responsible for the great bulk of global emissions to take steps to abate them. 
Individual countries have very different emission characteristics and hence incur 
different abatement costs. To encourage abatement, participant countries must be 
assured that the burden they are asked to assume is lair.

The FCCC contains many references to international equity, especially but not 
exclusively directed towards protecting the interests of developing nations. It sets 
out developed country parties’ obligations to formulate policies and measures to 
limit emissions of greenhouse gases and protect and enhance sinks. It is made very 
clear that the policies and measures should be

. . . taking into account the differences in these Parties’ starting points and 
approaches, economic structures and resource bases, the need to maintain 
strong and sustainable economic growth, available technologies and other 
individual circumstances, as well as the need for equitable and appropriate 
contributions by each of these (developed country) Parties to the global ef
fort regarding that objective. (United Nations, 1992:Articlc 4, 2(a))

Recent studies suggest that Australia and New Zealand may have to sacrifice 
more than most OECD nations to reduce CO2 emissions (Hanslow et al., 1994). 
Chisholm and Moran (1994) attribute the high cost of Australia’s emission stabilisa
tion to its high level of emissions growth and the importance of its energy-intensive 
traded sector. These factors are partly offset by a range of low-cost fuel substitutes 
in die electricity sector. In contrast, New Zealand has a preponderance of hydro
electricity generation, meaning that fewer emission reduction opportunities from 
fossil-fuel substitution exist. A greater proportion of emission reductions must 
therefore be made from the transport sector. Energy-intensive food and raw- 
material processing industries like metal smelting, powdered milk and paper pro
duction are also important in New Zealand.

If ffie FCCC target of stabilising emissions at 1990 levels by 2000 were applied 
across all OECD nations, it would impose a dispropordonate cost on Australia and 
New Zealand. Furdier, if die FCCC commitments were going to be made more

For a review, see a special issue of Energy Policy 23 (4/5), 1995.
2
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specific or strengthened, then Australia and New Zealand would have strong cases 
lor adopting more appropriate targets. Compared with oilier OECD nations, Aus
tralia has a high rate of population growth and New Zealand has an expanding 
planted forest estate. Hence, if additional emission reductions are required, dien 
Australia could argue for a per capita emission target and New Zealand for use of a 
net emission target

New Zealand’s Target of Net C 02 Stabilisation

The New Zealand government has translated its FCCC obligations into a domestic 
objective of stabilising net CO2 emissions at 1990 levels by 2000 and to maintain 
them at diat level (Ministry for die Environment, 1994). The OECD’s 1993-94 
economic survey of New Zealand reveals diat private per capita consumption in 
New Zealand is below die OECD average (OECD, 1994). This factor, combined 
widi die high cost of reducing emissions in New Zealand, suggests dial it is fair and 
reasonable to adopt a net emissions approach by using a currendy high rate of plan
tation forest expansion to reduce die costs of inidal abatement acdons.

Figure 1

New Zealand’s gross and net C02 emissions: 
millions of tonnes a year, 1990-2000

Business as usual 
without emission- 
reduction measures

Business as usual with 
emission-reduction

—  — Business as usual 
without emission- 
reduction measures but 
with sink enhancement

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Source: Ministry of Com m erce.

Figure 1 shows die projected CO2 emission padis from New Zealand’s first 11a- 
donal report to die FCCC (Ministry for die Environment, 1994). It shows die fore
cast reduction in die growdi of emissions from pursuing various emission-reduction
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policies, principally energy efficiency initiatives and a voluntary emissions reduction 
scheme with industry. The government required that at least 20 per cent of the 
necessary net reduction for stabilisation originated from actual emission reductions, 
die remainder to be achieved by the enhancement of sinks. Figure 1 shows the ex
pected trend in net emissions, assuming die given gross emissions padi and sink 
enhancement dirough a (somewhat optimistic) new planting rate of 100,000 hec
tares a year (ha/yr) for largely radiata pine plantation forests. The date by which net 
stabilisation is achieved depends on emissions growtii, die age-class distribution of 
existing forests and die actual new-planting rates. Over a few decades, maintenance 
of current new-planting rates could more dian offset all ol New Zealand’s CÖ2 

emissions.
It is sometimes argued dial die expanded forest area cannot be guaranteed to 

remain in place in perpetuity or diat soon 110 land will be available for forestry ex
pansion. The Minister for die Environment counters diat die joint reliance upon 
emission reductions and increases in carbon sinks is an interim policy to reduce die 
cost of whatever transition to low-carbon or renewable energy supply proves to be 
necessary during die next 25 to 50 years (Upton, 1994).

European Union nations have agreed to aim jointly to stabilise gross CO2 

emission levels. This effectively allows for growth in emissions in some countries to 
be offset against (sometimes fortuitous) emission reductions from capacity de
commissioning and modernisation in die former East Germany, greater utilisation 
of nuclear electricity generation capacity in France and die shift from coal-fired gen
eration in die United Kingdom to high-efficiency gas-fired power stations. This il
lustrates die benefits of avoiding a rigid emissions reduction target for each nation 
and explains die inclusion of die joint implementation provisions in die Conven
tion.

Plantation Forestry in New Zealand

The initial hurst of planting during the late 1920s and early 1930s (see Figure 2) was 
associated widi relief work schemes in place during diat time. New-planting rates 
remained high from die early 1970s until die mid-1980s following recognition of die 
value of die timber resource created. The decline in new-planting area to low levels 
diat occurred during die late 1980s and early 1990s was brought about by a combi
nation of f actors including tax changes and the sale of cutting rights over large areas 
of state owned forests. Planting of new areas has increased recendy because of die 
attraction of forestry as a superannuation investment, poor agricultural commodity 
returns and, especially, a period of very high international timber prices. It is ex
pected that a new-planting rate of between 60,000 and 100,000 ha/yr will be main
tained for a decade or more.

When an area is converted from clear land to a production forest, die amount 
of carbon stored as standing biomass steadily increases until a ‘normal forest’ state is 
achieved (Maclaren et ah, 1993a). This occurs when die increase in standing car
bon equals die quantity of carbon removed as logs for processing. When die forest 
reaches diis steady state, widi equal areas of all age classes, die f orest has become a
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steady-state carbon reservoir. Hence the area of new forest initially operates as a 
carbon sink (removing carbon from the atmosphere) and ultimately becomes a 
steady-state carbon reserv oir (no net removal o f atmospheric carbon) f or as long as 
die area remains as a production forest. The quantity o f carbon stored as standing 
biomass increases with die lengdi o f die rotadon period (diat is, die interval between 
harvests). For example, a typical radiata pine commercial forest widi a rotadon 
lengdi o f 30 years stores on average 110 tonnes of carbon per hectare (tC/ha), 
which increases to about 151 tC/ha with a 40-year rotation (Maclaren et al., 1993b).

Figure 2

New forestry plantings and total area planted, ’OOOha, 1921-94

Source: Ministry of Forestry.

The uneven rate o f new plandngs evident from Figure 2 means diat die age- 
class structure is not yet stable, so dial die carbon storage profile associated widi 
produedon forests will fluctuate.

Wakelin and Te Morcnga (1995) find diat, arising from die uneven age-class 
distribudon o f die f orests and a revised calculadon procedure, carbon sequestradon 
(storage) in 1990 was slighdy higher dian previously estimated, and hence net car
bon emissions in 1990 were slighdy lower at about two million tonnes o f carbon a 
year (MtC/yr) dian some earlier estimates. Another finding was diat recent new 
planting rates, aldiough historically high, did not meet earlier optimistic expecta
tions; so carbon sequestration in 2000, while still influenced by new planting rates 
for die rest of die decade, may be somewhat lower dian die expectations included in

3
One tonne of carbon is equivalent to 3.67 tonnes of C O ‘2.

4
For die methodology o f calculating carbon storage from produedon forests, see Ministry for die Envi

ronment (1994).
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New Zealand's first national report to the FCCC (Ministry for die Environment, 
1994).

One effect of die uneven age class of New Zealand plantation forests is to lower 
die carbon sequestration rate during die middle of die present decade relative to the 
beginning and die end. This effect, and die revisions to carbon sequestration de
scribed above, delay die date of achieving stabilisation of net CO2 emissions in New 
Zealand. Whedier diis is achieved by 2000 or several years after will depend on the 
actual emission growth, die new-planting rates and harvesting management practices 
diat occur during die rest of die decade. If new-planting rates remain near present 
levels, dien annual carbon sequestration by 2010 could exceed ten MtC/yr, resuldng 
in New Zealand making 1 1 0  net contribution to atmospheric CO2 levels.

Wakclin and Te Morenga (1995:15) summarise die position as follows:

. . . plantation forestry in New Zealand provides a substantial carbon offset 
for fossil fuel emissions. It will continue to do so for as long as unforested 
land is converted to forest at rates similar to diose taking place over die last 
few years. There is sufficient plantable land in New Zealand to maintain 
diis high rate of sequestration for 50 to 100 years. Whedier afforestation is 
a ‘short-term’ or ‘medium-term’ benefit to New Zealand’s position, is 
merely one of definition.

Given die reference in die FCCC to sinks and sources, die greater significance of 
sinks dian of sources and die likely high costs of reducing emissions in New Zea
land, dien it is not surprising that New Zealand has adopted a net target for stabilisa
tion of CO 2 emissions.

C 02 Regulation under the Resource Management Act

The use of natural resources in New Zealand is governed by die Resource Manage
ment Act 1991, whose goal is die sustainable management of natural and physical 
resources. Since die Act defines actual or potential environmental effect very 
broadly, possible climate-change effects from CO2 emissions are considered during 
consent hearings to obtain discharge permits for significant emitting industries. The 
Act is administered at a regional level by territorial local audiorities. Various 
mechanisms within die Act allow central government to influence decisions made 
during die consent-granting process. These include: use of a national policy state
ment; call-in of die consent application for hearing by a Board of Inquiry appointed 
by die Minister for die Environment, who dien decides on die applicadon; promul
gation of standards; making submissions at consent hearings; and providing 1 1 0 1 1- 
binding guidelines for local audiorities.

Climate change has become a major issue at consent applications or renewals 
for significant fossil-luel using industries. Some interesting views have been ex
pressed at diese hearings. For example, at die ECNZ-owned Hundy gas/coal-fired 
power stadon consent renewal (Waikato Regional Council Hearings Committee, 
1993), Greenpeace argued diat die net approach was not allowed under die FCCC
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and diat die consent audiority should use die opportunity to cap emissions from die 
station. However, die Maruia Society, a national environmental organisadon, argued 
diat die Resource Management Act should be interpreted as requiring lull mitigation 
of CÖ2 emissions from die station, and diat diis should be provided by requiring 
ECNZ to plant additional forests. ECNZ argued diat sufficient plantings were al
ready occurring to ensure diat New Zealand would meet its FCCC obligations; and, 
in die absence of any government directive diat was binding under die Act, no spe
cific CO2 condition was necessary.

I11 its consent, die Waikato Regional Council did not impose a tree-planting 
requirement, but did include regular ‘best practicable option’ (BPO) tests (in effect, 
efficient technology reviews) for CO2 emissions, along widi periodic review of con
ditions against any instrument recognised under die Act diat the government might 
use to promulgate a consistent national policy. The Council also recommended diat 
die government develop directives to ensure diat actions taken to meet New Zea
land’s international obligations were comprehensive and diat die use of economic 
instruments should be considered. Clearly, die consent audiority felt diat die pres
ent situation of ad hoc consideration of CO2 emissions in consents, widiout clear 
guidance from die government in a form diat had weight under die Act, was unsatis
factory.

The most controversial consent application from a CO2 viewpoint was ECNZ’s 
application for an air discharge permit for die proposed 400 MW gas-fired Taranaki 
Combined Cycle (TCC) power station. The Minister for die Environment, Simon 
llpton, used die call-in provisions of die Act because he considered die CO2 impli
cations of die project were of national significance. A Board of Inquiry consisting of 
a Queen’s Counsel, a professor of engineering and a Taranaki regional councillor 
was convened, and heard submissions from a large number of interested parties, in 
the manner of ordinary regional hearings. The most substantial submissions from 
environmental organisations were once again from Greenpeace and die Maruia So
ciety. The Board of Inquiry’s (1995) recommendation to die Minister included die 
findings diat die proposed CO2 discharge was of sufficient magnitude to be relevant 
to New Zealand’s ECCC obligations, that alternatives to die discharge had not been 
satisfactorily examined, and that tree planting was a feasible mitigation option. The 
recommended consent included a condition requiring die consent holder to estab
lish a carbon sink of sufficient size to store in perpetuity an equivalent quantity of 
carbon to dial released from die plant during die term of die permit. This would 
have required establishing about 3,500ha of additional plantation f orest for each year 
dial die station operated.

The Minister, when granting die consent in March 1995, generally accepted die 
Board’s recommendations, but allowed more flexibility dian did die Board in de
termining how full mitigation of CO2 emissions was to be achieved. As well, die 
mitigation obligation applied only when emissions from die electricity sector ex
ceeded die level reached just before die plant began operation. This allowed die 
consent holder to receive some benefit from die CO2 savings associated widi the 
displacement of odier, less efficient, generation. The TCC project, and hence die
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consent obligations, were subsequently sold to a consortium that included Trans 
Alta, a Canadian utility, and Fletcher Challenge, a New Zealand-based company with 
extensive energy and forestry interests.

A recent consent hearing for a process with significant CO2 emissions involved 
Mercury Energy’s 105 MW Southdown combined cycle station proposal in Auck
land. The Minister chose not to call in this consent for a number of reasons out
lined in the submission made on his behalf at the hearing (Ministry for the Envi
ronment, 1995). These reasons included the extent to which the emissions were 
nationally significant, die timing of die hearing, and die expectadon diat the Board of 
Enquiry report and die Minister’s decision on the TCC consent would have some 
precedence value. The Auckland Regional Authority (1995), when issuing its deci
sion, did not accept die arguments of die Ministry for the Environment and the 
Maruia Society to die effect diat diat TCC consent-type principles should be applied. 
The key elements of die consent were a BPO-type condidon similar to that applied 
to die Hundy power stadon and die possibility of more CO2 condidons following 
review if the government issued an appropriate instrument.

Implementing C 02 Policy Outside the Act

The government policy relies joindy 011 CO2 emission reduedons and carbon sink 
enhancement in a rado of at least 1:4. The measures planned to provide the re
quired emissions reduedons are oudined in detail in New Zealand’s first national 
communication required under die FCCC (Ministry for the Environment, 1994). 
The key emission reduction measures are: energy sector reforms; an energy effi
ciency strategy managed by the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Audiority 
(EECA); furdier development of renewable energy sources, also managed by EECA; 
and a voluntary agreements (VA) scheme widi industry to reduce emissions. There 
are parallel policies to enhance carbon storage.

The most relevant policy for industry is die VA scheme. The agreements signed 
in September 1995 widi nine industries, including ECNZ, are expected to lead to an 
accumulated reduction in CO2 emissions during die present decade of about two 
millions of tonnes of CO2 a year (MtCCVyr). Additional agreements have been 
signed and it is expected diat die total savings could approach diree MtCOVyr.

During a climate-change policy review in 1994, some industries strongly sup
ported die VA approach to CO2 reductions, while some officials favoured applying a 
carbon tax. The effectiveness of die VA scheme and the odier initiatives will be 
examined by die government late in 1996. If it appears diat New Zealand will not 
achieve its net stabilisation target, or if die contribution from emission reductions is 
less dian die 1:4 requirement, dien use of a carbon tax or some odier economic 
instrument is likely. The review process is not widely understood, but if die VAs 
actually achieve dieir stated targets, dien die 1:4 requirement should have been met.
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New Zealand’s Policy Problem

The key problem with the climate change policy from an industrial viewpoint is that 
CO2 issues are governed by two or even diree regulatory instruments: die resource 
consent process, die separate VA scheme, and, potentially, use of a carbon tax fol
lowing die 1996 review. This increases compliance costs for industry and creates 
uncertainty, which is a significant disincentive for investment in industrial capacity. 
In addition, die approach to air discharge permits issued for major CO2 sources has 
been inconsistent.

Regional government also experiences difficulty when making consent decisions 
for significant CO2 emission sources. I11 die absence of an instrument recognised 
under die Resource Management Act, ministerial submissions at a consent hearing 
are considered alongside, and widi equal weight to, submissions made by odier in
terested parties. Regional councils have consistendy requested die government to 
deliver clear guidance as to how CO2 issues should be dealt widi at die regional level, 
and have been reluctant to follow die minister’s example in die TCC decision in 
requiring specific mitigation. Generally, the decisions have required diat a BPO test 
be regularly undertaken for CO2 emissions and diat a clear review provision be 
made available in case die government issues clear and binding guidelines. The 
result is an intense focus on CO2 emissions diat originate from industry and corre
spondingly litde attention to emissions from numerous diffuse transport sources, as 
well as the significant contribution from agricultural mediane (CH i) and nitrous ox
ide (N2O). Consequendy, New Zealand’s present domestic climate-change policy is 
neither comprehensive nor equitable.

The Minister for die Environment has 011 several occasions indicated dial die 
Resource Management Act is not die best instrument for regulating CO2 emissions. 
But he is faced widi several difficulties. If he continues to rely upon die Act, but 
increases certainty by issuing a national policy statement, dien die process could be 
very involved and cumbersome. The final outcome is also appealable to die Plan
ning Tribunal 011 matters of fact or furdier 011 points of law. This means diat gov
ernment policy could be direedy amended by die Courts. And if individual consents 
are still dealt widi under the Act at a regional level, different interpretations of die 
guidance provided will still occur.

Anodier option is to remove CO2 issues f rom die Act and to deal widi diem 
under separate legislation at a national level. But die government cannot guarantee 
dial such legislation would be passed in parliament. The major opposition parties, 
labour and the Alliance, have expressed reservations widi die net approach to CO2 
emission limitation; and die Alliance is committed to a carbon tax.

The Minister’s response to die present impasse has been to assemble a Work
ing Group 011 CO2 Policy, comprising officials and four individuals from die private 
sector. Three of die latter have senior management experience in die energy and 
forestry sectors, while die lourdi is executive director of a national environmental 
organisation. The working group’s task is to ensure diat New Zealand’s CO2 objec
tives are met as cost-effectively as possible. The principal issues diey are examining 
include die problems widi the Resource Management Act’s casc-by-case approach,
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carbon storage, the effect on emission growth of different GDP growth assumptions, 
and tiie most efficient economic instrument should one be required following the 
1997 review. The group’s brief is to analyse and present the issues in a form that 
facilitates public debate, to prepare a discussion document (Ministry for the Envi
ronment, 1996), and then to receive and summarise public submissions in the sec
ond half of 1996.

An Efficient Means of Integrating Sources and Sinks

Minimising the costs of control under New Zealand’s net approach to emissions 
reducdon requires a system that efficiently integrates sinks and sources. Clearly, use 
of the Resource Management Act as a means of limiting those emissions presently 
covered by die Act does not meet die efficiency test. The ad hoc mitigation obliga
tions imposed in the TCC consent allowed some flexibility of response but dis
criminated between sources.

If die 1997 review reveals die need for furdier action to reduce emissions, die 
likely candidates are a carbon tax or a tradable permits regime. In an analysis under
taken for ECNZ of a tradable permit system diat includes carbon credits from ex
panding forests, as well as emission permits, die Tasman Institute (1994) concluded 
dial New Zealand had a comparative advantage in sink enhancement and diat high 
rates of new planting would represent an international business opportunity.

In addition to the textbook options of taxing emissions and subsidising sinks or 
establishing a carbon market, opportunities exist for mixed or hybrid approaches 
dial allow for integration of sources and sinks. A simple approach could involve a 
carbon tax but allow die industry to pay the tax, purchase a permit from anodier 
party in lieu of die tax, or even undertake some mitigation actions. The latter might 
include energy efficiency improvements, on-site or elsewhere, and tree planting, 
which could dien be registered in exchange for permits. A forest company could 
dien choose to manage its forests so as to maintain a certain level of carbon storage 
as verified by an audiority, and to register die carbon storage property diat could 
dien be traded for value, while accepting an offsetting liability should carbon storage 
levels fall below die contracted level. These obligations could be long-term in ex
change for a perpetual right, or for a finite period. Such an approach is preferable to 
treating every commercial harvest of a production forest as a CO2 emission and re
garding every new planting or re-planting as a carbon store. This general approach 
removes one of die major uncertainties of tradable systems, namely, die risk of an 
unexpected high price following an error of judgment or an exercise of market 
power by anodier participant because die permit price is eff ectively capped at die tax 
rate. It also provides an additional incentive to actively pursue lowest-cost responses.

Conclusions

It is generally accepted diat achieving CO2 emission reductions involves economic 
costs, especially if reductions are required in die lifetime of affected capital plant. 
Innovative tax recycling options can be expected to reduce diese costs. Australia and
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New Zealand appear to be among die more expensive OECD nations in which to 
reduce CO2 emission levels. The FCCC clearly intends that no party should bear 
an unfair or disproportionate burden and diat its measures should be ol least cost. 
New Zealand’s adoption of a net CO2 stabilisation is consistent with the FCCC’s 
intention that each nation adopt measures that best lit its own circumstances, which 
for New Zealand at present includes a comparative advantage in the establishment ol 
commercial plantation forests.

New Zealand’s current domestic climate-change policy has problems. For ex
ample, control of industrial emissions is uncertain, being implemented through the 
consent process under die Resource Management Act and dirough a voluntary 
agreements scheme, while vehicle emissions and odier greenhouse gas emissions 
from agriculture effecdvely are not controlled in any way. The Minister for die Envi
ronment recognises die unsuitability of leaving CO2 issues in die Act, and has con
vened a joint public- and private-sector working group to review future policy op- 
dons.

New Zealand should not move beyond 110-regrets or very low-cost acdons unless 
it becomes clear diat net stabilisation of emissions will not occur during die first few 
years of die 21st century'. But if additional measures are required, dien a cautious 
approach should be adopted widi a particular emphasis on die cost implications 
because New Zealand appears to be a relatively expensive country in which to re
duce emissions. Any additional measures diat are required should also recognise 
New Zealand’s comparative advantage in die provision of carbon sinks. Thus die 
key issue is die efficient integration of sources and sinks in a way diat allows maxi
mum flexibility of response for participants so as to eliminate any unnecessary costs.
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Deregulation in Indonesia: Two Steps 
Forward, One Step Back

George Fane

V  N die late 1970s and early 1980s, Indonesia’s economic policy became increas- 
I ingly inward-looking as die government pursued a strategy of import subsdtudon. 

J ^ T h is  strategy was reversed in die mid-1980s, and during die past decade die gov
ernment has liberalised direct controls on investment and gready reduced bodi tariffs 
and import licensing requirements. But despite die clear overall trend, not all eco
nomic policies have been moving in die same deregulatory direction. In particular, a 
new approach to industrial policy, which was announced in President Soeharto’s 1995 
state address, has die potential to be highly interventionist. Aldiough its details remain 
vague, early indications suggest diat it will be implemented by local content schemes, 
special tax exemptions, and odier non-tariff measures (NTMs).

This article describes die overall trend towards deregulation, discusses why it was 
adopted, and cites some of die major examples of policy changes in die opposite di
rection.

Regulation, Deregulation and the Oil Boom

W hen it acquired power in 1966, President Soeharto’s ‘New Order’ regime was con
fronted by die chaos of hyperinflation, multiple exchange rates, and direct controls left 
behind by President Sukarno. The new regime speedily introduced a macro- 
economic stabilisation program and then began liberalising Indonesia’s trade and in
vestment policies, (flic of die most notable features of Indonesia’s economic policies 
diroughout die whole period since 1970 has been die openness of its capital account. 
An even earlier indication of the new regime’s policy stance was its introduction, in 
1967, of a law which guaranteed foreign investors the right to repatriate bodi capital 
and profits.

However, economic policy became increasingly inward-looking in die wake of die 
commodity boom of the early 1970s and the oil price shocks of 1973-74 and 1979-80, 
which tripled die ratio of Indonesia’s export prices to its import prices. In the period 
from die early 1970s to die mid-1980s, the government taxed or banned some tradi
tional exports, pursued self-sufficiency in rice, and used oil revenues to set up import-

1 r
The beginning ol the New Order period is usually placed at March 1966, even though Sukarno 

nominally remained president until March 1967.

George Fane is Senior Fellow in the Research School of Pacific and Asian Stud
ies at The Australian National University.
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substituting manufacturing industries, which it then protected. In 1974, it ended the 
relatively unrestricted access which foreign investors had been given in 1967 b;/ closing 
all sectors to new foreign investment, with the exception of those on a restrictive posi
tive list (Hill, 1988). In addition to the indirect taxation of all export sectors which is 
effected by protection of import-substituting industries, several traditional export sec
tors were directly taxed by trade restrictions introduced in die early and mic-1980s. 
Bans on log exports were introduced in stages during die 1980s, and all log exports 
were banned after 1985; export bans were extended to raw rattan, and dien to semi- 
processed rattan. The bans on log exports provided plywood manufacturers nidi very 
high effecdve protection and contributed to die rapid growdi in exports of manufac
tures since die mid-1980s. Exports of vegetable oils, several spices, coffee, aid some 
grades of rubber were also subject to licensing. In die case of crude palm oil, domestic 
users were protected bodi by a tax on exports and by an allocation scheme which 
forced growers to supply domestic refineries widi part of dieir output at low, con
trolled prices.

After 1982, the dollar price of oil began to decline gradually, and in 1986-87 it fell 
abrupdy from US$28 to $10 per barrel. This fall wiped out die real gains to Indonesia 
from die second oil price shock, but not diose from the first. In contrast to vdiat hap
pened in some oil-exporting developing countries, such as Mexico and Nigeria, die 
Indonesian government responded by prompdy cutting its own spending and devalu
ing its currency. In addition to die fall in oil prices, diere were two adverse shocks to 
Indonesia’s intertemporal terms of trade in 1982-86: world real interest rates rose, and 
die appreciation of die yen raised die value of Indonesia’s debts relative to the prices 
of its net exports.

During diis period, several major reforms were introduced, beginning widi re
forms to domestic economic policies. In 1983 die government relaxed bank lending 
and interest rate controls. The tax system was also modernised between 1983 and 
1986; a value-added tax was introduced, and die practice of granting holidiys from 
company tax to new investment projects was ended. But external policy remained 
unreformed: die import substitution strategy continued to be pursued actively, and 
import licensing was gready extended between 1982 and 1985.

From 1985 onwards, however, international trade policy was liberalised Under 
die banner of promoting 11011-oil exports, die government embarked on a series of 
reform packages which reduced tarilfs and non-tariff barriers (NTBs); relaxed controls 
on foreign and domestic investment; and continued die deregulation of die financial 
sector. There were major tariff cuts in 1985; and in die same year most customs 
functions were transferred from die Indonesian Customs Service to an international 
inspection company, SOS of Switzerland. The process of removing NTBs on imports 
began in 1986, and in die same year die former system for providing exporters widi 
duty-free inputs was revamped and extended.
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Table 1

Effective rates of protection (%), 1987-2003* * 3

1987 1994 1995 2003
Sectors
Manufacturing (excluding oil & gas) 86 29 24 16
Manufacturing (including oil & gas) 48 23 20 13
Agriculture 24 14 12 9

All tradable sectors 18 9 8 4

Memo items
Anti-trade bias0 52 33 28 20
Nominal wage effect0 14 9 8 4

Notes
aThe estimates for 1987 and 1995 are from Fane and Condon (1995). They measure ERPs 
just before the reform package of December 1987 and just after the reform package of May 
1995. The estimates for 1994 and 2003 apply the same methodology. The 1994 estimates 
measure protection just after the package of June 1994. The ERPs for 2003 use the future 
tariff cuts announced in the May 1995 package to be implemented by 2003.
‘’The anti-trade bias (ATB) is defined by: 1 + ATB = (1 + gm)/(1 + ge), where gm and ge denote, 
respectively, the average ERPs in all import-competing and all export-competing sectors. 
c The wage effect is the amount by which the whole system of trade policies is estimated to 
have raised the money wage, at a given exchange rate. A measure of the real protection to 
each sector is the excess of its ERP over the wage effect.

According to the estimates in Table 1, die average effective rate of protection 
(ERP) for the whole manufacturing sector, excluding natural gas and oil refining, fell 
from 86 per cent in 1987 to 24 per cent in 1995. Over the same period, the average 
ERP for agriculture fell from 24 per cent to 12 per cent, and the anti-trade bias of gov
ernment policy (which is a measure of the combined average rates o f import duties 
and export taxes) f ell from 52 per cent to 28 per cent. Since there was probably more 
‘water’ in the tariffs in 1987 than in 1995, the measured falls in protection probably 
overstate the true falls; however, there is little doubt that the true falls have been very 
substantial. Not only were the levels o f trade barriers sharply reduced, hut the method 
o f providing protection was made more transparent by replacing many NTBs with 
tariffs. The industries whose outputs were subject to ‘restrictive’ NTBs are estimated 
to have accounted for 44 per cent o f total value added in all tradable industries in 
1986; by 1995 this proportion had fallen to 23 per cent. The switch from NTBs to

‘Anti-trade bias’ is the average ERP for all import-substituting industries, relative to that for all export-
competing industries. A  formal definition is given in Tabic 1, note (b).
3

Fane and Condon (1995, Table 4). ‘Restrictive NTBs’ are defined to include both import and export 
NTBs. A ll export NTBs (other than the need for a general exporters’ permit) are regarded as restric-
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tariffs was much more pronounced in manufacturing than in agriculture: in manufac
turing, excluding natural gas and oil refining, die estimated NTB coverage ol value 
added fell from 77 per cent in 1986 to 17 per cent in 1995; in agriculture, the corre
sponding fall was from 67 per cent to 48 per cent.

A milestone in the process of relaxing controls on foreign and domestic invest
ment was tiie replacement, in 1989, of die positive list of priority sectors open for in
vestment by a less restriedve negative list of closed sectors. Investment licensing was 
further liberalised in die packages of 1992-94. Investments still have to be approved 
by the Investment Co-ordination Board but, following die package of May 1994, die 
former requirement dial foreign investors gradually transfer ownership to Indonesian 
companies has almost disappeared. Most sectors are now open to foreign investment, 
but some important restrictions remain, including die closure of nine service indus
tries to foreign investors, and of many agricultural and handicrafts sectors to all me
dium and large firms, bodi domestic and foreign.

The Political Economy of Regulation and Deregulation

One factor which contributed to Indonesia’s movement away from an inward-looking 
import substitution strategy towards deregulation and trade liberalisation in die mid- 
1980s was die growing worldwide belief that reliance on market forces has usually 
been more successful than detailed economic interventions by governments. Eco
nomic policy in die fast growing East Asian countries has clearly not been laissez faire, 
but it has been less interventionist, and very much more open to international compe
tition, than economic policy in I^atin America or Africa. East Asia’s success was diere- 
fore a powerful influence on Indonesia’s decision to pursue deregulation in general, 
and trade liberalisation in particular.

A second explanation for Indonesia’s change of strategy in die mid-1980s was 
President Soeharto’s absolute authority, together widi his confidence in his economic 
advisers, and their broad support for macroeconomic stability and economic deregu
lation. But while diis can help explain the consistent pursuit of orthodox monetary 
and fiscal policies diroughout the New Order period, it cannot by itself explain die 
change of direction on deregulation: if the audiority and high quality of Indonesia’s 
economic decision-makers enabled diem not merely to resist die pressures to restrict 
imports when oil prices fell, but actually to embark on widespread deregulation and 
trade liberalisation, why had Indonesia been following a strategy of inward-oriented 
import substitution since die early 1970s? A possible answer is diat Soeharto bodi- 
ered widi economic advisers only in times of economic crisis; but if he had such con
fidence in them, it seems odd diat he did not always take their advice on economic 
questions.

A diird possibility is that the diree adverse Lerms-of-trade shocks in the period 
1982-86 —  the fall in oil prices, die rise in interest rates and the appreciation of die 
yen —  may have contributed to Indonesia’s adoption of deregulation. The support

ive. In die case ol NTBs on imports, die general importer (IIJ), importer-producer (PI) and sole 
agent (AT) licensing requirements are not counted as restrictive.
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ers of deregulation have summarised this hypothesis thus: ‘good times mean bad 
policies; bad times mean good policies’. Indonesia’s own reduced ability to finance 
investment at the rate needed to maintain the rate ot growth ol GDP and of employ
ment opportunities helps to explain why an open capital account was maintained, and 
why controls on foreign direct investment were liberalised in the late 1980s and early 
1990s. But for the ‘bad times-good policies’ hypothesis to be fully satisfactory, it must 
explain why adverse terms-ol-trade shocks led to trade liberalisation in Indonesia, 
whereas in other countries they have sometimes led to the imposition ol exchange 
controls and import licensing.

One part of die explanation is diat die fall in oil prices raised die profitability ol all 
die odier tradable sectors by depressing die prices of 11011-tradables reladve to die 
prices of diese odier tradable sectors. This made it possible for die government to 
reduce the protection granted to manufacturing widiout reducing its profitability on 
average; despite reduced protecdon, die manufacturing sector has dierefore been able 
to grow very rapidly since the early 1980s. A second part ol die explanation relies 011 

the distinction between adverse terms of trade shocks and adverse fiscal shocks. These 
two types of shocks need not go together, but diey did in Indonesia, where oil was 
both Indonesia’s main export and the government’s main source of revenue, and 
where most foreign debt was also public debt. Although adverse terms-of-trade 
shocks increase pressures 011 governments to restrict imports, adverse fiscal shocks 
encourage die numerous forms of deregulation which involve die reduedon of subsi
dies, whether explicit or hidden. To ensure that fiscal stringency resulted in reduced 
subsidies radier dian rapid inflation, it was important diat Indonesia did not balance its 
budget at die margin by resordng to inflationary finance; diis was ensured by die fear 
of byperinfladon inherited from die experience of die mid-1960s, and by die long
standing convention that any deficit in die budget must be financed by foreign borrow
ing.1

The importance of adverse fiscal shocks in inducing policy reform in Indonesia in 
the early 1980s has been emphasised by Robison (1987:31-4). Among die deregula- 
tory reforms of the mid-1980s which can be attributed to fiscal stringency were die 
postponement, or cancelladon, in May 1983 of US$20 billion of public-sector invest
ment projects, and reduedons in the explicit subsidies to food, fuel, and fertilisers. The 
government’s reduced ability to alford subsidies also reinforced die incendves to 
switch from NTBs to tariffs and from tariffs to consumpdon taxes. One of die most 
familiar arguments to jusdfy replacing NTBs by tariffs, is that diis would generate 
revenue lor the government, which would otherwise accrue to die holders of import 
licences. A similar logic applies to die switch from import dudes to consumpdon 
taxes, such as the VAT which Indonesia introduced in 1986: since an import duty is 
equivalent to a consumpdon tax, part of whose revenue is used up in subsidising pro- 
duedon at die same rate, a switch from a tariff to a consumpdon tax allows die gov-

4
In Indonesia, this requirement is referred to as the ‘balanced budget’ requirement, since net foreign 

borrowing is treated, under its unconventional accounting definitions, as being part of government
revenue.
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eminent to increase its revenue, or reduce the tax rate, or both. The reform of die 
financial sector had a similar origin. In the oil boom period, the state banks were 
heavily involved in channelling subsidised loans from the central bank, Bank Indone
sia, into various special programs, such as the Bimas scheme to help rice growers 
achieve self-sufficiency. The fiscal deterioration of die early 1980s provided die 
stimulus lor cutting back diese subsidised lending schemes, which had proved far 
more expensive dian expected because of high default rates. The need to allow noil- 
subsidised bank lending to replace diese failed schemes provided die impetus for die 
1983 banking deregulation.

Fiscal shocks also direedy affected die relative political influence of two of die 
many competing groups of advisers to the President: the ‘technocrats’ and die 
‘economic nationalists’. The technocrats tend to favour reliance on market forces, 
and many of them are professional economists; diey have normally dominated die 
Ministry of Finance and the National Planning Agency, and have had a substantial 
influence in Bank Indonesia. The World Bank has used its influence direedy on die 
side of die technocrats, and its resources and technical expertise have also played an 
indirect role by helping diem to make dieir case in a convincing way.

The economic nationalists, meanwhile, comprise several sub-groups, die most 
prominent of which are the ‘engineers’ led by the Minister lor Research and Technol
ogy, Dr BJ. Habibie. File engineers seek to promote large-scale, capital-intensive, 
projects, using advanced technologies, in industries such as aeronautics, shipbuilding, 
steel, fertilisers, and petrochemicals. They believe that diese enterprises should often 
be statelywned, and may need direct government subsidises as well as protection from 
imports. A second sub-group of nationalists is composed of the advocates of self- 
sufficiency in food in general and rice in particular. The business conglomerates also 
intermittently support economic nationalism when it suits them. In addition to 
Habibie’s own department, die economic nationalists have dominated die national oil 
company (Pertamina), die government agency responsible lor food procurement and 
marketing (Bulog), and the Ministry of Industry.

Adverse fiscal shocks, as well as affecting the ability of die government to subsidise 
die economic nationalists’ favoured projects, have raised die relative influence of die 
technocrats, for two reasons. First, die fall in government revenue and die increase in 
die burden of die government’s foreign debts increased die influence of die World 
Bank, whose conditional willingness to extend new loans to Indonesia was important 
both directly and as a signal to other potential foreign lenders. Second, die fall in oil 
prices diminished the influence of Pertamina by reducing its contribution to govern
ment revenue, and raised dial of die Ministry of Finance, whose tax reforms, designed 
by technocrats and like-minded foreign advisers, helped to make up for lost oil reve
nue.

New Regulations and Presidential Patronage

Aldiough deregulation has been die dominant feature of economic policy during die 
last decade, diere have also been important examples of new regulations being intro
duced. One area which provides several examples of newly introduced regulations is
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the labour market: large increases in minimum real wages were legislated in 1993 and 
1994, and in 1993 a workers’ social security scheme was introduced, which requires all 
firms with more than ten employees to give them free health care, retirement benefits, 
life-insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance. The impact ol diese labour 
market regulations has so lar been substantially limited by die difficulties ol enforcing 
them.

Odier examples of new reguladons include die growth of prudential controls on 
die hanking sector; die 1993 closure to potential new entrants, at least temporarily, of 
die non-bank financial sector (ffikarUi Post, 23 December 1995); and die transfer of 
customs inspection duties from SGS of Switzerland to an Indonesian inspection com
pany. Capital mobility was somewhat restricted in 1991 by die re-imposition of limits 
on shorter-term foreign borrowing by banks, and by die establishment ol a commit
tee whose approval hits to be obtained by investors wishing to borrow from abroad to 
finance projects which are connected in any way widi state enterprises, including even 
projects which borrow from state banks.

There have been many examples of policies which have favoured individual firms, 
radier dian whole industries. Such interventions have been bodi a cause and a conse
quence of die importance of patronage in Indonesia: to influence industrial policy, as 
well as to minimise routine bureaucratic delays, major business ventures often take on 
one of the President’s f amily or associates as a board member or shareholder. These 
well-connected enterprises have received some spectacular privileges: examples from 
die 1990s include die national car plan (discussed below); die setting up of a heavily 
protected soybean crushing plant; die creation of a private monopoly over die trade in 
cloves between the growers and the manufacturers of clove-scented cigarettes; die 
creation of a temporary private monopoly over inter-island exports of oranges f rom 
West Kalimantan; and the granting of special tarilf protection to die giant Chandra 
Asri petrochemical project. like  Chandra Asri and like die chosen producer of In
donesia’s subsidised national car, die private firms that were granted die monopolies 
over cloves and oranges were bodi partly owned by members of die President’s fam
ily; the soybean crushing plant is controlled by the largest of the Indonesian conglom
erates, the Salim group. A scheme which had several features in common widi die 
clove and oranges monopolies was implemented in 1995 by die provincial govern
ment in Bali, which granted a company controlled by one of the President’s grandsons 
the right to sell stickers which beer manufacturers were required to fix to Jill botdes 
sold in Bali. Pile manufacturers had to pay 600 rupiahs (about A$0.33) a botde, one 
third of which went to the provincial government and die rest to die President’s grand-

5
The workers’ social security scheme is described and analysed by McLeod (1993).

Bank Indonesia Circular, no. 24/38/ULN, 20 November 1991.
7

The Chandra Asri petrochemical complex in West Java, which produces plastic raw materials, is a 
joint venture between Japanese and Indonesian investors. It is reported to have cost about US$2 bil
lion. Production began in 1995. The two Indonesians with the largest shareholdings are one of the 
President’s sons and a timber tycoon, Mr Prajogo Pangestu.
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son’s company. Perhaps because this scheme was too transparent, it was abolished in 
early 1996 {The Australian, 5 February 1996).

Prospects for Further Trade and Investment Liberalisation

Substantial progress on reducing tariffs and liberalising investment regulations has 
been made since 1994. The most important of these reforms came in the May 1995 
package, which was presented as a ‘downpayment’ on Indonesia’s commitments un
der die Bogor declaration to Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC). It sub
stantially reduced tariffs and is the first Indonesian package to announce a schedule of 
future tariff reductions. These announced reductions cover the period 1995-2003, 
and will extend to all countries the tariff cuts which Indonesia was already committed 
to giving to its partners in the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), un
der die ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) agreement.

Alter May 1995, die only imported items widi total import duty rates in excess of 
40 per cent were motor vehicles and components, and alcoholic beverages. Ehe 
highest rates for diese items were 200 per cent on fully assembled passenger vehicles, 
and up to 170 per cent on some alcoholic beverages. If die announced schedule of 
tariff reduedons is adhered to, the maximum total duty rates in 2003 for vehicles and 
components and alcoholic beverages will be 100 per cent and 20 per cent, respec- 
dvely; and die maximum duty rate on items outside diese two sectors will be 15 per 
cent. However, many manufacturing sectors will receive much higher effective rates of 
protecdon, since the rates of duty on inputs will generally continue to be less than 
diose on outputs. Table 1 provides a comparison between die unilateral trade lib
eralisations made in die period 1987-94, and die actual and proposed liberalisations 
introduced in May 1995.

Despite its support for APEC’s non-binding commitments to free trade, and the 
very substantial trade liberalisations which have been made unilaterally since die mid- 
1980s, Indonesia managed to make few important trade liberalisation commitments in 
die Uruguay Round. The most important of these commitments were promises to 
remove NTBs which restricted imports of some industrial items; to phase out die lo
cal content scheme for dairy products over a decade; and to phase out die local con
tent scheme for soybean meal over direc years. The many new ‘tarilf bindings’ which 
it made in the Round limited its right to increase larilfs above the currcndy applied 
rates, but in no instance was the new bound rate below die currcndy applied rate. 
And, apart from the local content schemes for milk and soybean meal, all die major 
NTBs on agricultural products will be unaffected by die nominal requirement of Ar
ticle 4.2 of die Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture diat countries must remove 
‘quantitative import restrictions’ and ‘non-tarilf measures maintained dirough state 
trading companies [STCsp. The reason is that Indonesia, like odier developing coun
tries, has been allowed to maintain die fiction dial the sales and purchases of its STCs

8
Based on the estimates underlying Table 1, die two broadly defined groups ol sectors with the highest 

average ERPs in 2003 will be engineering and wood products. The estimated ERPs for these groups 
of sectors will be 74 per cent and 38 per cent, respectively.
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—  in this case, Bulog —  are made ‘solely in accordance with commercial considera
tions’, and that Bulog’s import monopolies, which have been used, inter alia, to ban 
imports of rice lor long periods, are therefore not quantitative import restrictions, but 
purely commercial activities, sanctioned by s.l(b) ol Article XVII ol the original Gen
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade! A further indication ol Indonesia’s continuing 
reluctance to dismantie its controls on agricultural trade was given at the December 
1995 ASEAN summit, when Indonesia was responsible for postponing until 2003, 
and perhaps 2010, a proposed extension of tire AFTA agreement which would have 
reduced barriers to trade on 15 agricultural products, including rice and sugar.

A More Interventionist Industry Policy?

The President’s 1995 state address set out a new, and potentially more interventionist, 
industrial policy, under which vaguely defined ‘key’ industries will be favoured over 
others. It is unclear what this policy will mean in practice, but tire examples ol tire 
petrochemical and vehicle industries, which are discussed below, suggest that it may be 
implemented by means of local content schemes and selective tax exemptions to pro
tect individual firms.

It has been widely suggested that Indonesia’s enthusiastic support lor APEC’s goal 
of free trade was responsible for tire 1995 decision not to grant the Chandra Asri ole
fins project the increased tariff protection which it had originally been led to expect. 
Instead, the government indicated that Chandra Asri would be protected by means ol 
a local content scheme (Soesastro, 1995:25-6). However, in Eebruary 1996, the gov
ernment buttressed the protective arrangements for Chandra Asri by reversing tire 
position it had adopted before the APEC summit in Osaka, imposing irrstcad 20 per 
cent tariff surcharges on imports competing with Chandra Asri’s two main products, 
ethylene and propylene. The details of the local content scheme remain opaque, and 
even the imposition of the new tariff surcharges was leaked, rather than formally an
nounced by the government. Since both products were already subject to 5 per cent 
tariffs, the total duty on each is now 25 per cent.

Indonesia’s recently announced plan to produce a ‘national’ car provides another 
indication of what the new industrial policy may involve. On 26 Eebruary 1996, Kia 
Motors of South Korea and Timor Putra Nasional, an Indonesian company con
trolled by one of the President’s sons, announced a planned joint venture to build a 
plant near Jakarta, 30 per cent owned by Kia, to assemble jeeps and two models of 
sedans from components made m Korea by Kia. Two days later, the Minister for 
Industry and Trade announced that the Kia-Timor operation had been approved as 
the producer of Indonesia’s national car. As such, it will qualify for two substantial tax 
privileges: exemption from luxury sales tax, and exemption from tariffs on imported 
components; one Jakarta economist has estimated these priveleges to be worth US$1 
billion over three years (Australian Financial Review, 20 March 1996).

9
The surcharge on propylene was revealed in a press release issued in New York by one ol Chandra 

Asri’s customers. A copy of die decree imposing die surcharge on ediylene was obtained by die Asian 
Wall Street Journal (4 March 1996) and subsequendy confirmed by government officials.
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The new decrees which set out the national car policy state dial the producer must 
be 100 per cent Indonesian owned, must use an Indonesian brand name, must de
velop local technology, and must satisfy escalating local-content requirements: 20 per 
cent local content by the end of the first year, 40 per cent by the end ol the second, 
and 60 per cent by the end of the third. Although these decrees do not refer to Kia- 
Timor, and do not specifically exclude the possibility of more than one national car, 
die Minister has subsequendy announced that Kia-Timor will have a monopoly for at 
least dirce years. In view of die inidal announcement diat Kia would supply all die 
components and own 30 per cent of die plant, some ingenuity may be required to find 
legal formulas to get around the nominal requirement dial die national car producer 
must be 100 per cent Indonesian-owned. Aldiough die new venture has announced 
plans to set up a plant to produce components in Indonesia, the local-content re
quirements may also be hard to fulfil; however, considerable administrative discretion 
will presumably be exercised in measuring and enforcing, or not enforcing, compli
ance widi diese requirements.

lake die maintenance of barriers to agricultural trade and die opaque arrange
ments lor protecting Chandra Asri, die national car plan confirms die impression diat 
economic nationalism, often reinforced by presidential patronage, remains a very im
portant influence on economic policy in Indonesia. But since these interventions are 
of less quantitative importance than the very large reductions in trade and investment 
barriers which have occurred since the mid- 1980s, die tide of diis article gives a fair 
summary of Indonesia’s achievements and prospects on deregulation.
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^  CONOMICS is often accused of invading other disciplines. Protests accom- 
■ ̂  pany economists’ use of economic assumptions, such as behaviour being 

_^understood in terms of rational self-interest, to analyse ostensibly non
economic realms of life like die family or politics. Yet die boundaries between die 
social sciences have always been fluid; and sociologists, philosophers, polidcal sci
entists and dieologians have recendy been having more to say about economics. 
Despite die use of military figures of speech by diose opposing economic mediod- 
ology, a better metaphor is dial of a conversation.

Francis Fukuyama’s Trust fits well into die conversadonal metaphor. While 
arguing diat models based on economic man (who is modvated by radonal self- 
interest) cannot explain all economic behaviour, Fukuyama is happy to concede diat 
diey do explain a lot. In contrast to die near-hysterical (and unconversadonal) at
tacks on neoclassical economics we find in some of die literature on die cultural 
aspects of economic life, Fukuyama says neoclassical economics ‘is correct about 80 
per cent of die dme’ (p. 13). The dde of his book is, of course, a giveaway as to 
what he diinks is important in explaining dial 20 per cent of economic behaviour to 
which neoclassical economics is blind. He says diat his book shows diat a ‘nadon’s 
well-being, as well as its ability to compete, is conditioned by a single, pervasive 
characterisdc: die level of trust inherent in die society’ (p. 7). Much of Trust is 
taken up with case studies —  of die United States, Japan, Korea, France, Italy and 
the Chinese —  intended to show how trust contributes to prosperity.

According to Fukuyama, ‘trust is die cxpcctadon diat arises widiin a community 
of regular, honest and cooperadve behaviour, based on commonly shared norms, 
on die part of odier members of diat community’ (p. 26). Frust is good for die 
economy because it cuts transaction costs. If we can trust each odier in business,

Andrew Norton is Editor o f Policy, the quarterly journal o f The Centre for Inde
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there is ‘less need to spell tilings out in lengthy contracts; less need to hedge against 
unexpected contingencies; fewer disputes, and less need to litigate if disputes arise’ 
(p. 151). Trust enables societies to ‘innovate organisationally’, since it ‘will permit a 
wide variety of social relationships to emerge’. This explains why ‘highly sociable’ 
Americans pioneered the development of the modern corporation, and die Japa
nese ‘explored die possibilities of die network organisadon’ (p. 27). Trust also 
helps people work togedier more effectively, as diey are prepared to subordinate 
dieir individual self-interest to diat of die group (though Fukuyama does not make 
this point as clearly as die odicrs).

Trust and Social Capital

Fukuyama equates trust widi ‘social capital’. This is an analogy widi older economic 
ideas: ‘physical capital’, like factories and odicr investments capable of producing in 
die future, and ‘human capital’, or die aptitudes and skills people have diat make 
them productive. 'Frust is a form of social capital because it increases die produc
tive capacity of die reladonships between individuals. I do not dispute diat trust is a 
part of social capital, and an important part. But it is widi diis definition of social 
capital diat Fukuyama’s book begins to go wrong.

There is no hard-and-fast definition of social capital. The term has been used 
by leading expositors such as die late James S. Coleman and die political scientist 
Robert D. Putnam (who draws on Coleman) to refer to social relationships facilitat
ing cooperation. Coleman perhaps even went a little further, saying diat social capi
tal is created when ‘relations among persons change in ways diat facilitate action’ 
(1990:304). Cooperation can take place in die absence of trust. When individuals 
or groups reach a point at which their mutual self-interest in trade outweighs dieir 
mutual dislike, they can cooperate. But this point is better characterised as tolera
tion than trust. On-going relationships can be a sufficient basis lor cooperation. II 
both parties benefit from a continuing series of transactions, die threat of economic 
loss as a penalty for breaching the terms of the transaction will ensure that they con
tinue to cooperate. The social capital is the on-going relationship. Trust increases 
social capital’s efficiency, but it is not an essential element.

Fukuyama’s definition of social capital leads him to overestimate its economic 
importance —  I think. I say ‘I diink’, because, like Fukuyama, I have no real way 
of measuring social capital. Economists have come up widi ways of putting mone
tary values on physical and human capital, but insofar as social capital is quantifiable 
it is only through a collection of proxy measures derived from opinion surveys, 
time-use studies, social-network analysis, and miscellaneous odicr sources. These 
data can give us impressions of our stock of social capital, and we should not shy 
away from discussing the subject just because we cannot come up widi precise 
numbers. But it would help, in a book making large claims about die ccoiomic 
significance of social capital, to get some idea of how much it is really worth. Rob
ert Putnam’s Making Democracy Work (1993) is an excellent book because of die 
lengdis its audior went to substantiate his dieorctically plausible hypodicses about
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social capital with detailed historical and statistical evidence. Trust has many inter
esting case studies, but it is not in Making Democracy Work's evidential league.

Keeping in mind that I can no more conclusively prove my case than Fukuyama 
can his, I believe that he overstates die importance ol trust. As a couple ol odier 
reviewers of Trust have pointed out, countries Fukuyama classifies as ‘low trust’ 
have put in strong economic performances. Fukuyama classes Chinese societies as 
‘low trust’ because circles of trust tend to he limited to kin, whereas economic suc
cess requires cooperation with non-kin.1 In his review ol Trust, Robert M. Solow 
reported a survey ranking 118 countries by growth in per capita production between 
1960 and 1985. Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Soudi Korea came in second 
through fifth (1995:37). This survey’s time-lrame means diat it could not take into 
account die more recent but spectacular economic growdi of anodier Chinese soci
ety: China itself. Since China suffers from both a Chinese family structure and die 
accumulated distrust coming from decades of Communist Party rule, it probably 
has particularly low levels of social capital, as defined by Fukuyama. Yet this seems 
to have been no bar to a good economic performance. Maybe all these countries’ 
growth rates would have been better still if diey were ‘high trust’. But, on diis evi
dence, if I were an economic adviser to a developing country, I’d put increasing 
social capital well down my list of priorides.

The problems of Fukuyama’s thesis do not mean that social capital is not im
portant to economic success, but rather, as I said earlier, that Fukuyama places too 
much importance on trust. As the subdde of his book suggests, there are various 
virtues conducive to wealth creation. Fukuyama lists such virtues as loyalty, honesty, 
dependability, reliability, cooperadveness and a sense of duty to others. These are 
all aspects of individual character that plausibly could contribute to economic per
formance. The role of social capital here is to inculcate and enforce these virtues. 
Fukuyama points out that these virtues are best culdvated in strong groups, such as 
families, schools and workplaces (p. 48). Yet ‘strong’ groups are not necessarily 
high-trust or high in solidarity. ‘Strong’ could equally well mean diat diere is a social 
structure in which those lower down the hierarchy are motivated as much by fear of 
punishment as by trust or solidarity.

Frust may not always be the most efficient way of ensuring diat people fulfil 
their obligadons. Even if most people could be trusted to perform die basic tasks 
lor which they are responsible, incentives and sanctions can be valuable devices en
couraging extra effort and discouraging shirking and dishonesty. Market economies 
certainly benefit from trust reducing transacdon costs, but self-interest is also a pow
erful modvadon. Charides have often been poorly run pardy because dieir manag
ers are less subject to the incendves and sancdons of die market, even though, 
measured on good intentions alone, they may be more wordiy of trust dian dieir 
counterparts in commercial organisadons. Valuable as trust is, it perhaps can take 
an economy only so far.

1 Ollier studies suggest dial the overseas Chinese have strong dialect and district as well as kin net
works (DFAT, 1995).
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Fukuyama’s own comparisons between countries show that there are substitutes 
for trust in creating cooperation. The lack of trust among non-kin in ‘familistic’ 
societies may make state intervention necessary to build large-scale enterprises or to 
‘promote community where there is a deficit of spontaneous sociability’ (p. 27). He 
argues that, as liiere are problems in relying on the state, we should prefer his social 
capital path to prosperity. We need not disagree witli him on this to see that trust, 
on Fukuyama’s own evidence, seems to be far from an essential element in eco
nomic success. Trust is one way of achieving cooperation, but traditional authority 
structures, self-interested exchange and state intervention are all viable alternative 
mechanisms.

Trusts international comparisons do not serve Fukuyama’s desire to make a 
clear argument about the importance of trust. What they demonstrated to me was 
that, while social capital is relevant to understanding how different economies work, 
it manifests itself in different ways; and, further, no one type is necessarily the best 
in all circumstances. Low-trust ‘familistic’ societies may have quite adequate social 
capital when operating in an economic environment in which business opportuni
ties exist mainly for small firms. Conversely, in this kind of economic environment, 
people with high trust of non-kin, hut without an inclination to put in the hours and 
effort driving many family small businesses, may do relatively badly. As Peter L. 
Berger has argued, cultural traits may he “latent’ for long periods of time until die 
circumstances (economic, political, even ecological) are right for their hidden po
tential to become manifest’ (1994:9).

Trust and Individualist Culture

Trust would have been a better book if it had been more modest in its ambitions. 
Rather than setting out, unsuccessfully in my view, to show that a nation’s well-being 
and ability to compete is conditioned by levels of tr ust, it ought to have focused on a 
topic that clearly weighs heavily on the author’s mind: die state of social capital in 
individualist societies, and the implications this has for their well-being.

Fukuyama’s argument holds up better if it is not generalised beyond the United 
States, or at least not generalised beyond countries like the IIS, Australia, Great 
Britain, New Zealand and Canada, which have strongly individualist cultures (see 
Triandis, 1995:104, for international individualism rankings). In diese countries, 
the alternative mechanisms for achieving cooperation, such as state direcdon and 
traditional authority structures, are less acceptable than in nations with more group- 
oriented cultures. While cultures undoubtedly evolve, diey do so only slowly. The 
individualism of currently individualist countries must be taken as relatively fixed. 
These nations could perhaps use die alternative mechanisms for achieving coop- 
eration more than they do, hut cultural incompatibility means they are unlikely to 
be very successful. Imposing too many rules on individualists is as likely to encour
age rebellion as cooperation.

The interesting questions, dien, are not of the individualist versus communitar
ian variety. They are rather about how die benefits of cooperation can be enjoyed 
without coercion. To work effectively, free societies require most citizens not to
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abuse the opportunities freedom gives them. People must trust that others will not 
so abuse their freedom; otherwise, costly and restrictive monitoring and enlorce- 
ment mechanisms are necessary'. Trust is a more valuable component ol social 
capital in individualist than in communitarian or collectivist cultures.

Arguably, too, trust is more important now than in die past lor countries in die 
Anglo-American individualist tradidon. All diese countries’ economies have a 
highly developed division of labour, so that people must entrust many aedvides to 
persons about whom diey have litde or no personal knowledge. A large proportion 
of jobs involve autonomous activity and judgment on die part ol employees who, to 
a significant extent, must be trusted to carry out dieir tasks conscientiously, since 
supervision requires loo much duplication of effort. Even for diose occupations in 
which the work is of a more routine variety, increased competitive pressure means 
that die organisational culture of firms must be capable of handling regular change. 
If employees distrust management, change will he diat much harder to implement. 
Greater competitive pressure has also increased the desirability ol cooperation be
tween businesses: a Bureau of Industry Economics (1995: Part B) study found diat 
Australian businesses report significant advantage from such cooperation. Interest
ingly, a lack of trust was reported by many businesses as an obstacle to cooperation 
(BIE, 1995: Part C).

Declining Social Capital

Like many other observers of the United States, Fukuyama is concerned diat its 
social capital is in decline. He repeats some familiar statistics: rising divorce, declin
ing membership ol voluntary associations, increasing crime, decreasing numbers 
saying that they trust ‘most people’ (pp. 308-10). Elsewhere, I have collated similar 
proxy measures of Australian social capital (Norton, 1994). As I argued above, 
these measures give us no more than a rough guide to die state of social capital, hut 
even if these statistics paint an overly gloomy picture (since, for example, most 
people’s social contact takes place through informal structures, and levels of social 
capital seem to vary greatly between groups and regions widiin countries) none are 
good in themselves, and we are right to he worried by them.

How diis concern should translate into action is not always clear. Fukuyama 
lists a few possible explanations ol declining social capital, hut is vague about die 
policy implications. While saying that ‘diversity’ has advantages, ‘past a certain 
point it erects new barriers to communication and cooperation widi potentially dev
astating economic and political consequences’ (p. 270); he recommends 
‘assimilation through language policy and education’ (p. 306). He warns against an 
excessive concern for individual rights, which undermines die ability of communi
ties to set standards for their members, denies public housing authorities the power 
to reject people with criminal or drug abuse records, and stops police setting up 
sobriety checkpoints. Flic ‘capitalist revolution undermines local communities as
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jobs arc moved’ and ‘families are uprooted’ (p. 312).2 Public housing policies de
stroyed many of die social networks previously existing in poor neighbourhoods; 
the welfare state accelerated the decline of die communal institutions it was de
signed to supplement (p. 313). Post-World-War II technological innovations such 
as television reduce die amount of social interaction occurring during entertainment 
(p. 316).

Many of these problems would be very difficult to fix in anything but die longest 
term. Diversity exists and, while its problems can be ameliorated by encouraging 
English-language learning, it cannot be done away widi by any means acceptable to a 
liberal society. Individual rights have benefits, and in the United States dierc are 
constitutional obstacles to their reduction. Job mobility occurs because of individ
ual and corporate economic benefits, and it has hard to sec how it can be substan
tially reduced widiout major economic cost. The problems of public housing are 
well recognised, but, for financial reasons, undesirable high-rise apartment buildings 
and all-public housing estates are not going to be demolished cn masse. The draw
backs of the welfare state are also widely acknowledged, but widespread depend
ence on it makes radical reform politically difficult. As for too much television —  
Robert Putnam favours this explanation for declining social capital as well —  there 
is not too much that can be done beyond hoping that more sociable entertainment 
will increase in popularity.

Increasing Social Capital

Ehe lack of detail Eukuyama gives as to how trust can be increased is disappointing. 
In this respect, Trust shares a shortcoming of Putnam’s Making Democracy Work. 
they both give us reason to think social capital is important, but give us little idea as 
to how it can be built where lacking. The fault is more serious in Trust, though, 
because Putnam’s book was a path-breaking volume that set up issues lor others to 
pursue. Coming later in the debate, we could reasonably have expected Trust to 
deal in more depth with the issue of social capital creation.

At one level, there is no great mystery about the sources of social capital. Social 
capital increases with group membership. Inclusion in social groups is a source of 
social capital in itself, since it suggests to the individual that he or she shares values

“ It is, however, a myth that mobility is increasing. In die IIS, die long-term trend is toward residential 
stability (Norton, 1994:70-1). In Australia, die proportion of die population that moved between 1966 
and 1971 was 39.4 per cent, increasing only slighdy to 40.7 per cent in die 1986-91 census period 
(Bell, 1995:13). What is true is dial residential mobility rates are higher in nations widi individualist 
cultures (Bell, 1995:17). Elsewhere, Fukuyama has stated diat he diinks diat die American propensity 
toward mobility is as much cultural as die product of economic forces (Gray, 1995:63). In die US, the 
median number of years male workers stay in die same job is below its 1983 peak, but still higher dian 
in most of the post-war period (The Economist, 28 January 1995). For Australia, aldiough surveys 
done over die last five years indicate diat people feel less secure in dieir jobs (Evans & Kelley, 1995), 
from 1983 to 1994 die proportion of die workforce who had been in dieir jobs five years or more 
increased from 36.3 per cent to 43.9 per cent (ABS, 1990:51; 1994:6).
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with others, which Fukuyama believes is important to trust. Important as shared 
values can be, Fukuyama overstates the independent role of values as compared to 
die role of practices dial develop widiin groups. If someone is told diat he or she is 
a member of a group, his or her propensity to cooperate widi odier members of die 
group increases, even diougli nodiing is shared beyond die arbitrary group classifi- 
cadon of a researcher (McAdams, 1995:1014-16). The more communication dial 
takes place between group members, die less likely diey are to act out of sell- 
interest, even if die material incendves encourage diem to do so (Frank, 1988:223- 
4). Once people are part of groups, diey have access to social networks, increasing 
dieir opportunities for collaboradon. Social networks monitor adherence to die 
social virtues, lurdicr increasing cooperadve behaviour. From die stardng point in 
group membership it is not difficult to start a ‘virtuous cycle’ of social capital crea
tion.

A key to social capital creadon is getdng people to die group-membership 
starting point. This requires studying incentives for group membership; but Fu
kuyama does not even survey die existing literature on die subject. This is disap
pointing and surprising, since one important incentive is discussed in Fukuyama’s 
earlier book The End o f  History and die Hist Man (1992), namely, die human de
sire for ‘recognition’ of dieir worth. This desire is one of die forces encouraging 
people to become involved in groups. Social psychologists draw a distinction be
tween ‘personal’ identity, those characteristics differentiating one individual from 
anodier, and ‘social’ identity, diose categorisations depersonalising die self into in
clusive social units, in which ‘I’ becomes ‘we’ (Brewer, 1991:476). Group member
ship provides recognition dirough bodi forms of identity. Groups provide die so
cial networks dirough which individuals receive feedback on dieir personal attrib
utes. Social identity gives individuals recognition unrelated to dieir own personal 
attributes and achievements. The existence of this ‘we’ identity allows individuals to 
enjoy vicarious recognition at the successes —  past, present and predicted —  ol 
odier members of their social group. A discussion of how diis incentive to group 
membership might be used to remedy weaknesses in social capital creation would 
have added a lot to T rust.

An Intellectual Stepping Stone?

Trust weakens itself by overstating its case. The difficulties in measuring trust and 
showing its links with economic success prevent die evidence from sustaining die 
argument Fukuyama wants to make. He misses die opportunity to discuss in more 
detail what destroys and what creates social capital. However, die book might end 
up as a useful stepping stone. Much of die literature on social capital has been writ
ten by people widi eidier litde interest in or hostility toward economics. Fukuyama, 
as I noted at die outset, believes diat neoclassical economics tells us much dial is 
useful about economic behaviour. His more constructive approach, and die exten
sive publicity his book has received, may encourage economists to diink more sys
tematically about social capital. Perhaps, dien, some of die mediodological prob
lems holding back social capital dieory can be sorted out. The End o f  History and
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the Ijist Man indicated that Fukuyama’s talent lies in setting oil interesting debates
rather than persuading people. I hope with Trust dial he has done it again.
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Killing People: Peter Singer on 
Life and Death

Ross Parish

Peter Singer, Rethinking Life and Death: The Collapse of Our Traditional 
Ethics, The Text Publishing Company, Melbourne, 1994

£ A  FTER ruling our thoughts and our decisions about life and death for 
nearly two thousand years, the traditional western ethic has collapsed.’ 

j L -m.So begins Peter Singer’s book. As evidence for his contention, he cites 
various judicial opinions and decisions regarding the withdrawal of life support sys
tems from persons in irreversible comas, the unwillingness of juries to convict or of 
prosecutors to prosecute in various instances of mercy killings, and die enactment 
into Dutch law of guidelines under which Dutch doctors had for some time been 
giving ledial injections to hopelessly suffering patients.

Defining Life and Death

As might be expected of a philosopher, Singer takes pleasure in exposing die hy
pocrisy involved in changes in die way die injunction ‘diou shalt not kill’ is inter
preted. A common approach is to change die definidon of deadi, or life, and hence 
of killing. Thus, following die recommendadon of a group of Harvard experts 
(mainly doctors), most of die civilised world has adopted die ‘irreversible loss of all 
brain function’ definition of deadi in place of die traditional ‘total cessation of die 
circulation of die blood and of respiration’. Similarly, debate on abortion, and on 
die stage of pregnancy at which it is permissible, has centred on definitions of die 
beginning of life. These range from conception, die point where die possibility of 
twinning is lost (14 days), die onset of brain activity (‘brain birdi’, as it were) at 54 
days, the first detection of ECG activity (brain waves) at 14 weeks, die onset of con
tinuous brain-wave activity (32nd week), quickening of die foetus, to die stage at 
which die foetus becomes viable (capable of living outside die womb), which used to

1
The Harvard Committee argued dial die new definition was needed on die grounds dial keeping alive 

comatose persons who had lost dieir intellect was a burden on diemselves, dieir families, and on hospi
tal resources, and diat die new definition enabled organs for transplants to he harvested in a fresh and
unimpaired state.
2

This is a Cadiolic dieological point If an embryo is capable of splitting into two to form twins, it can 
hardly he diought of as a human individual.

Ross Parish is Professor Emeritus o f Economics at Monash University.
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be Uikcn as 28 weeks, but now, because of improved techniques and equipment, is 
rather earlier.

Another evasion of the issue, in Singer’s view, is die sharp distinction often 
made between killing and allowing to die. Infanticide of anencephalic (brainless) 
babies may be accomplished by means of lethal injection or by starving diem of 
food or not giving diem the medical care needed to keep them alive. Similarly, 
cudianasia may be accomplished by active or passive means. Singer quotes Ardiur 
Hugh Clough’s couplet

Thou shalt not kill: but necd’st not strive
Officiously to keep alive.

and notes its ironic intention.
Singer scorns altering definitions of deadi to accommodate changing technology 

and changing atdtudes because he believes in facing die fact diat killing human be
ings is sometimes morally justified. He is in favour of abortion, infanticide, and 
eudianasia. He would replace die ‘sanctity of life’ ediic widi ‘a quality of life’ ediic. 
This ediical position leads him to prefer to kill a human radier dian an animal, 
where die animal’s quality of life (cognitive and emotional capacity) exceeded that ol 
die human. These views are reinforced by the belief diat the world is overpopu
lated and that further population growth will either deny underdeveloped countries 
further development or, if diey do develop along Western lines, cause gross pollu
tion and global warming widi catastrophic consequences. Like other population 
pessimists, Singer sees the increase in llie number of alimentary tracts radier than in 
die number of brains on which ‘human capital’ optimists focus.

An objection to definitions of life and deadi is their arbitrariness. Embryonic 
and foetal development is a gradual process, as dying often is also, so that the sin
gling out of a particular point in die process as marking its beginning or end is 
bound to be arbitrary. Nevertheless one can see practical and psychological advan
tages in having clearly defined beginning and end points: widiout them one can 
imagine endless disputes on ethics committees and in courts of law on whether a 
certain act was justified or legal. Singer denies that there is any marked difference 
between a foetus and a new-born baby; and has elsewhere (Kulisc & Singer, 198.5) 
suggested (and repeated here) diat ‘a period of twenty-eight days alter birth might be 
allowed before an infant is accepted as having die same right to life as odiers’ (p. 
217). (Parents are to be given a ‘cooling-off period’, as it were, similar to that 
granted widi respect to door-to-door and real-estate transactions.) However, he 
concedes that this boundary is arbitrary, and is attracted by the consideration dial 
‘no odier line [than the moment of birth] has the visibility and self-evidence re
quired to mark the beginning of a socially recognised right to life’ (p. 217), but re
mains unsure on this matter.

While insisting diat we are responsible for our omissions as well as our acts, 
Singer does admit that there is a distinction between killing and failing to keep alive. 
He says:
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Unless our responsibility is limited in some way, die new ethical approach 
could be extremely demanding. In a world with modern means ol com
munication and transport . . . there is always something we could do, 
somewhere, to keep another sick or malnourished person alive. That all ol 
us living in abluent nations, with disposable incomes far in excess ol what is 
required to meet our needs, should be doing much more to help diose in 
poorer countries achieve a standard of living that can meet their basic needs 
is a point on which most thoughtful people will agree; but die worrying as
pect of this view of responsibility is that diere seems to be no limit on how 
much we must do. . . Is failing to give to aid organisadons really a form of 
killing, or as bad as killing?

The new approach need not regard failing to save as equivalent to killing. 
Widioul some form of prohibition on killing people, society itself would 
not survive. Society can survive if people do not save odiers in need —  
diough it will be a colder, less cohesive society. Normally diere is more to 
fear from people who would kill you dian diere is from people who would 
allow you to die. So in everyday life diere are good grounds for having a 
stricter prohibition on killing dian on allowing to die. In addition, while we 
can demand of everyone that he or she refrain from killing people who 
want to go on living, to demand too much in the way of self-sacrifice in or
der to provide assistance to strangers is to confront head-011 some powerful 
and near-universal aspects of human nature. Perhaps a viable ediic must 
allow us to show a moderate degree of partiality to ourselves, our family 
and our friends. These are die grains of trudi widiin die misleading view 
that we are responsible only for what we do, and not for what we fail to do.
(pp. 195-6)

(The statements in the first of diese paragraphs are doubdul. There is not always 
something we could do to help people in poor or misgoverned countries. The exis
tence ol aid organisations is no guarantee diat dieir activities serve die long-run in
terests oi those diey seek to help. Aid workers are like missionaries —  except dial 
diey are better paid —  and like the missionaries of earlier times diey do some good 
and do some harm. Giving charity to foreigners is far more problematical dian 
giving it to your friends and fellow citizens, which is one of die reasons for die —  
regrettable, in Singer’s view —  partiality we show to ourselves, our family and our 
friends.)

Bioethics and the Socialisation of Medicine

In proclaiming die collapse of die Western ediic, Singer is exaggerating bodi die 
‘absolutism’ of diat ediic and die magnitude of recent changes. The injunction not 
to kill is a very strong one; but history, literature, and common experience oiler 
many examples of it having been overridden by more cogent moral considerations, 
such as prevention of suffering or die sacrifice of one life to save anodier. The
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definitional and other subterfuges used to save the appearances of not killing testify 
in a back-handed way to the continuing strength of the sixth commandment.

All of Singer’s evidence for die inadequacy of traditional etiiics is drawn from 
die field of biocdiics: ‘doctors’ dilemmas’, so to speak. Bioethics has come to 
prominence in recent years for two reasons. Advances in medicine have gready 
increased die opportunides for keeping alive persons who in earlier dines would 
have died, and consequendy have inuldplied die occasions when a choice has to be 
made between life —  possibly a very unsatisfactory one —  and death. New repro
ductive technology has also raised tantalising questions dear to die hearts of theolo- 
gians and philosophers. But die more important reason for die rise ol bioethics, in 
my opinion, has been die socialisation of medicine. As a result, individual decision 
and responsibility have been supplanted, to a considerable extent, by collective de
cisions; and die nexus between an act and its cost has been gready weakened. For 
example, the question of whether to keep a brain-dead pregnant accident victim on 
life-support machinery until die foetus became viable would once have been de
cided on essentially practical technical and economic grounds (was die machinery 
and care available and were the relatives willing to pay for it?) and not on die basis 
of an appeal to die ethical principle of the sanctity of life. (In the two such cases 
discussed by Singer, die question of die cost of the intensive care was deliberately 
excluded from its considerations by one ediics committee, and apparently not con
sidered by the odier.)

Public funding of medicine has also been accompanied by greater public scru
tiny of doctors’ and hospitals’ practices. ‘Clinicians . . . are olten confronted by pa
tients inflamed to a heightened state of consumerism by charters and league tables; 
and diey are watched by beady-eyed lawyers looking for lucrative lapses or trans
gressions of an ever-tightening legal net’ (Tallis, 1996:3). As a result, bioethical is
sues often attract much publicity and occasion rancorous debate, giving an exagger
ated impression of their importance. Important diough they may be for doctors 
and a lew patients, in trudi they are a very small subset ol the ethical decision we 
face in private and public life.

The New Commandments

Singer imputes five ‘commandments’ to the traditional morality (not to be confused 
with die ten in Exodus) and seeks to replace them with five ‘new commandments’, 
as follows:

Old Commandment New Commandment

1. Treat all human life as of equal 
wortii. varies.

Recognise that the worth of human life

2. Never intentionally take innocent 
human life.

Take responsibility lor the consequen
ces of your decisions.
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3. Never Lake your own life and al
ways try to prevent others taking 
theirs.

4. Be fruitful and multiply.

5. Treat all human life as always 
more precious than any non
human life.

Note that die old commandments all are, while die new commandments are 
not, simple unambiguous rules. Singer’s ‘commandments’ arc not r̂eally com
mandments at all: diey give no guidance as to what is right or wrong. They tell 
us, in effect, to take sensible, considered, and responsible decisions: good advice, 
no doubt, but totally non-specific. Consider Singer’s replacement of ‘Never inten
tionally take innocent human life’ widi ‘ Take responsibility for die consequences of 
your decisions’: diese hardly belong to die same realm of discourse. Presumably, 
Singer has in mind a propensity to avoid hard moral choices by appealing to simple 
moral imperatives, as, for example, a refusal to hasten die deadi of a terminally-ill 
person in great agony. Most reasonable people recognise diat moral imperadves 
sometimes conllict widi one another, and a choice has to be made —  in die exam
ple above, between not killing and alleviating suffering. But die fact diat simple 
moral rules are inadequate for some occasions does not mean diey should be 
abandoned, if they are appropriate in die great majority of situadons: as, I have no 
doubt, the injunction ‘thou shall not kill’ is. Singer himself states: ‘Widiout some 
form of prohibition on killing people, society itself would not survive’ (p. 195). 
Hence —  or so it seems to me —  his new commandment presumes die existence 
of the old one in die background, as it were.

The injunction ‘be fruitful and multiply’ is nowadays more honoured in die 
breach dian the observance, even among Catholics, so dial in diis instance Singer 
would appear to be pushing at an open door.

To say that die life of a healdiy animal is of greater value dian diat of a human 
in a vegetative state is one tiling: to say ‘do not discriminate on die basis of species’ 
is anodier. Singer would have us empadiise widi die whole of humanity. How 
much greater is the difficulty of empadiising widi die whole of die natural world —  
and not with just the furry part of it: Singer is against the killing offish.

Respect a person’s desire to live or die.

Bring children into die world only if 
diey are wanted.

Do not discriminate on die basis of 
species.

‘Bring children into the world only if they are wanted’ is a possible exception. Use of the passive 
voice (‘it they are wanted’) engenders ambiguity: wanted by whom? The putative parents? The state? 
It is characteristic of Singer’s mindset that the tiling about which he is prepared to be prescriptive is
birth control.
4

It is sale to assume that the old line ‘the purpose of conservation is the benefit ol man, not fish’ 
would not raise a laugh from Singer.
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Singer urges us to respect a person’s desire to live or die. A person’s desire to 
die will often strike die observer as irrational, and often will be irrational, in diat die 
person concerned would judge subscquendy that lie was temporarily ‘out of his 
mind’. And die problem widi suicide, as with judicial execution, is its finality. It 
dierefore seems to me prudent to retain a strong moral sanction against suicide.

Singer’s argument for variadon in the wordi of human lives is illustrated widi 
reference to malformed babies, elderly men widi advanced Alzheimer’s disease, 
anencephalic babies, and so on. He argues, reasonably, diat it is absurd to regard 
such cases as equally deserving of ediical consideration as less hopeless cases. But 
diese are easy examples. What about the policy of die British Nadonal Hcaldi 
Service of favouring young persons widi respect to access to scarce resources, such 
as transplants and kidney machines? Or what of die opposite siluadon that prevails 
in the US, where die elderly have better access to medical care than die young, be
cause diey are generally better-oil? How big a step is it from putdng down Down 
Syndrome babies to euthanasing crednous adults? Once we acknowledge differ
ences in die ediical value of different persons, where do we stop?

Abortion of female foetuses and killing of girl babies is pracdsed on a large 
scale in China and India. In China it happens largely because of die government’s 
one-child-per-couple policy, which means that die opportunity cost of having a girl 
is not having a boy, or suffering die penalties associated widi breaking die one-child 
rule. In India girls are unwanted because of the need to provide diem widi dowries 
if they are to be married oil . These examples show how the sancdon against taking 
innocent human life may be broken for inhumane reasons radier dian die (mainly) 
humane ones envisaged by Singer.

The ‘slippery slope’ argument will occur to most readers widi respect to all of 
Singer’s proposals for abandoning traditional ediical belief. He ignores it, except in 
respect of the use of eudianasia in die Nedierlands, where a 1990 survey revealed 
1,000 cases of 11011-voluntary euthanasia: ‘a worrisome trend’, according to die Su
preme Court of Canada, which ‘supports the view dial a relaxation of die absolute 
prohibidon takes us down the “slippery slope’” (p. 150). Singer argues against this 
interpretadon, pointing out dial diese cases represented only a small propordon —  
2 per cent —  ol deaths associated widi medical decision making and in most cases 
consisted of the administering of morphine or other drugs to ‘padents who were 
near deadi and clearly suffering grievously’. Furthermore, the 1,000 deadis could 
not be said to represent a trend, since 110 data are available for years prior to die

5
The data (given on p. 1.52) are as follows:

Deaths following decisions to withdraw or withhold treatment
Deaths f ollowing administration of drugs to alleviate pain
which the doctor knew might cause die patient to die more rapidly
Active voluntary euthanasia
Medically assisted suicides
Non-voluntary eudianasia

22,500

22,500
2,300

400
1.000

48,700TOTAL
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enactment of this Dutch legislation, nor for contemporaneous practice in other 
countries.

When Principles Conflict

When the injunction not to kill comes into conflict with oilier powerful moral con
siderations, there are several possible policy responses. One is to uphold the sanc
tity of life absolutely. This has the advantage of being a very clear-cut rule, at least in 
a relative sense: ambiguities still exist concerning the beginning and ending of life, 
as do questions of intentionality and so on. Its disadvantage is that its consequences 
are widely regarded as inhumane.

A second approach is that advocated by Singer, namely, to replace die sanctity 
of life by a ‘quality of life’ ediic and weigh up each case of moral conflict as best one 
can, under die guidance of reformed laws and legal precedents. This is attraedve to 
udlitarians and humanists, but feared by conservadves lest it lead to a more general 
breakdown of moral values and of society.

A diird policy is diat of near-absoludsm: upholding die sanedty of life while 
toleradng, though not encouraging, some types of killing. This used to be die case 
with abordon (it was illegal but tolerated) and is die case widi eudianasia and infan
ticide. Widi mercy killing being illegal, albeit frequendy treated leniendy by prose
cutors and juries, die potential perpetrator is under a strong incentive to diink long 
and hard before he acts. The onus is on him to justify his actions before a court. 
This approach appeals to diose who wish to maintain a very strong sanction against 
killing human beings but who recognise diat killing is sometimes justified on hu
mane grounds. It recognises diat die appearance is important, as well as die reality. 
It is notewordiy diat die ‘progressive’ Dutch have retained die legal prohibition of 
killing: they simply do not prosecute doctors performing active eudianasia provided 
they follow certain safeguarding procedures. ‘The legal prohibition remains in 
place to emphasise die gravity of die decision and to prevent abuse’ (Tallis, 1996:4).

Concluding Comments

To reject traditional Western morality, and proclaim its collapse, as Singer does, 
because it is not a 100 per cent infallible guide to edncal behaviour, even diough it 
serves well 99 per cent of the time, is in my view highly irresponsible. It strains cre
dulity diat anyone acquainted widi die horrors of die recent past and present can 
contemplate a weakening of society’s sanctions against killing odier humans.

Flie likely reason why Singer can disregard the possible costs of die collapse of 
die Judeo-Christian ethic is that he wants it to collapse, for a reason quite separate 
from its absolutism. He hates its human-centredness: die biblical assumptions diat 
man was created in God’s image and given dominion over die natural world. He 
blames diis mindset for die environmental damage man has done to die eardi, of 
which he has an exaggerated perception. And he blames it for our mistreatment of 
animals, about which his views are decidedly cranky, and well-known.
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Reform by Stealth

Paul Pierson, Dismantling the Welfare State: Reagan, Thatcher and the Politics 
of Retrenchment, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1994

Reviewed by James Cox

r r ^ l H I S  book explores the surprising resilience of the welfare state in resisting 
tiie reforming efforts of the Reagan and Thatcher Governments. Although 
certain parts of the welfare state succumbed to cutbacks or partial privatisa

tion, die core programs remained intact. And, radier dian striking out into new 
territory, die succeeding Bush and Major Governments consolidated the gains of 
dieir predecessors.

Pierson records how bodi administradons made persistent efforts to cut bene
fits, restrict eligibility and expand die role of die private sector. But government 
spending on die welfare state in die two countries remained constant as a share of 
GDP during die 1980s and has since tended to increase. The Thatcher Govern
ment reduced expenditure and increased die private sector’s role in housing and 
age pensions, and reduced spending on unemployment benefits. It made only 
modest changes to income support, healdi care and sick pay. Indeed, by placing 
government finances on a sounder basis and provoking a change in die climate of 
opinion, the Thatcher Government arguably improved die longer-term position of 
die welfare state in Britain.

Housing and unemployment insurance were areas of major retrenchment by 
die Reagan administradon. Only modest changes were made to age pensions, in
come support, healdi care and disability insurance. The deficit resuldng from die 
Reagan administration’s taxation policies, however, was likely to restrain spending 
initiatives for some time to come.

In seeking to explain diese developments, Paul Pierson, an Associate Professor 
of Government at Harvard University, draws on economics. Policy-makers are 
seen as rational agents concerned (among odier tilings) to minimise die political 
costs of dieir policies: ‘Government leaders want to advance dieir policy agendas 
and diey want to be re-elected’ (p. 17). The role of ideas is played down. Pierson 
also draws on recent work in economic history (by Douglass Nortii, for example) 
which shows how the development of economic institutions so alters die costs and 
benefits of following different courses of action that it becomes impossible to im
plement certain options that were once available and may now in principle be desir
able. The most famous example (which Pierson uses) of diis process is die con
ventional QWERTY typewriter keyboard. It is certainly possible to develop a bet-
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ter keyboard —  this one was designed to be inefficient —  but such a change is now 
impossible because the QWERTY keyboard has been locked in through wide
spread use. Similarly, wellare-state policies have generated constituencies who 
benefit from the programs or work in them. This makes the reform of such pro
grams a very difficult business indeed in which political leaders are often unable 
fully to achieve their objectives because of the political costs that would be incurred 
in doing so. Retrenchment takes place, even so. But it is those programs where the 
political costs of retrenchment are smallest that are most likely to be cut.

Although Pierson is ( I  think) a supporter of welf are-state programs, he provides 
helpful advice to conservative politicians on how to reduce welfare-state spending 
with die minimum adverse political reaction. Capital spending (on housing, for ex
ample) provides a soft target because die adverse effects of a reduedon in spending 
will not become apparent for some time. Privatisadon is easiest when attraedve pri
vate-sector alternatives to government programs already exist (such as pensions in 
die United Kingdom). Policy changes are accepted more easily when there is a time 
lag before die consequences are experienced. For example, changes may affect f u
ture, but not current, beneficiaries of a program. Perhaps die responsibility for re
ducing services can be shifted to anodier government or to die private sector. 
(Cutbacks in central-government grants to State and local governments provide an 
obvious example of this.) Perhaps cutbacks can be imposed by stealth: for exam
ple, by modifying indexation arrangements. Perhaps advantage can be taken of fi
nancial crises to place program finances on a sustainable basis. Trust funds for in
dividual programs, each of which needs to be financially secure, can be a great help 
here (for example, die IIS Social Security and Medicare programs). Above all, the 
conservative statesman should employ die strategies of obfuscation, divide-and- 
conquer, and (if all else fails) compensation. Because of die limitations of these 
strategies, the reform of the welf are state is not something to be achieved overnight. 
The conservative statesman should guard against impatience and wait for opportu
nities to arise.

I should make it clear that Pierson is not himself advocating this machiavellian 
approach to the reform of the welfare state. He would, I am sure, be horrified at 
die suggestion diat he had written a manual on how to reduce spending on die wel
fare state and still gel elected. Even so, such advice can be extracted f rom his book.

What are we to make of all diis? There are, I think, three issues dial are worth 
discussing: the unsurprisingness of die author’s conclusions; die limits to his analy
sis; and (if it is accepted that changes to welfare-state programs are sometime neces
sary) die advantages and disadvantages of the machiavellian strategy of obf uscation, 
division and compensation as opposed to more open discussion of problems and 
options.

The essence of Pierson’s argument is tl s difficult to retrench welfare-state 
programs because the programs generate constituencies to support diem. Members 
of governments may be forgiven for dunking dial they know this already. An im
portant reason why policy-makers of a conserv ative disposition have been reluctant 
to introduce or extend welfare-state programs is die difficulty in subsequendy modi-
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lying tiie programs should events show this to he necessary. Sir Robert Menzies 
springs to mind as an example of such caution.

It is easy to criticise Pierson lor not writing the hook diat die reviewer would 
have preferred. But his achievement is limited in at least four ways. First, he dis
cusses die polidcs of reducing government spending on die welfare state widiout 
discussing die polidcs of taxadon. Expenditure on welfare-state programs tends to 
increase over dme, even if the programs diemselves do not change, because die be
haviour of die beneficiaries of, and employees in, welfare-state programs changes in 
response to die incentives and opportunities provided by such programs. Aldiough 
not to cut a program may, as Pierson explains, be die line of least polidcal resis
tance, diis strategy is likely eventually to result in an increase in taxadon. Tax in
creases are no more popular dian reduedons in social programs. The judicious 
politician would be well advised to avoid excessive increases in taxadon by reducing 
spending on some of the softer targets so helpfully pointed out by Pierson. Or per
haps, as so many recendy have done, he might attempt to postpone die twin evils of 
spending reduction and taxadon increase by accepting government dissaving on an 
increasing scale.

This leads to die second point. Pierson accepts that welfare-state programs may 
have to change if circumstances change. His analysis points to die difficulty of re
ducing spending on particular programs. But this cuts bodi ways. Not only is it 
difficult to reduce government spending on die welfare state; it is equally hard to 
transfer spending to address newly emerging priorities —  particularly if govern
ments are unwilling to increase taxation. Thus, die welfare state may become in
creasingly irrelevant to die needs that it is supposed to meet. This is die nightmare 
of government immobility that the American journalist, Jonathan Rauch, conjures 
up in his 1994 book Demosclerosis. As Rauch points out, dcmosclerosis is particu
larly fatal to the hopes of those who favour activist and eff ective government.

"Third, nodiing in Pierson’s analysis suggests that die Reagan and Thatcher ad
ministrations were wrong to attempt to reduce spending on die welfare state. 
Spending reductions might have been in the interests of both societies. Pierson 
points out that reductions in spending can he politically costly. Governments may 
feel, nevcrtiieless, dial die costs are worth incurring, particularly if diey are faced 
widi a financial crisis. Indeed, an important aspect of statesmanship is to be able to 
judge when a potentially difficult course of action can be embarked on widi a rea
sonable chance of success.

Fourdi, it is understandable dial Pierson has chosen to emphasise the remark
able administrations of Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. Study of odier in
stances of expenditure reduction may provide further insight into die conditions for 
success. Australia and New Zealand, for example, provide examples of successful 
reductions in welfare spending in recent years: die Hawke Government’s greater 
targeting of welfare expenditure during the mid-1980s and die New Zealand gov
ernment’s changes to welfare during die early 1990s. Aldiough diese policies have 
not been overwhelmingly popular, and have been reversed to some extent, diey
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were not fatal to the re-election of the governments that introduced them. There 
are, undoubtedly, lessons to be learned from these experiences.

What, finally, should we make of die machiavellian policy advice that can he 
taken from Pierson’s hook? It would no doubt be unrealistic to expect politicians 
who hope to gain or continue in office to be entirely open about their intentions for 
welfare state programs and their financing. Readers of Dismantling the Welfare 
Slate will not be surprised to learn that the part of ihe US Republicans’ ‘contract 
with America’ that has achieved greatest acceptance in US federal government cir
cles is the idea that the onerous task of reforming income-support programs for the 
poor (‘welfare’) should be passed to the States. Nevertheless, to build an under
standing of the need for change, societies need to be reminded of the longer-term 
costs of tiie policies that they have adopted. Since politicians will not do this (or not 
often enough), others must. I think Australian economists have done a good job at 
pointing, for example, to the eventual consequences ol the ageing of die populadon 
for social expenditure. In so doing, diey have attracted all the unpopularity dial 
comes to those who spoil a good party. They will need to condnue to court such 
unpopularity.

James Cox is a member of the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of 
New South Wales.

Juries and Justice

Jeffrey Abramson, We, The Jury: The Jury System and the Ideal of Democracy, 
Basic Books/Harper Collins, New York, 1994

Reviewed by Mike Ross

"T" URY service is proclaimed to be a civic duly. The zeal ol prosecuting authoridcs 
I  aedng on behall ol die state is tempered by the moderating influence of twelve 
* jurors picked at random. But this benign view of the jury is shattered by Abram

son’s study of die jury system as it operates in America. Juries are blinded by 
prejudice, confused by procedure, distracted by lawyers and often just plain fed up. 
"file position is probably no different in Australia and New Zealand, but we have no 
way of knowing. The Antipodes follow the English model: die jury is as anonymous 
as die hangman. Jurors’ identities may not be published, their deliberations are 
secret, their conclusions are delivered in a curt guilty/not guilty response. The 
process is protected by a veil of silence.

Abramson, in contrast, has a wealdi of data and anecdote to work widi. Ameri
can jurisprudence puts jurors into the public arena. Potential jurors’ personal views 
go on die court record as diey are cross-questioned by lawyers prior to selection of 
die jury pool. Concealed listening devices have secredy recorded jury room discus-
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sions in academic studies on die dynamics of jury deliberations. Jurors are permit
ted to talk to die media about die trial, alter dieir deliberadons are completed. Re
moving die veil of secrecy reveals some ugly warts. Yet Abramson remains opti- 
mistic. He argues that die jury system empowers ordinary cidzens to do jusdce. 
The jury marries jusdce to democracy, for better or for worse.

Abramson sees die jury as a bulwark against state oppression; it protects indi
vidual polidcal, religious and racial freedoms. Freedom of speech provides an ob
vious example. Abramson describes as die most lamous jury of all, die 1670 Lon
don jury which refused to convict William Penn of unlawlul assembly by preaching 
Quaker doctrines on die street, despite a clear direcdon from die judges diat die 
charge was proved and a guilty verdict was to be returned. "File jury, split on its 
verdict, attempted to reach a compromise by convicdng Penn and his fellow defen
dant on some charges but not odiers. The court refused to accept die verdict, and 
direatened to imprison die jury widiout food undl it came to its senses. The jury 
returned widi verdicts of not guilty on all counts. File verdicts stood, but die jurors 
were prompdy lined lor reaching a verdict described as contrary to bodi die facts 
and die law.

The phrase ‘jury nullification’ is used to describe juries who ignore die law 
and/or die facts to reach a decision according to dieir consciences. In such cases, 
juries become party to acts of civil disobedience. Early American examples include 
juries acquitting those rebelling against die dictates of England as a colonial power, 
and those who assisted fugitive slaves. More recendy, jury nullificadon has gained 
notoriety as a polidcal statement against perceived state injustices. Oliver Nordi was 
acquitted of lying to Congress over illegal funding of covert operations because die 
jury saw him as a subordinate player, following orders from above. Marion Barry, 
mayor of Washington DC, was acquitted of drug charges despite overwhelming evi
dence against him, probably because the local jury bridled against a white political 
power structure diat treated Washington residents as a black colony. The O. J. 
Simpson murder trial came too late for inclusion in Abramson’s book, but diis was 
probably anodier case of jury nullification: an acquittal in protest against police atti
tudes towards black suspects in general.

But, as Abramson admits, jury nullification has a darker side. The conscience 
of die community is not always pure. It permits unelected people to spurn laws 
passed by a democratically elected legislature. Juries decide cases according to 
emotion, prejudice, and sympathy more than according to law and evidence. Trials 
are turned into circuses; juries are arbitrary and idiosyncratic.

Abramson does not argue dial juries always get their verdicts right. There are 
risks to democracy. But to gel at the good, we must risk the bad. To get die jury 
dial resists die tyranny of die state, we must risk our freedom on the jury that prac
tices its own petty tyranny.

Abramson takes it as given diat the jury system (warts and all) is an essential part 
of die liberal democratic tradition. He sees no need to explore die civil-law tradi
tion whereby lay assessors sit widi judges to try cases. Judges and lawyers trained in 
civil-law jurisdictions look on with amazement at die excesses of die common-law
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jury trial. Those countries in continental Europe that toyed with the use of juries 
have, in die main, abandoned the process. There is indeed little evidence that die 
common-law tradition is superior to die civil law in mediating between citizens and 
die state. England, for example, does not have an exemplary record of lair trials lor 
polidcally-motivated crimes. Since 1989, appellate courts have overturned die con
victions of some 18 people previously imprisoned for alleged IRA bombing attacks. 
It took applicadons by government, through die office of die Home Secretary, to 
achieve diese reversals. By contrast, in Italy (a civil-law country) it was investigadng 
prosecutors who from 1992 exposed state corruption in dieir ‘clean hands’ cam
paign. Juries in England failed to check misuses of state power in prosecutions over 
terrorist bombings, while die absence of a jury tradition in Italy did not prevent ex
posure and prosecudons for state corrupdon. In fairness, it should be noted diat 
before die ‘clean hands’ campaign Italy adopted a new code of criminal procedure, 
placing more emphasis on common-law-style accusatory hearings and less on civil- 
law-style pre-trial invesdgadons.

Bodi die civil-law and common-law systems seek primarily to discover die trudi, 
but diey use different processes to do so. The civil-law system is an inquisitorial 
process, widi judges, lawyers and witnesses pitching in with quesdons. The presid
ing judge controls die procedure. By contrast, the common-law system is domi
nated by lawyers. They control die quesdoning, widi die judge operating as a neu
tral umpire, asking quesdons infrequently, and die jurors standing by as mute ob
servers. The trial becomes a game of skill between duelling lawyers. Abramson 
explores die relationship between lawyers and the jury, commenting diat the trial is 
a dramatic performance that will flop if die audience (die jury) is not receptive.

lawyers as an organised lobby have achieved substantial control over die out
come of litigation in die United States. While calling for impartiality, trial lawyers 
move to exclude from the case any sentient person, such as those who read daily 
newspapers or watch news reports on television. The goal is a jury dial is impartial 
by virtue of its ignorance. Jury consultants oiler expertise in assessing the appropri
ate profile for an acquittal jury. Potential jurors not fitting the profile are chal
lenged, or excluded after admitting some passing knowledge of die case or its cir
cumstances. Moot trials are staged in advance to test presentation styles and strata
gem against a mock jury chosen to mirror the attributes of die trial jury. Litde won
der diat American trial lawyers crow dial die trial is over after die jury is selected. 
The English tradition is diat the trial begins when the jury is selected.

Abramson picks clean die bones of die jury system as it operates in die United 
States. His book provides a fascinating, if not disturbing, insight into die operation 
of the common law jury system. It is hard to share Abramson’s optimism about die 
jury as a democratic tool. He implies diere is no better alternative to protect citi
zens from die power of die state; but diat claim is surely open to challenge.

Mike Ross is Senior Lecturer in the Department o f Commercial Law at The Uni
versity o f Auckland Business School.
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Retreat from Collectivism?

Robert Skidelsky, The World After Communism: A Polemic For Our Times,
Macmillan, London, 1995

Reviewed by David Henderson

'W OTH the title and the subtitle of Robert Skidelsky’s new hook arc mislead-
I  ing. Contrary to what the subtitle asserts, the treatment is (happily) not at all

*  polemical. And contrary to what the title implies, tlie book is less con
cerned with the future than with the past: only in the last three chapters (36 pages in 
all) is the argument forward-looking; and one of these deals with the former com
munist countries rather than with the world in general. What Skidelsky mainly of
fers is a summary review of the history of the 20th century, in which the main theme 
is ‘the rise and fall of collectivism’ (p. xiii), or more broadly, ‘the great ideological 
struggle . . . between collectivism and liberalism’ (p. 17). The story thus told forms 
the background, the context, for the author’s reflections on what be refers to, quot
ing Vaclav Klaus, as ‘die enduring question of how far die state should regulate the 
lives of free and responsible individuals’ (p. 4). The rellecdons are to be found at 
various points in die main narrative, and are drawn togedier in the final chapter, 
which is beaded ‘Repairing die State’.

The starting point lor this ambitious essay in interpretadon is the current 
‘retreat from collecdvism back to market economy’ (p. 26), which die audior views 
as a historic turning-point in the evolution of economic and polidcal systems and of 
ideas rcladng to them. As be righdy notes, diis retreat lias become a general —  al
most a world-wide —  tendency. In die OECD countries, it lias shown itself, 
roughly from the end of the 1970s though with a good deal of variation in timing 
and extent, in a range of market-oriented reforms. The main areas of reform, in 
decreasing order of radicalism, have been financial markets, privatisation of state- 
owned enterprises, trade liberalisation, and taxation systems. Outside die OECD 
area, die most far-reaching change has been die collapse of communism in the for
mer USSR and in what were its satellite countries in central and eastern Europe. 
These are the two groups of countries with which the book principally deals: dicrc 
are only passing references to odier parts of the world, and virtually nothing on die 
process of economic reform, and die quite dif ferent evolution of a communist sys
tem, in China.

The book sets out to place these recent trends in a broad historical perspective, 
and, in doing so, to throw light on their underlying causes, dicir significance, and 
dicir implications for the f uture. Two introductory chapters set die scene: one is on 
die development of die ‘cold war’, and die odier on die meaning to be ascribed to 
collectivism and liberalism. The next diree chapters are historical, covering respec
tively die years before World W ar I, die era of die two world wars and die interval 
between them, and die period from 1945 to 1980. They provide a summary ac
count of developments bodi across die world economy and in die evolution of eco-
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nomic and political ideas, with die main emphasis on what are now die OECD 
countries. Two chapters, one on die collapse of communism and the odier on ‘die 
new polidcal economy’ in die OECD countries, deal widi die recent retreat from 
collectivism, while Chapter Eight, and later Chapter Ten, bring the story of die for
mer communist countries down to die present day. In die two remaining chapters, 
Nine and Eleven, die author turns more directly to die subject-matter of his dde.

Skidelsky has chosen an excellent dieme, and to my mind die results fully jus
tify his decision to treat it in a broad historical perspective, going back a century or 
more. There are not many audiors who can handle simultaneously, as he does 
here, not only political and economic developments across die world and down die 
years, but also die evolution of ideas and their impact on policy; and dierc are still 
fewer who arc willing and able, as he is, to do diis in readable and jargon-free prose. 
As one would expect after reading his brilliant life of Keynes, there is much to be 
gained from The World After Communism, bodi in die main historical narrative 
and from die many perceptive observations which are made in die course of die 
argument.

At die same time, I think there are weaknesses in die book, which detract from 
its interest and usefulness. These are bodi specific and general.

As to specific matters, Skidelsky at one point chides economists —  widi reason, 
I fear —  f or their lack of concern widi history; but diere are a good many matters 
on which his own interpretation of historical events is open to question. For ex
ample, the following statements, all confidently made, seem to me misleading or 
false:

• dial post-war Japanese economic success was partly accounted lor by ‘privileged 
access to die American market from 1956 onwards’ (p. 6);

• dial in the OECD countries, for a decade or so from die early 1960s, dierc was 
a ‘quest for growth through budget deficits’ (p. 13);

• that Marxism was ‘about redistribution’ (p. 30);

• that ‘It was a premise of liberal economics . . . that wars would disappear with 
die hegemony of a pacific business class’ (p. 30);

• that ‘the years 1873-96 saw the first modern world depression’ (p. 31), and diat 
‘diere was a liberal revival after the recovery from depression in 1896’ (p. 44);

• diat Hayek ‘thought a world government would be needed to entrench eco
nomic liberalism internationally’ (p. 81);

• diat in India there was ‘near zero growth in per capita income between 1960 
and 1988’ (p. 137); and
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• that ‘the main trend since die 1970s has been towards protectionism’ (p. 188); 
and that (p. 188) ‘The recent trend has been towards freer trade within blocs 
[true, though ‘regions’ would be better than ‘blocs’] and towards “managed 
trade” between them’ (false).

Mistakes apart, there are numerous points at which the argument would have 
gained from a more nuanced or qualified interpretation of events and trends. In 
hroad terms, Skidelsky’s historical oudine of die changing reladve fortunes of col
lectivism and liberalism is accurate and judicious. When it comes to particular as
pects or espisodes of economic history, however, he is not always a reliable guide.

A more general limitation is that die final assessment which Skidelsky offers is 
disappointing. In part, I think, this is because he links two sets of issues which 
diough not unrelated are probably best treated separately: on die one hand, the re
construction of post-communist society in central and eastern Europe and the for
mer USSR; and, on the odier, the future balance between liberalism and interven
tionism in the OECD countries and possibly elsewhere. In the end, not a great deal 
comes out for the future. One of the two concluding general chapters is largely 
taken up with reporting the views of Francis Fukuyama, John Gray and Jeffrey 
Sachs, while the other does not go much beyond stating a general case for maintain
ing macroeconomic stability and for bringing down ratios of public expenditure to 
GDP to a figure of around 30 per cent.

So far, the general trend across the world towards more market-oriented and 
less regulated economic systems has owed more to negative than to positive im
pulses: it has arisen largely from what were seen as elements of failure witiiin exist
ing regimes or systems. With lew exceptions, reforming governments have not 
worn liberal labels, nor have they consciously embraced economic liberalism which 
is far from being a popular cause. It is clear that full-scale collectivism has been dis
credited, and that there are many countries around the world in which recent lib
eralising measures, some of them far-reaching, seem unlikely to he reversed. It is 
also true, however, that there remain substantial areas cl policy in which the future 
balance between liberalism and interventionism could shift in either direction, and 
that anti-liberal ideas of various kinds remain influential —  in some areas, such as 
labour markets and environmental issues, they are perhaps becoming increasingly 
so. I would like to have seen Skidelsky give more space to these aspects, and more 
generally to questions of how liberal ideas might now he restated and developed, 
how liberal measures might be taken further, and how both ideas and measures 
could be made more acceptable. Hence, while looking forward keenly to Volume 
Three of the life of Keynes, I hope also to read before long his further reflections 
on die theme of this hook.

David Henderson is a former head o f the Economics and Statistics Department of 
the OECD.
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Mine of Information

Pam Swain, Strategic Choices: A Study of the Interaction of Industrial 
Relations and Corporate Strategy in the Pilbara Iron Ore Industry,

School o f Management, Curtin University, Perth, 1995

Reviewed by Ken Phillips

W NDUSTRIAL-RELATIONS studies in Australia are almost always conducted from 
I the standpoint of die industrial-relations establishment, whose central assump- 

-M^tion is that company managers have no choice but to comply with both the 
formal and the informal dictates of die system. Strategic Choices, by Pam Swain of 
Curdn University, is a significant break widi die ordiodoxy. Its fresh perspectives 
question and challenge Australian management practices. And if its findings apply 
across the spectrum of corporate Australia, die performance of many corporations 
must leave a lot to be desired. It would help explain why die McKinsey Global In
stitute’s 1995 study Growth Platforms for a Competitive Australia found that poor 
labour productivity has kept Australia’s productive performance 30 per cent behind 
diat of the US.

Strategic Choices, a published version of a doctoral diesis, compares die diller- 
ent management approaches to industrial relations at diree iron ore mines in die 
West Australian Pilbara area: Robe River Iron Associates, Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd, 
and Mount Newman Mining Ltd. fliese three mines were chosen for comparison 
because of their high degree of homogeneity: diey are all located in the same region, 
they were set up in die late 1960s and early 1970s to compete in the same export 
markets, they share the same customers and unions, are allected by die same com
munity values, and were all willing to cooperate with the researcher.

Swain meticulously and without prejudice leads the reader through die se
quence ol decisions made by the managers of the three mines in their common aim 
to bring labour productivity up to die technical capacities of die mines. Robe River 
was direatened widi loss of contracts and jobs when, in 1986, its new owners con
cluded that the major problems lay in inept and inefficient workplace practices. 
They formulated a vision for the style of operation diey required to become profit
able, established a strategic plan and an implementation team, and set to work.

For acting outside die unofficial boundaries of die industrial-relations system, 
Robe River was publicly chastised; it is still held up in many quarters as a model of 
what managers should not do in promoting change. Yet in the nine years since die 
changes, Robe River has gone from near bankruptcy to earning an annual profit in 
excess of A$1 billion, and has been essentially strike-free since 1991. Swain shows 
diat, in the legal battie in the Industrial Relations Commission (IRC), die company 
did no more dian demand that die Commission and die unions comply widi die 
letter of industrial-relations law. Its real offence was to flout the unwritten, cosy 
rules evolved over time between die players in the industrial-relations club. But die 
Robe River managers continue to insist dial company performance should be die
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focus of personnel management and that a direct, quality company-employee rela
tionship should be allowed to exist free of outside interference.

At die Hamersley mine, reforms proceeded more slowly dian at Robe River, 
but were driven by a similar philosophy. File Hamersley approach consists ol em
powering local workplace managers to deal widi production and workforce issues 
and to create quality working relationships between production people, dieir local 
supervisors and die total organisation. Before the reforms, local managers were 
helpless in the face of deals done between senior managers and die unions, whedier 
privately or before die IRC.

The diird Pilbara mine, Mount Newman, presented a very different picture. 
Here, as in most companies and government bodies in Australia, die management 
conducted its reforms within the confines of die industrial-relations status quo. Un
like Robe River and Hamersley, Mount Newman sought to work with and through 
die unions. Under diis collectivist approach, individual workers are made subordi
nate to union deals. According to Swain, Mount Newman admitted in 1988, when 
its reform process began, diat technical capacity allowed for production of 45m 
tonnes a year, but only 30m was produced on average. After die ‘reforms’, produc
tion dropped by 25 per cent in 1989.

Unlike Mount Newman, Robe River and Hamersley gave priority to company 
performance and close worker relationships at die expense of compliance widi es
tablished industrial-relations processes. By die early 1990s, die results of die differ
ent approaches were evident. In 1980, Hamersley and Robe River produced
10.000 tonnes of ore per employee annually, and Mount Newman produced 8,000 
tonnes. By 1990 Hamersley was at 15,000 tonnes, Robe River at 27,000 tonnes, 
and Mount Newman was still at 8,000 tonnes. In 1994, Hamersley was producing
20.000 tonnes, Robe River nearly 30,000 tonnes, and Mount Newman was no 
longer providing figures to the researchers.

The author uses this case study to illustrate the gains that may be realised if 
management moves away from its traditional ‘control’ mode and towards a 
‘strategic’ mode. The control mode involves seeking industrial-relations goals 
through consensus among all the stakeholders in the industrial-relations system: 
management, unions and the IRC. The strategic mode, in contrast, focuses on die 
goals ol the corporation, and forces management to try to limit die role of external 
bodies, like trade unions and die IRC, and to maximise the discretion that can be 
exercised by the firm’s personnel, both management and employees. This process 
replaces many of the targets of die award system, like penalty rates and overtime 
rates, with enterprise bargaining or individual workplace contracts.

The achievement of companies like Robe River and Hamersley has been to 
demonstrate just how great die gains can be if management responds in a strategic 
mode to die opportunities appearing in die international market. This is die pres
sure diat is demolishing, though far too slowly, die Berlin Wail of Australia’s cen
tralised industrial-relations system.

Ken Phillips is a Melbourne-based workplace reform practitioner.
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The Law? Ethics and Economics of Information

Anthony Duggan, Michael Bryan and Frances Hanks, Contractual Non- 
Disclosure: An Applied Study in Modern Contract Theory, Longman Australia,

Melbourne, 1994

Reviewed by Ian McEwin

m o  what extent should the law require contractual disclosure? Where should 
die line be drawn between acceptable and non-acceptable commercial be- 

-A- haviour? As the audiors of Contractual Non-Disclosure show, diis is a 
question diat has intrigued moralists and jurists since Cicero considered whedier a 
gram-merchant arriving in famine-stricken Rhodes should tell die Rhodians diat 
more grain ships were on die way. Moralists tend to argue for disclosure. For ex
ample, Verplanck believes diat contacts should be judged by ediical ‘good faidi’ 
standards diat impose legal obligadons to disclose. Yet die common law, tradi- 
donally, does not usually require disclosure because, at least in part, ‘die kind of 
selfless behaviour demanded by die broad ediical posidon is inconsistent widi die 
notion of a competitive economy’ (p. 11).

But diere are exceptions to die general rule diat silence is permissible. The 
diree Melbourne-based audiors of diis study (Anthony Duggan is Professor of Law 
at Monash University, Michael Bryan and Frances Hanks are Senior Lecturers in 
Inw at die University of Melbourne) draw on 27 hypodiedcal case studies and iden
tify five categories where 11011-disclosure can amount to fraud. These are: where 
diere is a mistake; where diere is a misrepresentation; where one party suffers from 
a disability diat affects contractual capacity; where widiholding information exploits 
trust; and in insurance contracts which, unlike other kinds of contract, imply 
‘utmost good faith’. The authors show that the legal doctrines in diese areas are not 
settled; rather, diey are ‘affected by problems of indeterminacy. For example, in 
relation to the doctrine of mistake there are important questions, still unresolved in 
die case law, relating to die kinds of mistake diat qualify for judicial intervention’ (p. 
13).

The book adopts a positivist methodology to determine which of diree compet
ing theories of contract law —  ‘autonomy’, ‘fairness’ and ‘economic’ —  best ex
plains the 11011-disclosure cases. Autonomy theories focus 011 an individual right to 
self-determination and ‘emphasise security of transactions (011 die basis diat, if an 
individual can get out of a contract too easily, contracts will be harder to enter into 
in the future)’ (p. 85). Here an individual could not be bound by contract unless 
die promise had been freely given. But can courts determine actual will? What if 
parties to a contract have different understandings? Should a court decide, objec
tively, what die parties had agreed? As die audiors point out, an objectivist ap
proach will result in fewer contracts being put aside for 11011-disclosure dian will a 
subjectivist approach. The former looks to imputed knowledge; die latter to actual 
knowledge. Fairness dieories, meanwhile, stress equality or die sharing of available
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information. ‘The duty to disclose is said to be prompted by a concern that parties 
treat each odier in a way that is consistent with the “bonds of community” (Cicero), 
or a concern widi die fairness of the outcome (Aquinas’s and Pufendorfs just 
price), or a concern that the parties bargain from a position of equality (Pothier)’ (p. 
123).

The authors conclude, however, diat the economic approach is superior to 
autonomy and fairness theories. It concentrates on ‘die need to preserve incentives 
for die discovery and exploitation of information (profit-making from superior in- 
formation should be permissible)’ (p. 14). For example, where one party makes a 
mistake about die price of a transacdon (a catalogue gives die wrong price of a 
painting, say) diere is simply a redistribution to die lion-mistaken party, which is of 
no concern from an efficiency perspective. But die disclosure rule should attempt 
to reduce future mistakes. This can be done by requiring the least-cost information 
gadierer to disclose. If die mistake is made by die least-cost information gatiierer, 
dien imposing a duty to disclose on die odier party will reduce die incentive of die 
mistaken party to check die information. On die odier hand, if die low-cost infor
mation gadierer knows that die odier party has made a mistake, it is efficient to re
quire disclosure: odierwise, die high-cost gadierer will incur diat cost unnecessarily. 
Thus, ‘diese considerations provide an explanation for why disclosure is required of 
pricing errors, but only where B [die knowledgable party] knows or ought to know 
of A’s mistake. Where diis condition is not satisfied, die contract should be al
lowed to stand’ (p. 155).

This is an outstanding book and it deserves to be widely read. It will appeal not 
only to diose widi an interest in contract law but also to diose who have an interest 
in die disclosure of information in general, such as statutory requirements to dis
close information in prospectuses, as well as labelling and consumer protection 
laws. It may be dial judges are better at understanding die incentives to create and 
use information tiian legislators are. As such, die book may be an aid to statutory 
disclosure provisions.

The audiors make good their claim diat ‘diis book is as much about die inevi
tability of applied jurisprudence, even in an intensely practical world’ (p. 15). By 
reading it, economists will gain an understanding of ediical concerns relating to con
tract and information disclosure in general and dieir relationship to efficiency. As 
well, lawyers can learn how some simple yet powerful economic principles can pro
vide insights into difficult legal problems by stressing die importance of die relative 
costs of legal rules and die role of incentives in influencing f uture behaviour.

The book is clearly written and summarises complex ideas such diat diey can 
be easily understood by die intelligent layman.

Ian McEwin is Director o f the Centre for Law and Economics at The Australian 
National University.
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Marriage as Commitment

Robert Whelan (ed.), Just a Piece of Paper? Divorce Reform and the 
Undermining of Marriage, Institute o f Economic Affairs Health and 

Welfare Unit, London, 1995

Reviewed by Brian T. Trainor

W N the introductory chapter of this lively and thoughtful collection, the editor, 
I Robert Whelan, raises its central issue: the fact that family law in modern juris- 

A dictions no longer makes any attempt to buttress die stability of marriage. He 
asserts diat we have reached a point where die issue diat confronts us, in die words 
of Professor Brenda Hoggett QC, is ‘whedicr die legal institution of marriage con
tinues to serve any useful purpose’ (p. 7).

Advocates of easy, no-fault divorce are generally inclined to rejoice in, radier 
than to lament, what Mary Glendon has called ‘die dejuridification of marriage’ (p. 
60). They insist diat die law has no legitimate role to play in marriage or in odier 
intimate relationships. If marriage is in essence a deeply personal affair between 
two private individuals, then surely die insistence of modern states diat diey wish to 
‘stand aside’ from marriages is a step forward. Certainly, most people would agree 
diat the continuing, intimate life of a marriage should normally be beyond die reach 
of the law. But, in Chapter Two, Melanie Phillips argues diat easy divorce laws deal 
a deadi blow to marriage, since die legal regulations governing the process of enter
ing or leaving a marriage are of vital importance to marriage itself and are not just 
incidental, legal appendages. The key culprit here is ‘no-fault’ divorce, for as Phil
lips remarks, ‘duties such as staying togedier, being faidiful to each odier or treating 
each odier reasonably exist only by virtue of die fault diat accrues to desertion, adul
tery or unreasonable behaviour. Remove diese defaults, and marriage becomes a 
vapid concept’ (p. 14).

Phillips is concerned about the consequences that flow from die introduction of 
what she calls a ‘no pain, no blame, no shame justice system’ (p. 15). She insists 
diat ‘denying a wronged party die opportunity to say dieir spouse behaved badly is 
inimical to justice. It tries to sanitise proceedings by getting die parties to collude in 
an evasion of truth and is likely to cause much more f rustration and bitterness by 
imposing such unreality’ (p. 15). The failure of modern legislators to face up to 
unpleasant truths inevitably produces pain and misery in the lives of spouses and 
children. Phillips speaks of the intolerable grief and disadvantage to which die chil
dren of divorce are so often condemned and dien adds dial ‘this grim picture is it
self so intolerable diat it has to be sanitised by “informed” opinion’ (p. 17).

It is precisely diis ‘grim picture’ dial is painted by Patricia Morgan in its full 
‘unsanitised’ form in die following chapter. She highlights die overwhelming body 
of research evidence showing diat divorce bodi damages die parenting skills of 
adults and has serious negative outcomes for children. For example, she states diat 
children from broken or incomplete families comprise a majority of die victims of
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all major forms of child abuse, dial die breaking apart and ‘re-constituting’ of fami
lies are die foremost reasons for the homelessness ol adolescents and their recep
tion into institutional care, and that the suicide rates ol both adults and children are 
highly correlated widi die divorce rate. Often such adverse consequences ol divorce 
are defended on die grounds dial die ‘greater evil’ ol a conllictual marriage is 
diereby avoided. But Morgan shows diat ‘divorce often seems to have litde or 
nothing to do widi marital incompatibility, let alone open conflict’ (p. 22). She also 
cites several studies showing diat few children are relieved by dieir parents’ decision 
to separate and that ‘far less recall conflict in die marriage, or attach any significance 
to it, dian is suggested by received wisdom’ (p. 27).

In Chapter Four, Norman Barry argues diat marriage is ‘a special sort ol con
tract’ which is ‘expected to be permanent and not to be repudiated at will’ (pp. 41- 
2); yet, unlike odier contracts, it is a contract which die law fails to enforce. Those 
who are at fault in breaching this marriage contract are not penalised in any way. 
‘No-fault’ divorce laws, dien, are prima facie unjust, not only not penalising but in a 
sense rewarding and ‘legitimising’ diose at fault. In Chapter Five, Bryce Christensen 
makes die important point dial no-fault divorce, ‘especially when it permits unilat
eral divorce, implicitly allies die state witli spouses who want out of dieir marriages’ 
(p. 63). Surprisingly, one searches in vain for any kind of argument that attempts to 
justify no-fault divorce. One might be tempted to argue diat die right to divorce 
stems from, and is justifiable in terms of, a philosophy of freedom or individual 
rights. But Barry insists diat die no-lault factor makes it ‘impossible to describe die 
freedoms that legal changes have introduced as emanations out of traditional liberal 
or conservative doctrine since the new liberties are almost completely detached 
from any notion of personal responsibility’ (p. 47).

The last two contributors to diis mainly British collection of essays are bodi 
American, and bodi focus on die important but litde-discussed fact diat die enact
ment of no-fault divorce proceeded ‘with litde publicity and no mass support’ (p. 
58). In Chapter Five, Christensen argues that ‘a sober analysis of “no fault” divorce 
may properly begin with a recognition that when legislators made diis revolutionary 
break with legal tradition, diey were not responding to widespread public pressure, 
but radier acceding to the well-orchestrated lobbying of a few activists’ (p. 58). 
Likewise, in die final chapter, James Q. Wilson shows dial die war over die family 
and divorce currendy being waged is a war between die few and the many; but since 
die ‘few’ are very powerful and influential elite groups and the ‘many’ are a largely 
passive and puzzled public, the contest is by no means an even one. The public’s 
view is diat die family is the right and proper place where die most basic values are 
instilled in children, d s a misfortune when children have to be reared by single 
parents, and diat it is better for children if one parent stays at home and does not 
work, even if diat means having less money. The elite’s view is dial

die life course is full of exciting options. Fliese include living in a com
mune, having a group marriage, being a single parent, or living togedier.
Marriage is one life-style choice, but before choosing it, people weigh its
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costs and benefits against other options. Divorce is a part of die normal 
family cycle and is neither deviant nor tragic. Rather, it can serve as a foun
dation for individual renewal and new beginnings. Marriage itself should 
not be regarded as a special privileged institution; on the contrary, it must 
catch up widi the diverse, pluralistic society in which we live. (p. 78)

Wilson holds that the war over the family and divorce is really about the role of 
women in modern society. Those who vociferously attack the two-parent family see 
it as subordinating wives to their husbands/masters and as limiting their opportuni
ties for personal and professional development by confining them to, or even im
prisoning them in, the ‘private’ domestic sphere. ‘The traditional family, in this 
view, is an arena in which men are free to hit, rape and exploit women’ (p. 79). 
Those who just as vociferously defend the family hold that traditional family values 
are the strongest stanchion of resistance against homosexual marriages, bureaucra
tised child care and compulsory sex education in schools. Quite sensibly, Wilson 
points out that the average modier or father would sympathise widi aspects of both 
viewpoints; but he holds dial on die central issue at stake, most parents will have no 
hesitation in taking dieir stand on die conservadvc side.

They will want our leaders [and] die media . . .  to tike dieir side in the war 
over what the family is. It is not one of several alternative life-styles; it is not 
an arena in which rights are negodated; it is not an old-fashioned and reac- 
donary barrier to a promiscuous sex life; it is not a set of cost-benefit calcu- 
ladons. It is a commitment. . . It is a commitment required for child- 
rearing and thus lor any realisdc prospect of human happiness . . .  It is a 
commitment for which there is no feasible subsdtute, and hence no child 
ought lightly to be brought into a world where that commitment from both 
parents is absent. It is a commitment dial often is joyfully enlivened by mu
tual love and deepening friendship, but it is a commitment even when diese 
things are absent, (p. 89)

I have quoted what Christensen and Wilson regard as the ‘public’s view’ at 
some lengdi because it is the almost embarrassingly self-evident view that is enter
tained by all the authors in this collection. This is not to suggest, however, diat the 
latter are merely stadng or defending the obvious. The real problem that this book 
grapples with is the valiant, dogged and persistent struggle carried on by our cultural 
elites against the obvious.

Brian Trainor is Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sci
ences at The University of South Australia (Whyalla).
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NON-AGENDA

With the view of causing an increase to take place in the mass of national wealth, or 
with a view to increase of the means either of subsistence or enjoyment, without 
some special reason, the general rule is, that nothing ought to be done or attempted 
by government. The motto, or watchword of government, on these occasions, 
ought to be — Be quiet. . . Whatever measures, therefore, cannot be justified as 
exceptions to that rule, may be considered as non-agenda on the part ol govern
ment.

AN majority rule ever legitimately override individual freedom ? T he usual
argument is that such coercion can he justified only in cases where the costs
are outweighed by significant public benefits. Unfortunately, in many in

stances policy-makers have ignored this principle.
Vaguely democratic arguments for coercive economic arrangements appear in 

many guises. They cropped up recently in a review of agricultural marketing in 
W estern Australia (CIE, 1995; MSG, 1996) around the issue o f the status of a 
‘single desk seller’ for exports o f grains.

Single Desk Selling

Single desk export selling has been around a long time in Australia. It is still the 
federal policy for exports of wheat and remains die main approach in States such as 
W estern Australia for barley, canola and lupins exports. U nder single desk selling, 
a single statutory authority, like the Australian W heat Board (AWB) or die Grain 
Pool of W estern Australia (GPW A), is given die sole right to purchase pardcular 
grains from farmers and to export diem (in some cases, it has die sole right to trade 
domestically also, against die trend towards die liberalisation of domesdc trade).

Single desk selling is usually imposed through the compulsory acquisidon pow
ers o f die statutory marketing audiorides, which means diat farmers are denied die

Farmers can obtain approval from the AWB to export wheat in containers to some destinations. The 
West Australian government is considering a similar arrangement, subject to GPWA approval.

Jeremy Bentham  (c. 1801)

Coercion by Democracy: The Case of 
Agricultural Marketing

David Pearce
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right freely to sell their own product. Single desk selling usually goes hand in hand 
widi compulsory pooling, under which die total returns from grain sales are divided 
among farmers by giving each farmer a unit price equivalent to die average pool 
return.

The implicit justification lor diese arrangements is diat die loss of die farmer’s 
right to sell his or her own product is offset by die single desk seller being able to 
achieve higher average prices dian could be achieved by farmers selling freely. Two 
broad explanations are offered as to how diis may happen. The first holds diat die 
statutory single seller, by virtue of being a monopoly seller of Australian wheat or 
Western Australian barley, canola, lupins, or whatever, can achieve better returns 
on export markets dian a large number of individual sellers could if diey were com
peting for limited markets. This ‘market power’ explanation is often interpreted to 
mean diat a single seller can carefully coordinate sales to different markets, dius 
allowing it to charge different prices in different markets, resulting in increased av
erage returns to growers. A related argument is lliat a single seller, by having abso
lute control over sales to different markets, can ensure diat any international trans
port cost advantage diat Australia has in selling to pardcular markets is not com
peted away by ‘too many’ sellers bidding against one odier.

The second explanation relates to die transactions costs involved in accumulat
ing, storing, and financing a crop to be sold for export. The argument is diat a sin
gle seller can reduce diese various transactions costs, whedier by being able to take 
advantage of economies of scale or by being able to guarantee supply.

These explanadons, while not overwhelming, are at least plausible. They are ‘in 
principle’ arguments of die kind diat people who consider themselves practical 
usually criticise academics for using. But for diem to make sense, single desk sell
ing must be compulsory. To die extent dial farmers were free to trade outside die 
single desk by dealing direedy widi foreigners, die market power of die single seller 
would be undermined. Similarly, any farmer trying to finance, accumulate and 
store his own export shipment would reduce die aggregate gains diat could be po
tential derived from economies of scale. To realise die alleged collecdve benefits, 
everyone must be made to play die game.

Do the Benefits Warrant Coercion?

But not everyone agrees about die alleged benefits of single desk selling. Disagree
ments come from two sources: economic analysts and farmers who wish to be free 
to sell dieir own produce.

Analysts who have tried to quantify die benefits of single desk selling have in
variably failed to show significant net benefits. And while it is true diat single desk 
selling may bring benefits to some farmers, diere is scant evidence of overall bene
fits. As well, aldiough a single desk seller may derive benefits from its monopoly 
over die grain export trade, such benefits come at die expense of other participants 
in the grain markets.

It is often argued, for example, that marketing audiorities such as GPWA can 
obtain funds at lower interest rates because diey can guarantee to market die whole
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export crop. But this lower-cost finance comes at the expense of other players in 
tiie grain market (such as processors) who, as a result ol the single desk seller’s 
monopoly, have fewer options lor using grains, and therefore lace a higher risk, 
file market-power argument is also suspect. The operation ol modern grain mar
kets leaves no scope lor monopoly power. For example, in canola, all contracts are 
based on the Winnipeg futures prices, providing little scope lor the single seller to 
extract a higher price from foreigners.

In assessing net benefits, potential costs must be taken into account. The single 
seller faces the tremendous burden of single-handedly searching out and obtaining 
tiie best opportunities in die world market. But it is widely recognised diat, lor die 
vast majority of traded products, a large number of players is required to achieve 
this goal. There is a significant risk diat the single seller will simply miss opportuni- 
des. As well, die single seller faces no discipline on its behaviour, since there is no 
way of tesdng its performance. For example, background research for die review ol 
grain markcdng in Western Australia (CIE, 1995) found diat many players in the 
grain market (from farmers to processors) believed diat some of the arrangements 
die GPWA had made were inappropriate. Whedier they were appropriate or not is 
not the issue. The problem is diat diere is no way of tesdng them by subjecting 
them to compeddon from players who feel diey could do better.

The upshot is dial many farmers no longer wish to he required to play die sin- 
glc-dcsk-selling game, because diey think they can do better by being allowed to sell 
f reely to whomever diey choose. But coercion rules. Most policy-makers appear to 
accept diat single desk export marketing will remain as long as die majority of farm
ers support it. This was die clear view of die Western Australian government in its 
response to a ministerial review of grain marketing (MSG, 1996) and of die federal 
National Party in discussions preceding the federal election of 2 March 1996.

Here, then, is case where a policy imposed by a majority on a minority fails to 
make a trade-ofi between individual rights and a collective good and is therelore 
unjustified. It does not assess the relative benefits and costs ol the single desk sys
tem. If it could be demonstrated that there were overwhelming net benefits from 
retaining a single seller, then one might feel happier about limiting the economic 
freedoms of die minority. But this is not die case.

A second problem is dial die ‘democracy’ that has been used to justify die sin
gle seller (both in WA and nationally) is one in which only farmers can vote. But 
what about other groups whose livelihoods are directly affected by die decision — 
for example, the other players in the grains value chain, including traders, value ad
ders and various odier intermediate users? If only farmers are consulted, diese 
other groups have no chance of revealing their interests.

It is interesting to speculate about the reasons why this situation may have 
emerged. Perhaps it stems from one of the most common economic fallacies in 
agriculture: that value is created solely at die farm. Whatever die case, die policy ol 
imposing rules on a minority widiout considering eidicr die costs and benefits or 
die impact on odier economic interests ends up pandering inequitably to one set of 
interests at die expense of other interests, including die public interest.
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A Policy Challenge

Managing issues such as single desk selling provides a challenge lor any political 
creed, particularly one diat values individual economic freedom. The task is made 
difficult hy the lack of, and difficulty in interpreting, much of the evidence presented 
by both sides. But policy-makers should take heed of the clear benefits that have 
already emerged from die partial liberalisation of single desk selling in wheat. And 
they should beware of taking too narrow a view of democracy.
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Delivering Newsagents from Competition

Ross Jones

" T  EW SAGENTS have a long history of successful lobbying against pro- 
^ ^ 1  competitive reforms. As die Australian federal elecdon of March 1996 

^  approached, die State-based newsagents’ associadons again sought support, 
especially from Liberal-National Coalition candidates, diis time in die context of 
proposed review hy die Australian Compeddon and Consumer Commission 
(ACCC) of die newsagency system. The review, which is now under way, focuses 
on die mediods of distrihudon of newspapers and magazines in major States.

The Anti-Competitive Arrangements

Major newspaper publishers and publishers and distributors of magazines made 
applicadons for audiorisadon under die Trade Pracdces Act 1974 in respect of die 
system used to distribute dieir publicadons in New Soudi Wales (NSW) and die 
Australian Capital Territory (ACT). A substandally similar system was in operadon 
in Victoria.
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In its Draft Determination on the NSW authorisation in 1979 (ATPR, 1979), 
the Trade Practices Commission (TPC) determined diat die system was anti
competitive. Publishers granted newsagents territorial monopolies lor die sale and 
distribudon of newspapers and magazines. In return, newsagents allowed die pub
lishers to control die conduct of dieir businesses. Newsagents were prevented from 
owning muldple businesses so as to stop any of diem developing countervailing 
power against die publishers. Retailers odier dian audiorised newsagents were gen
erally prevented from acquiring newspapers on competitive terms, dius stilling new, 
more efficient retailing mediods. The territorial monopoly also prevented news
agents from competing widi one anodier for home delivery services and supply to 
subagents.

The newsagents and publishers claimed diat die system provided public bene
fits diat outweighed any anti-competitive effect and justified TPC audiorisation ol 
die system. The publishers claimed diat limiting competition in distribution en
couraged diem to compete in more important areas (such as editorial content, ad
vertising rates and cover prices) and diat the system ensured diat all of dieir publi
cations were visually displayed side by side in shops, so facilitating consumer choice. 
The newsagents claimed dial, in die absence of territorial monopoly, dieir home 
delivery service would be curtailed, and dial its costs would rise (ATPR, 1979).

The alleged public benefits were few. For example, die publishers’ claim diat 
competition between publishers in terms of editorial, content, advertising, promo
tion and cover price depended on die anti-competitive arrangements seems im
plausible, since distribution mediods would not appear to have any impact on such 
competition. Furdier, any newsagent wanting to maximise sales would be likely to 
display magazines side by side, regardless of distribution mediods. And since the 
removal of die territorial monopoly would probably have increased die number of 
retail oudets, why would circulations be likely to fall if die territorial arrangements 
were not be authorised?

The TPC also rejected die newsagents’ argument diat die territorial monopoly 
was necessary to maintain home delivery of newspapers, on die grounds diat die 
convenience of home delivery to die consumer would not be particularly affected by 
an increase in die number of sales oudets. The TPC furdier argued diat news
agents’ willingness to provide home deliveries did not depend on territorial mo
nopoly, And if, as newsagents claimed, die cost of home delivery was greater dian 
die fees charged for delivery, die efficient solution would be to raise delivery charges 
radier dian to impose die losses from home delivery on odier customers.

The TPC proposed to deny audiorisation on die grounds dial die agreements 
were anti-competitive and did not result in any benefit to die public. But following 
extensive lobbying by newsagents and publishers, die government made a submis
sion to die TPC, whose 1980 Final Determination audiorised die newsagency ar
rangements. The government stated diat it considered

die widespread availability of newspapers and magazines and die availability
of a prompt and low cost home delivery service as being die principal pub-
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lie benefits arising from the system. Newspapers and magazines provide a 
great range and depth of inf ormation and comment. Widespread dissemi
nation of information and of critical comment is regarded by the govern
ment as being of major importance in a democratic society such as Austra
lia. (ATPR, 1980)

The TPC said diat it placed considerable weight on die government submission diat 
dissemination of news was important, deferring to ‘die elected Government speak
ing as to matters of polidcal and social judgement widi regard to die community at 
large’ (ATPR, 1980). In 1982, die TPC audiorised arrangements between major 
Victorian newspaper publishers, using die NSW and ACT audiorisadon as a 
benchmark.

It would appear diat in 1980 die TPC reluctandy abandoned its economic cri
teria in granting audiorisadon. The Draft Determination was highly critical of die 
arrangements, yet die Final Determination granted audiorisation justifying such ar
rangements not on economic considerations but die ‘social judgement’ of die gov
ernment.

The 1993 Determination

In 1988 die TPC embarked on another examination of die newsagency system in 
Australia and released an issues paper in 1990. Recognising die lobbying strengdi 
of newsagents and publishers, die TPC (1990) indicated diat whereas it would con
sider revoking past authorisations if diis would lead to desirable reform in die indus
try, it preferred to continue to encourage a cooperative approach in an attempt to 
get some agreed reform. Extensive consultation and negotiation was undertaken 
widi newsagents, publishers, retailers, look-alikes (businesses identifiable as retailers 
specialising in selling a wide range of newspapers and magazines but essentially sub
agents of an audiorised territory newsagent) and other interested parties.

The systems which the TPC had authorised in the early 1980s suffered f rom a 
wide range of problems. They included:

• inflexible commission rates between publishers and newsagents and between 
newsagents and sub-agents;

• exclusive marketing territories;
• die lack of consumer choice in home delivery of newspapers;
• lack of flexibility and responsiveness to changes in demand for newspapers and 

changes in retailing generally;
• die variable quality of delivery to sub-agents and consumers;
• die influence of die system on publishers outside die audiorisation who ‘piggy

back’ on die system and enhance die anti-competitive aspects of die conduct;
• die prohibition on die entry of delivery-only newsagents.

In 1992 die two major Victorian newspaper publishers, David Syme and Co. 
Ltd and die Herald and Weekly Times Ltd, along widi die Victorian newsagents’
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associations, lodged applications lor authorisation of new agreements designed to 
overcome some of the anti-competitive aspects of the previous arrangements 
authorised in 1982. They proposed some liberalisation of supply arrangements 
with look-alikes, and allowing newsagents to dispose of delivery rounds and own a 
group of ncwsageucies. But as die territorial monopolies of newsagents were left 
largely intact, die and-compedtive detriment prevailed and die applicants were re
quired to show public benefit. As diey had a decade before, die publishers and 
newsagents claimed diat die major benefits of die territorial monopoly agreements 
were die availability of a low-cost, efficient home delivery service and die availability 
of a wide range of publicadons in numerous oudets and at convenient dmes. They 
also claimed diat die system operating in Victoria lor the distribudon of newspapers 
and magazines was die cheapest and most efficient in Australia, if not the world 
(ATPR, 1994).

fhe TPC’s 1993 Draft Determination proposed to authorise the new arrange
ments, on the grounds diat they would

• provide for a low-cost, efficient home delivery system for newspapers and pub
licadons;

• allow die development of specialist delivery agents who would gain efficiencies 
by aggregadng delivery routes;

• loosen the restraints imposed on sub-agents widi respect to direct supply from 
publishers;

• have no impact on sub-agents widi respect to direct supply from publishers;
• have no impact on the availability of a full range of magazines at specialist news

agents;
• encourage compeddon in die industry by die separadon of delivery and retail 

functions of newsagents (TPC, 1993).

Review by the Tribunal

However, the authorisation of the new arrangements in July 1993 was referred to 
the Trade Pracdccs Tribunal (the Tribunal) by diree pardes, none of whom was a 
party to the actual authorisation.

The Queensland Newsagents Federation (QNF), 7-Eleven Stores Pty Ltd (7- 
Eleven) and the Australasian Association of Convenience Stores Incorporated 
(AACS) applied for a review of the authorisation, though for substantially different 
reasons. QNF opposed any change to die existing system and feared that die pro
posed changes may be introduced in Queensland. 7-Eleven and AACS claimed 
diat the proposed changes did not go far enough and were particularly concerned to 
ensure diat any changes freed convenience stores from die requirement to source 
supplies from their local newsagent (ATPR, 1994)

QNF argued that enforcing die 1993 audiorisation would reduce competition 
for circulation sales of newspapers and magazines and diminish die public benefit 
associated widi an efficient low-cost home delivery service and a broad range of ti
des. It asserted die exclusive monopoly system was necessary to support die ‘cross
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subsidy’ of uneconomic home delivery by shop sales of newsagents and sub-agents. 
7-Eleven and AACS, meanwhile, argued that the exclusive tying arrangements, 
which required sub-agents to purchase only from the designated newsagent in their 
territory, were the crucial anti-competitive aspect of the proposed authorisation, and 
should be immediately removed.

In die Tribunal’s hearing, the publishers and newsagents shifted their ground. 
They backed away from the claim that home delivery was cross-subsidised by shop 
sales. Evidence submitted by the newsagents themselves indicated that while there 
was an element of averaging whereby some lower-cost delivery customers may ‘cross 
subsidise’ other higher cost delivery customers, there was no significant cross
subsidy of home delivery in shop sales (ATPR, 1994).

The newsagents introduced three new issues at die hearing (ATPR, 1994). 
Publishers claimed that a breakdown of the territorial system would reduce dieir 
ability to target particular geographic and demographic groups and diereby reduce 
insert advertising, raising the prospect of higher newspaper cover prices and higher 
delivery costs. But die Tribunal judged that any increases in advertising revenue 
stemming from anti-competitive restrictions should not be seen as a public benefit.

Second, newsagents argued that the goodwill value of a newsagency was closely 
linked to die distribution system and that a change would affect newsagency values. 
In recognition of this, the TPC’s Draft Determination had recommended a gradual 
change in die system and a method of compensadon for newsagents. But the 
goodwill argument amounts to no more than a plea to maintain die territorial mo
nopoly in order to protect die value of newsagents’ investments in dieir businesses. 
This is a poor argument, particularly as it has been clear for a number of years diat 
reform of the system was likely.

Third, the newsagents stressed die efficiency of the newsagency system. But die 
system has remained largely unchanged over many years, while in odier retail mar
kets convenience stores and late-night shopping have emerged. Convenience stores 
are forced to rely on inflexible sub-agency arrangements lor supply, while news
agents typically close around 6pm, ignoring changes in consumer shopping habits.

The distribution system is, at best, convenient lor publishers and newsagents, 
not consumers. It forces newsagents to provide three mefliods of distribution — 
home delivery, sales to sub-agents, and direct newsagency retailing—  even though it 
would probably be efficient to separate these functions. The system prevents the 
realisation of scale economies in distribution through the consolidation of distribu
tion territories. In other countries, publishers arrange their own distribution meth- 
ods; and die Canberra lim es  offers home delivery in competition widi newsagents.

The Tribunal concluded that die TPC’s 1993 determination would lead to very 
litde change in the newsagency system. It would remain a joint distribution system; 
and the standard distribution arrangements between publishers, newsagents and 
sub-agents would be maintained. Sub-agents would still be required to purchase 
from their territorial agent. The Tribunal decided to set aside the 1993 Determina
tion, noting that it
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purports to be directed to providing lor the future, but a confirmation of its 
terms would serve to entrench a system diat is increasingly anachronistic. . .
The proposals for variation of die system would have die effect ol patching 
up a system that is ripe for fundamental change. (ATPR, 1994)

The 1982 determinadon remains in force unless and until revoked by the TPC.

The Latest News

Following the Tribunal's decision, the TPC set about considering die need to for
mally review its liewsagency authorisations. The TPC’s successor, die ACCC, is 
now examining the liewsagency system in NSW/ACT, Victoria and Queensland.

The Tribunal’s tough line in the Victorian case is likely to encourage die ACCC 
to take a stronger stand against die industry’s and-competitive practices dian it had 
in its 1993 Victorian determination. The TPC’s failure in the 1980s to open up the 
system had perhaps led it to take a less confrontationist approach than would odi- 
erwise have been the case. Such a strategy now appears to have been a mistake. 
Certainly die Tribunal was far more critical of the arrangements than was die TPC. 

In its notice announcing the current reviews, the TPC noted that

In general terms die community’s attitude to competition policy now (as 
opposed to 1980) embraces a philosophy premised on deregulation. 
Competition is expected to apply to all business activity. Competition is 
identified widi efficiency in the context of the provision of die best products 
and services at the cheapest price. (TPC, 1990)

In response to the TPC’s actions, the Victorian and Queensland Newsagency 
Councils have made new submissions. Although individual members have made 
submissions, the NSW/ACT Newsagency Council has not responded, perhaps pre
ferring to put its case for the maintenance of the authorisation through indirect 
means such as political lobbying.

During the election campaign, the then Opposition industry spokesman (and 
now Minister for Industry), John Moore, acknowledged that newsagents had lob
bied Coalition politicians for support against competition reform in their industry, 
and that they had had some degree of success. He suggested diat there was a na
tional interest in maintaining die status quo for newsagents (Megalogenis & Stevens, 
1996). The I^ibor government also offered support to newsagents. The Assistant 
Treasurer, Mr George Gear, wrote to the ACCC indicating support for a regime 
which provided reliable and efficient home delivery of newspapers (Gear, 1996). 
The letter also acknowledged that the existing authorisations increased the value of 
newsagencies (through their monopoly rights) and urged the ACCC to take account 
of newsagents’ investments when considering die authorisations.

Immediately before the election, John Howard requested that die ACCC not 
complete its review without allowing an incoming Coalition government die oppor-
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tunity Lo further advise die ACCC of its intentions to fulfil commitments given to 
particular groups.

Concluding Comments

Newsagents’ arguments for exemption from the competitive pressures faced by 
most other businesses rely on very doubtful public-benefit arguments. In particular, 
die claim dial an anti-competitive monopoly distribution system is needed to ensure 
efficient home delivery has been proven false.

The newsagents’ case rests on the assumption that newsagencies are a unique 
and valuable form of small business that should be preserved. Support from Lib- 
eral-National Coalition politicians is expressed in such terms. Yet many of die sub
agents that are denied opportunities to expand their range of products by die news- 
agency system are also small businesses. Moreover, die notion diat newsagents are 
among die few remaining examples of independent small businesses is undermined 
by die restrictions that the agreements place on newsagents’ behaviour. As the Tri
bunal pointed out, newsagents have litde opportunity to determine their own hours; 
they are prevented from expanding by restrictions on die number of newsagencies 
that can be owned; and they have litde choice over the goods diey sell and the way 
such goods are promoted. The system reduces them to litde more dian employees 
of the publishers.

If newsagents succeed in obtaining special exemption from the principles of 
competition policy, odier industries will be quick to campaign for similar benefits. 
A number of organisations, including rural marketing groups, State electricity sup
pliers, and various small business groups are actively seeking such exemption, and 
will be watching die government’s handling of die newsagents’ claims widi consider
able interest. Should die government deliver for newsagents, die entire competition 
ref orm process would be seriously jeopardised.
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Beyond Loyalty: Alternatives to Employment

Ken Phillips

^  1  MPLOYMENT is so much part of everyday life dial few people know or care 
r i  about its legal meaning. Yet most people would be surprised to discover die

JL _Jlegal definitions of employment and how diese affect dieir lives.
When people become employed, they enter a legal relationship in which die 

employer has die ‘right to control’ them. This legal power is evident in die provi
sions of some awards. For example, die Furnishing Trades Award states diat ‘no 
weekly employee shall work for more than one employer during any one week nor 
shall an employee make or assist in die produedon of goods for sale on his own 
account’. If such provisions were included in a contract between two companies, 
diey would surely be considered an illegal restraint of trade. The provisions are no 
doubt underenforced, diough not necessarily for the want of trying.

Idle right to control may, conversely, require employees to work beyond nor
mal hours. In one case, an employee of a welding company, alter working a 50- 
hour week, didn’t want to work overdme. But die court ruled diat die employer 
had the right to control die employee and demand overdme. The employment test 
being applied was the employee’s ‘obligation to work’ for die employer.

The Right to Control

How can such things happen? The law governing Australia’s employment practices 
can be traced back to die master-servant relationship in English feudal law and 
practice. By the time of the industrial revolution, individuals were legally free, but 
during working hours die master-servant relationship applied, which made workers 
‘chattels’ of die ‘master’. The master-servant relationship has since evolved into the 
employer-employee relationship, in which the power to ‘control’ has been reduced 
to the ‘right to control’. Clearly, some fine legal distinctions are involved here.

In determining whedier employment legally exists, Australian industrial rela
tions courts apply several tests, die most important of which is the ‘control’ test. II 
an employer has no demonstrable ‘right to control an employee’, employment does 
not legally exist. For example, an industrial relations court rccendy determined diat

Furnishing Trades Award 1981 (ODN C No. 01333 ol 1977) (Print E9473 F0029), Clause 8,
‘Limitations of Employment’ (a).
2

Odco Pty Ltd v Building Workers’ Industrial Union o f  Australia and Others (1989), Federal Court ol
Australia, No. VC 151 of 1988, Woodward, J. 24 August Melbourne (unreported), section 7.
3

‘ . . . the importance of control lies not so much in its actual exercise, although clearly that is relevant 
as in the light of die employer to exercise it? Odco Pty Ltd v Building Workers’ Industrial Union ol 
Australia and Others (1989): section 7.
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a taxi driver was not an employee of the taxi owner because the relationship was not 
one of master and servant but the medieval one o f ‘bailer to bailee’.

In many instances, die employer-employee relationship is really an employee- 
employee relationship. Most employers are companies owned by distant share
holders, or government departments nominally owned by die general public; die 
employer function is a undertaken by managers who exercise controlling rights over 
odier employees but who are diemselves subject to control by odier employees fur- 
dier up die scale. This compounds die legal complexity of employment and dilutes 
accountability.

Limiting the Right to Control

Concern over die abuse of die right to control has led to legal limitadons on die 
power of employers. In Australia, die right to control is highly constrained by legis
lation, rcguladon and institutionalised attitudes and practices. For example, em
ployers have lost die ultimate control mechanism —  die right to dismiss an em
ployee —  because die courts have die power to overturn ‘unfair’ dismissals.

Many employers argue diat die constraint on dieir control power is so extensive 
that employees and dieir represcntadve institutions effecdvely control employers. 
But virtually none of die pardes to die debate in Australia on employment and in
dustrial relations questions die appropriateness of employment itself as die domi
nant form of work organisation. These constraints reflect die political and cultural 
power of die institutions dial regulate employment. Such regulation limits com
mercial competition and delivers near-monopoly privileges to organisations adept at 
dealing widiin die official and unofficial regulatory environment. The key institu
tions in Australia’s industrial-relations system have vested interests in maintaining 
die employment status quo: employers demand die right to control, while die un
ions and die regulatory bodies demand the right to limit dial control. None of die 
present proposals for reforming Australia’s industrial-relations system really moves 
beyond diose boundaries.

But perhaps die main reason for die retention of employment is altitudinal. 
Managers have difficulty in understanding how they can improve performance if 
diey can’t exercise a right, however constrained, to control dieir workers. As one 
employer told me, ‘All I want from my employees is for diem to be there when I 
want diem, for them to do what I want, and for me to be able to get rid of diem 
when I don’t want diem.’

But managers are also concerned about security, safety and confidentiality. 
Businesses and organisations are commonly afraid of losing trained and talented 
people, of corporate skills going to rivals, of industrial and commercial espionage 
and of being held accountable in the event of accidents. Managers believe diey can 
deal widi diese problems only if diey exercise some kind of additional hold over 
dieir employees. Many of them dierefore go to great lengdis to motivate dieir

Federal Industrial Relations Court, Cumberland Cabs (NI 95/3601. No. 703/95), 15 December 
1995.
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workers to support the goals of the organisation beyond their strict legal obligations: 
in short, to win their loyalty.

In reality, fostering loyalty is an ownership-enhancing exercise that bolsters 
managers’ right to control in an environment where that right is closely constrained 
by employment regulation. The trouble is diat circumstances change and things go 
wrong. A business downturn or a corporate takeover may mean that the promises 
implied as part of die loyalty-building exercise cannot be kept. Attempts to hold 
employees dirough loyalty cannot ultimately be commercially sustained. The speed 
widi which organisations, small and large, rise and fall in a competitive world attests 
to the weakness of loyalty and ownership. A recent study on workplace trends in 
the United States observed diat corporate loyalty is really a form of dependency diat 
grows from an inability of individuals to be self-sufficient (Bridges, 1996).

Modes of Non-Employment

Employees generally have no understanding of die legal reality widiin which diey 
work. Businesses find that dieir use of workers is substantially controlled by outsid
ers who neidicr know nor care about die commercial environment widiin which 
diey operate. The result is die suppression of competitive, successful businesses 
and die restriction of income opportunities for citizens.

But f undamental change has already begun, spurred by die global changes tak
ing place in die work structures of developed economics. Bridges (1996) claims 
diat diis change is as significant as diat of die industrial revolution itself . Employ
ment as a dominant organisational and social structure is collapsing. The shift is 
most evident in the United States but is starting to happen also in Australia.

Two of die best-known and fastest-growing alternatives to employment in Aus
tralia are franchising and outsourcing, which involve die removal of die legal em
ployment relationship between die head company or service user and die worker. 
As well, direct business-to-worker contracting is prevalent in die computer and cou
rier industries and involves a wide variety of contract models. However, direct con
tracting lacks a clear legal definition, which is causing commercial confusion. Many 
people utilising direct contracting believe diat statutory obligations, including work- 
cover, payroll tax and superannuation, do not apply. But die Australian Tax Office 
and odier government revenue-collecting bodies are using die courts and legislation 
to narrow die legal definition of contracting so as to maximise dieir revenue collect
ing capacides. This is normally effected by having contractors declared ‘employees’ 
or ‘deemed employees’ for the purposes of statutory obligations, fake die Crisis 
Couriers case of 1995. Crisis Couriers believed diat die contractor couriers, not die 
company, were legally liable for superannuation payments. The court decision re
sulted in die contractors being declared employees, and Crisis Couriers was held 
liable for unpaid superannuation (.Australian Financial Review, 6 April 1995).

The commercial confusion caused by die lack of legal definition is substantial. 
In Australia, for workers to be legally declared contractors, each particular contract
ing mediod has to be tested in die High Court before it can reliably be said not to 
risk being deemed to be employment. Only one known direct contracting system
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has been sanctioned by the judiciary: agency contracting received a final positive 
Higli Court ruling in 1991 (Phillips, 1995). Under agency contracting, individual 
contractors are supplied as contractors to businesses through an administrative 
agency. No employment relationship exists at law.

Some managers, laced with the loss ol their legal right to control die workers, 
suffer from a conceptual paralysis so serious diat Üiey cannot cope widi contracting. 
They prefer to retain die employer-employee relationship and eidier put up widi 
die regulatory regime or lobby to shift die employment relationship in dieir own 
favour. For diem, die unavoidable changes occurring in die workplace pose a seri
ous attitudinal challenge. But the workforce generally has die same problem.

Concluding Comments

The development and growth of franchising and outsourcing in Australia, die 
struggles with different forms of contracting and die growdi ol die legally secure 
agency contracting system demonstrate that the jobshift evident in die United States 
is developing momentum in Australia. The challenge is to diink ol each individual 
as a business, widi assets, skills, and, above all, die freedom to negotiate an infinite 
variety of contracts with odier businesses. Such one-person businesses need be 
loyal only to their own professionalism and reputation.

The allegedly widespread job insecurity diat has followed die globalisation ol 
some developed economies, such as die United States, Australia and New Zealand, 
stems largely from an inability to conceive of working in any way odier dian by be
ing ‘employed’ by an ‘employer’ who does Jill die necessary diinking. But techno
logical, legal and organisational changes are at last bringing down the high transac
tion costs that have in the past propped up socialistic command-and-control 
mechanisms at the workplace in place of market ones. Ol course, wage employ
ment will always have its place, to the extent that businesses and workers prefer it to 
the alternatives. But non-employment has the potential to remove the unequal 
power relationship and die class stratification, with its accompanying mixture ol con
trol, conflict and unrequited loyalty, imposed by employment law. It brings about 
die end of wage slavery envisaged by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, hut in a way 
diey certainly did not envisage: by die full development of capitalism, not its over
throw.
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